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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

Resegregation is the separation of racial and ethnic groups within deseg-

regated schools. Its occurrence undermines the achievement of the educational

and social goals of school detegrtgation by reducing opportunities for equal

education of minority students and for positive interracial contacts among all

students.

This report provides a context for the development of specific policy op-

tions to prevent or reduce resegregation within desegregated schools. The

teader shoUld not expect to find fully articulated policy options, but rather

the base of information necessary to inform development of these optioris The

primary goal of the volume is to provide a comprehensive review of empirical

literature 83sessing the sources and extent of resegregation within American

schools and d4s1;xibing effective non-segregative alternatives. This systematic

review of the sources of resegregation and school level remedies that exist is

necessary before feAerla poliCy can be developed.

School desegregation is a mechanism for educational change as well as a

vehicle for larger social goals. As an externally imposed change, however, de-

segregation cannot fulfill its intent if it is incompatible with school culture

and organization. Resegregation is a manifestation of such incompatibility.

For example, traditional instructional practices are based on homogeneous group-

ing of students in order to meet different individual needs. To the extent that

this reaultt in racially identifiable groups and classrooms, it impedes inte-

gration. A frtgmented and pressure - sensitive policy process produces separate

categorical programs that provide well-intentioned services for students with

special educational needs. These programs, however, may segregate minority

children who are disproportionatelY eligible for their services;



Ue have 'found evidence of substantial resegregation in academic programs--

ability grouping, tracking, compensatory education, special education, and

bilingual educationdue to methods of student assignment and program organi-

zation, We have also found that school disciplinary practices, most notably

suspension, contribute to resegregation due to the ways in which school rulet

Are made and applied.

While raeial and ethnic bias of school personnel cannot be discounted as

a factor in resegregation, a more compelling reason is that the sources of this

phenomenon are found in the organizational routines of most schools. Alterna-

tive methods of student assessment, instructional organization, and school

discipline that recognize student diversity and facilitate interracial tont7act

are available. These alternatives, however, -require organizational change in

most schools for their implementation. Federal education policy can play a

fatilitative and supportive role in accomplishing such thange

IiiiiIATIE-LsLAtIsEssaUtt

There is considerable eiddence that educational practices and categorical

programs based on htitOgeneous grouping for instruction resegregate students by

race and ethnicity, and that disciplinary actions fall disproportionately on

minority students;

Abiltt.rouping and Tracking

Ability grouping among and within classrooms is widely used in elemen-

tary schools. This practice tends to segregate children by social class and

race, with poor and minority thildren concentrated in loWit groups and more

affluent and white children in higher groups. Ability groups tend to be

inflexible; there is little chance for students to be promoted to a higher

group if they progress. Furthermore, group assignments made very early in

students' educational careers are reinforced by differences in time and

quality of instruction and in expectations for achievem.nt among groups.
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The perpetuation of achievement differences that results from rigid ability

,.7rouping in elementary schools contributes to secondary school track assign-

ments that are frequently based on prior achievement.

Tracking in secondary schools is also extensively practiced. In addition

t,:1 different tracks with different vocational and educational objectives; abil-

ity grovps or level's Within tracks may also be fbrmed. High school tracking

leadS to extensive resegregation with minority students overrepresented in vo-

cational and general tratks and underrepresented in college preparatory tracks.

Tracking has cumulative or spillover effects; the scheduling of electives, and

common courses may be detertined by tratiei leading to additional segregation in

purportedly non-tracked tlese04, furthermore, there is some evidence, of

segregation among programs ti "thin the vocational, track,- with black females

likely to be highly concentrated in homemaking and consumer courses;

Teachers and administrators continue to support homogeneous grouping. in

mite of its clear resegregative impact and its lack of efficacy. The weight of

the evidence on its effects suggests that it is likely to result in lower achieve-

ment for low and average students and to have little impact on the achievement

of high-ability students. The Continuing use of these techniques may indicate

a lack of resources for teaching heterogeneous groups of students. There is

also research evidence that links the preference for homogeneous grouping with

negative attitudes about school desegregation; especially in integrated schools

with substantial proportions of minority students;

Compensatory-Education

Programs of compensatory education are designed to provide special services

to students with low achievement and poverty backgrounds. Since minority ge:up

children are found disproportionately in both of these categories, they are also

overrepresented in ESEA Title I and other compensatory educaion programs.

Because compensatory services -- usually remedial reading and math--are most often

provided in a rullout settingi they tend to have resegregative effects. R'emovIL,:
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eligible children from the regular classroom for part of the school day increases

the likelihood of more segregated classi-ooms and racially isolated remedial

groups. Pullout has not been demonstrated to have superior effects on achieve-

ment :o in-class or mainstream approachgi. The regulations governing Title I

do not require pullout, but the requirements for separating funds and services

for eligible students make this method of service delivery appear to be the

easiest way to comply.

Special Education

More blacks are astigned to special education programs than are any other

racial or ethnic group. Black students tend to be greatly overrepresented

in educable mentally retarded (EMR) classes and underrepresented in learning

disability (LD) classes. The proportion of blacks in ERR classes and the

black/white disparity in Eft placement remains greatest in the south, but

it is evident in all regions. Hispanic disproportionality in EMR classes

is declining, but this group is slightly overrepresented in LD classes.

Since the LD classification is generally perceived to be less stigmatizing

than the ERR label; the ditproportionate number of black students assigned

to the more stigmatizing program raises serious questions about the evaluation

and assignment processes leading to special education placement. The decline

in the proportion of Hispanic children in Digit classes may reflect the elimination

of the obviously unfair technique of testing Spanish-speaking children with

English IQ tests. Their slight ovetrepresentation in LD classes may reflect

ambiguity in the definition and diagnosis of this classifIcation.

Placement in special education does not necessarily mean full-time

placement in a special class; Mainstreaming in regular classrooms for varying

amounts of time is becoming more frequent. In the EMR category, however, most

of students' time is spent in the self-contained class. Furthermore, main-
%

streaming may place the student in racially segregated, low-track regular

classes.

iv
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There is very little reliable data on characteristics of students in

bilingual education programs or on the ways in Which provams are organized

and services delivered The information that is available suggests that

=any Spanish-surnamed children who do not lack proficiency in English are

enrolled in bilingual education classes. One study estimated that ono-

third of bilingual education students are enrolled due to limited English

proficiency. Turthermoret transition out of such classes for students who have

acquired sufficient English proficiency to function in regUlar classes is

infrequent in most programs.

Some degree of segregation in bilingual education is probably inevitable,

but a wide variety of temporal and organizational arrangements are possible;

There is a dearth of information, however, describing the empirical variation

in these factors To the extent that students are Channelled into bilingual

education on the basis of ethnicity rather than linguistic needs, the program

is unduly resegregative regardless of bow it is organized.

-Reasons--forAcadmicAlesegre_gasitan

Standardized tests of IQ and achievement are an important tool in the

placement of students into ability groups and tracks and categorical prograts.

Because the mean differences in scares Amon*. various ethnic groups are subs

stantial, use of tests in this manner resegregat.e.a academic programs. To

the extent that the tests are biased, or reflect differential experiences

of children rather than inherently different abilities to learn, rigid and

inflexible tracking systems may perpetuate these differences and legitimize

the differens;* in educational opportunity afforded students as well as the

lack of contact with members of other racial and ethnic groups.

Test bias may lead to resegregation, but basing assignment decisions on pro-

fessional judgment is not necessarily a choice more likely to enhance inte-

gration. There is considerable evidence that when teacher judgment enters

into placement decisions, social class segregation is greater than it would

toQ



be if test scores alone were used. There is iio direct empirical evidence thAt

racial or ethnic bias contributes to ihe disproportionate Iou placement of

minorities, but to the extent that teachers Make placement decikions based on

their impressions of students, one would expect Minority students t suffer

displacement into lower tracks. This inference is supported by considerable

retarch evidence of teachers' perceptions of racial differences in students'

ability and motivation.

Program organization is another major factor in tesegregation. Categor-

ical .-tr-v-ices are typically prvvided in pullout settings or in self-contained

special ClasseS and enroll disproportionate slumbers of Minority children.

Children who are eligible for several categorical programs spend large por-

tions of the school day outside of the regular classroom, often in more

racially isolated groups. In some cases students receiving special services

Are placed in a separate track or classroom for the entire school day.

SchoolDiscipline

The impact of suspension falls disproportionately on minority students,

especially blacks. Black students tend to be suspended in greater propor-

tions. more repeatedly, and for longer periods of time than white Students.

Racial dimparity in suspension from school has been fouuid in numerous schools

and districts that vary greatly in size, racial composition, and other demo-

graphic characteristics. By the same token, the existence of schools and

districts that do not suspend block students at high rates ingitcates that

racial differences in behavior alone cannot account for this phenomenon.

There is some evidence that overall suspension rates and black dispro-

portion in suspension rates increase imnadiately f011oWing school desegregation,

especially in schools with a substantial new population of black students:

Blacks a!,:e more often suspended fur "subjective" offenses that require judg-

ment or interpretationi rather than for more clearcUt Offin04 involving harm

to another person or property.
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Drop-out rates are also disproportionately high for minority groups, with

the greatest disparity for Hispanics. There is limited evidence to support

the "pushout" hypothesis that frequently suspended minority students are

eventually induced to drop ovt of school. Some research has vield cme-

lations between school suspension rates and dropout ratei...

A number of reasons have been advanced for racial and ethnic disparity

in disciplinary actions. Some suggest that the disproportion stems from

greater misbehavior by minority students. Others point to differential aYpli-

cation of school standards. The increase in suspensions that occurs when

minority students attend previously all-white schools suggests that a com-

bination of factors are at work, abetted by insensitivity of school profes-

sionals to cultural differences in acre ?:._' behavior; The large disparities

in suspension rates among schools, even within a single district argue against

blaming students. High minority suspension rates have been associated with

negative staff attitudes toward school desegregation andwithperceived communi-

cation problems between races.

Alternatives to Reduce ReseasalEi9A

While the educational practices that result in resegregation are wide...

spread, other techniques are available that have been shown to reduce resegre-

gation or, theoretically, should have the concomitant effect of doing so.

We have examined alternatives in the areas of student assessment, organization

of categOrical programs and of classroom instruction' and school discipline.

Student-Assessment

Student A essmtnt includes bo4h standardized testing and the broader

range of interactions and judgments encompassed by the psychological assessment

process. Alternativos in the development of standardized tests include the

calculation and publication of psychometric information specifically pertaining

to minorities, such as multiple norms, reliability coefficients; and validity

measor(?14 for efferent racial and ethnic Minority groups. lest users in

schoolt should become more familiar with the psychometric properties of the

vii



tests they use and with the application of those tests with minority children.

The assessment process begins with the teacher'S judgment that a child

needs special help and the referral of the child for further screening. Too

often the referral leads automatically to testing and removal of the child

from the claStroom without exploring other ways of addretSing the problem.

Alternative referral processes require changing the use and perception of the

referral by both teachers and school psychologistt. The referral of a child

would then be viewed as a request for assistance and would initiate a consul-

tation process among school professionals. Strategies of classroom assistance

for teacher and child would be attempted before the formal testing process is

conducted.

In addition to revision of the psychometric bases of standardized tests,

other approaches to nondiscriminatory assessment include the alternative

model (including criterion referenced assessment, learning potential assess-

ment, and others), transactional assessment, ecological assessment, and inter-

disciplinary assessment. A description of the practices associated with each

model and their strengths andweaknesSes is provided in our report. Ncme of

these models of nondiscriminatory assessment is sufficient alone. The System

of Multicultural Pluralis.:ic Assessment (SOMPA) is one approach to the inte-

gistion of several techniquesi ResearCh evidence on the use of alternative

or non-traditional assessment Methods is very limited.

program Organization

AlternatiVis in the organization of categorical programs have a common

fetus on reducing reliance on pullout and integrating special services into

the regular educational program of the school.

DemonStration projects that relax Title l regulations governing the tar.,

geting of services and combining of funds have resulted in schools eliMinating

cr reducing pullout and instituting in-class compensatory programs. These



hanges have occurred with no apparent dilution of services in schools

with large numbers of eligible students. Schools with very small numbers of

Title I students, however, may continue to find pullout the most practical

type of service delivery. In either case, coordinAtion between compensatory

instruction and the regular curriculum is crucial. An emphasis on tie con-

sultant role of Title I specialists should help to accomplish this.

In special education, mainstreaming (at least part-time pIacoment in a

regular classroom), is the major alternative to special class placement. Most

research comparing the effects of mainstreaming and special classes on EMR

children has failed to show significant differences between the two; however,

little attention has been paid to the variety of mainstreaming conditionS that

are possible. The amount of time spent in regular classrooms, the availability

of resource room and other support services, and the organization and curricula

of regular and special classes are variables that have seldom been examined in

research on mainstreaming. In addition, there is little information about the

effects of Mainstreaming on minority children. Ayailable data suggest, however,

that mainstreamed minority students from EMR classes may be placed in low-

track classes that are as racially isolated as the special education classes;

Thus the effectiveness of mainstreaming in reducing resegregation depends on

the extent to which regular classrooms are integrated and organized hetero-

geneously.

A variety of organizational arrangements are possible in bilingual edUet=

tibh, depending on the number and characteristics of students and the goals

of the program. Very little data is available on the consequences of imple-

menting various modeIsi but the likely extent of segregation inherent in each

Can be assessed. For example, a bilingual education resource room provides for

greater integration than one-way (LEP only) self-contained classrooms, and
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may be the best strategy for a limited number of LEP students. To=-way

bilingual education programs have been successfully implemented in communities

with large numbers of Spanish-speaking students where the community viewed the

program as an alternative form of education rather than as a remedial program.

Classroom Organization

Mord "mainstreamed" delivery of categorical services and the reduction

of ability grouping in regular clattes require the use of organizational

and instructional techniques that accommodate student diversity. We have

reviewed a number of such practices for their effects on achievement and

race relations. Individualized instruction alone may result in homogeneous

grouping, but may be successfuly combined with flexible grouping, team

teaching, and multi-age grouping in order to increase contact among students

working at different levels. Cooperative learning and multiple ability

techniques, which assign tasks to small heterogeneous groups and sometimes

conduct competitions among groups, have consistently yielded positive effects

on race relations and on achievement, especially for minority and low=achieving

students.

Entire schools may be organized into teams or mini-schoolt, with hetero-

geneous groups of students assigned to a single team of teachers for all sub=

jects and possibly for several grades; Thig structure increases continuity in

teacher-student contact and opportunities for flexible grouping. There is also

evidence of increased interracial friendthipS and improved interracial climate

in schools organized in this way.

Hscipline

Alternatives to suspension from school encompass a wide variety of

"in=school suspension" (ISS) programs. These programs usually consist of

several elements, including counseling and specific therapeutic or inter-

vention techniques, a "time-out" or "cooling off" room, and a self-contained

in-school suspension center to which students are assigned in lieu of

13



exclusion from school. Students continue their regular class assignments

while in ISS Centers and. sometimes receive special instruction or tutoring

as well. Referral to alternative schools may be the consequence of repeated

disciplinary actions and the last option to avoid out-of-school suspension or

expulsion;

ISS programs are wide reported to have reduced suspensions and to have

low rescidivism rates. There are few indications) however, of reduction in

minority disproportion in suspensions; Furthermore, there is evidence that

ISS programs and alternative schools themselves are sometimes highly segregated;

Some alternative schools have, however, been successful in keeping students in

school who are at high risk of dropping out or being expelled;

Another way to identify alternatives to suspension is to examine the

factors associated with low suspension rates found in some schools. MiniMal

use of suspension has been found in schools in which administrators take

responsibility for creating a positive school climate) and teachers and

students view school climate favorably; Low minority suspension rates are

found in schools with positive interracial climate and an equitable distribution

of social influence among racial groups.

Directionslor Federal Policy

The general directions for federal policy outlined here assume that the

federal government should not dictate specific instructional practices in order

to play a role in reducing resegregation. Rather, the federal government can

facilitate state and local efforts to do so in several ways. First, categori-

cal programs and regulations that inadvertently contribute to resegregation

can be amended. Second, research on existing alternatives and development

of additional ones can be stimulated. Third, dissemination of research and

technical assistance for implementing specific alternatives and for developing

Xi 14



planning and coordination processes can be provided. Fourth, professional

development programs that include alternative practices and fostering con-

sultation and planning skills can be supported.

ta-tegoricaI Programs

These programs contribute to resegregation becaute the target groups

tend to be disproportionately minority and regulations and management prat=

tices encourage pullout and separate clastet because of the need to estab-

lish fiscal accountability and to document the delivery of Supplementary

services. The regulations should be examined for ways to amend provisions

that have this effect.

State and local education agencies should be encouraged to plan for con-

colidated service delivery and mainstreamed categorical services, in order to

coordinate multiple programs that serve overlapping groups of children. This

may be accomplished through regulatory and administrative charget or through

legislative consolidation of programs. The latter approach would require

a somewhat different structure than the typical block grant design, if the

maintenance of services to all target groups is desired.

Research and Development

Research and development are needed both in the analysis and evaluation

of existing practices and in the development of alternatives. Among the most

important topics that we have indentified through our own research are:

1. Instruction techniques for heterogeneous groups of students.

2. Scheduling, grouping, and instructional practices to facilitate inter-

action among heterogeneous high school students;

3. Disciplinary techniques; including alternative forms of in-school

snspensiOn; that reduce the disproportionality of suspensions or

exclusions of minority group children.

4. FUrther development and evaluation of psyChological assessment tech-

niques for evaluating minority group children fairly.
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5. Development and assessment of alternative approaches to the

delivery of categorical services.

The importantce of the federal role in research, development, and coor-

dination of dissemination activities cannot be overstated. The limited re-

sources and urgent demands for funds to meet immediate programmative needs at

the local and state levels make it unlikely that research will be supported

there.

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance in several categories is related to resegregation,

including desegregation assistance and the technical assistance components o!

various categorical programs. These programs are typically administered separ-

ately and do not focus on within-school segregation; Technical assistance

focused on resegregation and on the management of multiple programs needs to

be provided. A mechanism for synthesizing and disseminating relevant techni-

cal assistance should be considered, either at the federal level or to

assist the states in doing so. Some options appear in Attachment A.

Professional Development

Federal support for teacher education and in-service staff development

has often followed the lines of categorical service delivery programs and

none has emphasized techniques for avoiding resegregation; The recent con-

solidation of many professional development programs into a block grant

reduces the possibilities of influence through federal regulation of programs;

This trend, coupled with the lack of effective training models and instruc-

tional management strategies for dealing with the problems that give rise to

resegregation suggests that greater attention must be focused on researchi

development* and technical assistance that will support efforts of state

and local education agencies in the professional development of their person-

nel;



The central purpose of thi ,study has been to identii the extent and

causes of resegregation and to suggest some school level practices that can

reduce racial isolation within schools. This information should provide a

context for the development of specific policy options to prevent or reduce

resegregation within the schools.
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CHAPTER ONE

RESEGREGATION: DEFINITION AND BACKGROUND

Because school desegregation is often preCeded by years of litigation

and controversy about the v;eation of racially or ethnically mixed

schoolS. it is all too easy to think of desegregation in its_nar=._

rowest sense and to assume that once racially mixed schools have been

set up the desegregation process is complete. Howeveriitis crucial

to recognize that it is precisely at this point -in the desegregation

process that_interraciaIschooling begins for the_students and that_

the nature of the students' experiences is crucial to their academic

and social development. (Havyleyi Crain, RosselI, Fernandez, Schofieldo

Smylie, Tompkins, Trent, & Zlothik, 1981,. p. 81.)

This report focuses on what happens within schools after the school bus

has arrived. Specifically, this study examines how the resegregation of

students within desegregated schoolt occurs and what can be done to minimize

it. Within-school resegregatiom refers to the separation of children by

race/ethnicity within the walls of the desegregated school. Resegregation

is a mEor threat to desegregation in that it re-establishes racial isolation

presumably eliminated by the reassignment of students from school to school.

Among its other consequences, resegregation undermines the possibility for

interracial/ethnic contact and equal status interactions, potentially limit-

ing minority student achievement.

The problem of resegregation is extensive and per-Vasive. In an analysis

of 1976 Office of Civil Rights (OCR) data, Morgan and McPartIand (1980)

found that while racial segregation was primarily due to segregated schools,

resegregation played an important role in contributing to racial isolation

in education. They noted.

. . Majority white desegregated schools--which comprise about three-

quarters of all desegregated schools and enroll About half of all black

students attending desegregated schools--seem especially prone to ex-

treme classroom resegregation. For example, at the high school level,

predominantly black and entirely white clastes are found in majority

white Schools at several times the rate that would be expected by

chance. These patterns are most pronounced -in the South and at the

secondary school level Where school desegregation has been reported to

be better accomplished than other regions or levels. In other words,

Wren black students find a greater chance of school desegregation they

are also likely to find a sgmewhat greater chance of classroom resegre-

gation.
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Ps report provides a context for the development of specific policy

options to prevent or reduce resegregation within desegregated nchod1s; The

reader should not expect to find fully articulated policy options; but rather

the base of information necessary to inform development of these options. The

priMary goal of the volume is to provide a comprehensive review of empirical

literature arseasing the sources and extent of resegregation within American

schools and describing effective non-segregative alternatives.

Chapter One provides a background for understanding the process of

resegregation. It focuses on goals and values associated with desegregation

and with traditional potentially resegregative practices and the possible

conflicts among them, as well as the compatibility of public policy mandates

and their implementation with desegregation.

Chapter Tvo documents the resegregative effects of traditional

educational practices, with emphasis on those related to assessment and

grouping_of students for instruction, student discipline, end categorical

aid programs. Chapter Three identifies and describes alternative practices

in each of thence WM815

While resegregation is A 601001 level phenomena, its presence and its

remediation have implications for federal policy. Federal .policy does or

could affect the extent of resegregation in several waysi Issuet that should

be considered by policy analysts in developing appropriate federal responses in

these areas and some of their general implications are diacussed in Chapter

Four. They include the following:

1. The federal government inadvertently contributes to the development

and maintenance of resegregative practices through its policy making and PAiMin=

istrative processes. This includes civil rights enforcement asr its relation,

ships with other federal agencies as veil as the programmatic activities thenssIves



2. The Federal government provides technical assistance to schools

to support the iMplaMentatiOn of th0.0 programs that* like the programs ther-

selves. is categorical in nature. Federal ,support for professional develop-

ment similarly parallels the structure w7 service delivery protrams,

3. Government support for '.re§earch and develbpment may affect

tesegregation and its reduction by ,aontrAburins to the investigation of the

phenomenon and its alternatives.

InsEagation As a, 'Char; e MechaniSM

:.(T)he school is a 'reflection of our society sq well .o the
principal vehice by which its yomIg are socialized or proved
for life in -adult society. . . Miscussion of any major

social problem. . quickly centers-on what schools are Alia

what they should be. fSaraSeini 1971, p.

The schools became a major vehiO1e for increasing the equality of

opportunity for minority group through the implementation of school

desegregation. The landmark supreme Court dieitton in Brown v. The

Board of Education (1954) provided the basis for desegregation mandates

and practices. The thrUtt of the Brown decision was that separate

educational facilities for black and white stutents are inherently un-

equal* and that black students have the tight to equal accest to

educational: opportunity. Subsequent judicial de4isilns expanded this

reasoning to remedy the effects of a variety of 'past Segregative practices.

DesegragatiOn since the Brown dotision was largely considered a black=

White issue. It was Aot until the 197016 that Hitpanies were considered

an identifiable ethnic minority group for the ptirpose of desegregation

(.Cisneros V. epos Christi, 1470) and eutitled to the benefits of equal

prinection as were Whitia and blitekt (U.S. v. Texas-Education_AmEr4 AUStini

1972). involvement ia desegregation in recent years has been aimed

at the preservation of biliMgUAI 6d4datioft programs within districts slated

to desegregate ( g a. Texas, San Feline Del Rio, 1972; Milliken v. Bradley;
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1974; Keyes v. School District N 1, Denver, 1975).

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provided the federal government

with the necessary leverage to enforce desegregation in virtually every school

district in the country. Furthermore, it explicitly included ethnic minorities

as well as blacks:

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race,_color, or

national origin,_be excluded from participation in, be denied the

benefits of, or_be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

The Office of Civil Rights of the U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare and later the U.S. Department of Education has interpreted Title VI

broadly to include within-school practices and programs as well as the

assignment of students among schools.

Desegregation can be viewed as a major change mechanism by which to

integrate minority groups into the American society. The primary goals of

desegregation are (1) to end racial isolation, (2) to provide equal educa-

tional opportunity, (3) to enhance minority self-esteem and self-confidence.

(4) to improve academic achievement, (5) to improve race relations at the

student-student and educator-student levels, ultimately resulting in

(6) enhancing the opportunities of students from low income backgrounds

for improved economic and social status, and (7) developing a society

which provides an atmosphere of positive human relations and peaceful

social change (Broh Ii Hawley, 1980). The extent to which desegregation

fosters the attainment of these goals depends in large measure on the

creation of racially/ethnically balanced schoolt which provide an

opportunity for equal status interaction among students of different races

and backgrounds (Hawley, Crain, Rossell, Fernandez, Schofield, Smylie, Tompkins,

Trent, 4 Zlotnik, 1981).

TIrst Problem-ofChange

DF.segregation can be seen as an aimed at producing change.



But in order to achieve that change, schools themselves must change in order

to adapt to the innovation. Change, then, is not so much the innovation

itself, but the school's adaptation to that innovation (Hawley, 1976).

The process of moving from innovation to adaptation constitutes the

problem of change.

For teachers and administrators, these problems involve change in

attitudes and behavior, as well as change in curricula; instructional

methods and strategies for social control, classroom management and

relationships with parents; Some of these changes are a part of adapting

to any innovation. But in school desegregation, these problemsall of

which are sources of personal stress--must be confronted simultaneously.

Sarason (1971) suggests that when evaluating the degree to which the

goals of change are reach., that is; the degree of the school's adaptation;

one must examine the associated and resulting programmatic and behavioral

regularities within the system. In the instance of desegregation, the

ultimate test of goal accomplishment is the degree to which students

within desegregated schools are not isolated from one another aridhavethe

opportunity for equal status interaction. Because desegregation requires

comprehensive changes, it increases the complexity, uncertainty, and

diversity with which ....."sool personnel must cope. These demands frequently

overload the professional capabilities and the capacity for ambiguity that

teachers and administrators possess. The need for reduction of that overload

typically leads to a search for clarity and simplification that manifests

itself in classificationt, programt, and routines which are resegregative.

In short, the demands for change brought about by desegregation result in

the perpttuation or revival of the traditional responses of schools to

diversity--such as the forming of homogeneous groups and the adoption of



behavioral standards that reduce diversity which, de facto, increase

racial isolation.

Sarason (1971, p. 3) notes that: . any attempt to introduce a

chance into the school involves some existing regularity, behavioral or

programmatic." The paradox of desegregation may be that it often reinforces

programmatic and behavioral regularities of schools which have the

consequence of resegregating students within schools.

TraditinmalEducational Practices

Even with apparently homogeneous (e.g., all-white) student populations,

schools are confronted with heterogeneity of student academic competencies

and social behaviors. This section examines the traditional responses

(academic programmatic and social behavioral regularities) of the school

system to student academic, linguistic, and behavioral heterogeneity.

There are two primary motivating factors which cause sch0O1S to develop

programmatic and behavioral regularities. The first of these is the con-

sensus among educators that the basic concern of formal education should

be the promotion of academic achievement The second is a motivation

which schools share with all other social systems--to maintain stability.

The first factor results in programmatic regularities in the content and

organization of academic offerings. The second results in behavioral

regularities aimed at the regulation of student behavior and the attainment

of discipline.

Academic_Programmatic Regularities

The traditional response of schools to academic heterogeneity is to

sort studentS into homogeneous instructional groupings on the rationale

that homogeneous groupings are more efficient and effective AcaddMid

heterogeneity or diversity is a relatiVe concept; it is apparent among
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"normal" students, among "exceptional" students ranging frog those who

are gifted to those who are handicapped; among students who vary substantially

in their English-speaking ability, and so forth. The academic diversity

of "normal" students is commonly addressed by more or less structured

homogeneous grouping, such as ability grouping between and within classes

in elementary schools and leveling and tracking in secondary schools.

Epstein (1980) has described this tradition as follows:

After the school bus stops at the door the students enter schocl
and go to their classes. In high school, the students attend the
course of their assigned curriculum tracks, with some students
going to honors courses and others to regular or remedial courses.
In junior high school, the students take their books to section
8=1, 8=2, 8-3, or 8-4 and on down the list of bright to dull classes.
In elementary school, the bluebirds, robins and magpies meet in
their reading groups, spelling, and math groups.

In recognition of the educational disadvantages of poor and minority

Children, compensatory or remedial education programs have been designed

and implemented; for example; Title I of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act (ESEA) and programs funded by the Emergency School Aid

Act (ESAA). These remedial programs are designed to provide extra

instruction by specialists who would be better able than classroom

teachers to meet the students' educational needs. Compensatory programs

tend to operate on a pull-out basis, in which the participating children

leave their regular classrooms for instruction in reading and/or mathematics;

The maximum academic diversity of students occurs when mentally handicapped

Children are included in regular classrooms. Many handicapped children had

long been excluded from public education until the handicapped child's

right to public education was established via judicial and legislative

mandate [PARC v. Commonwealth_of_Pennsvlvania, 1971; Mills v. Board-of

-Iumbial, 1972; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation

Act, 1973; Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142), 19753.
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has been assuzed that because handicapped children have special needs;

special materialt and instructional methods and specially trained teachers

are needed. The traditional practice has been to provide this specialized

instruction by grouping them according to their handitapping condition

and providing instruction on either a pull-out or full-time special class

basis. Recent policy development; however, has required consideration of

the "least restrictive environment" in which to provide services.

The academic diversity of children May be further complicated by theft

linguistic differences. English language profieiency may range from monolin-

gual-Englith to monolingual-other-labgtage.
Though federal mandates for

bilingual edueation have evolved in roughly the last fifteen years; tdhoolt

have been providing bilingual education services since the latter half of

the 19th century (Thernstrom; 1980). Bilingual education prograMs is a

generic term encompassing a wide variety of instructional models designed

to address the English-language deficiencies of stiidents. These models

include instruction in English as a Secend Language (ESL); transitional

bilingual programs; and bilingual-bicultural Maintenance programs; they

may be organized along a continuum from part-time pull-out to full-time

bilingual education placement. Progratht may enroll only limited-English-

proficient (LE?) students (One-way) or may be open to all students (two-Way).

The impetus for all of these grouping/sorting practices is to manage

the academic diVerSity of the student population by reducing that diversity

in any given instructional setting. Assignment to homogeneous groups is

accomplished through a complex procedure involving standardized testing;

evaluation of Sdhool performance; teacher and other school personnel

judgments, and, in some cases; student and/or parent choice.

Social Behavioral Regylarizies

Maintenance of tht school as a social system requires the development

29
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of guidelines for behavior of students and school personnel. School

discipline policies have a very real educational purpose; orderly schools

and classrooms are necessary to facilitate the activities of teaching and

learninc. Critics, however, have asserted that some school discipline

policies are arbitrary and not related to educational purposes, but

rather are used to maintain status quo, dominant cultural values (Chesler,

Crowfoot, S Bryant, 1979). The discipline policies relevant to

resegregation are those which result in exclusion from school--suspension

and expulsion. Suspension, a widely-used disciplinary practice, is defended

by school offf-lals as an effort to get parents' attention and to get them

to come to the school (Children's Defense Fund (CDF), 1974; National

Public Radio, 1974). However, many school officials acknowledge that this

frequently does not result and that suspension may alleviate an immediate

situation but is not a solution in the long run (CDF, 1974). Suspension,

a short term exclusion from school, becomes even more important as a

potential source of resegregation when one considers the effect of repeated

suspensions, perhaps culminating in expulsion or dropping out. The

Southern Regional Council (1973) posited a relationship between repeated

suspensions and dropouts, reflected in the term "push- outs". The

exclusionary practices of schools have been met with much criticism and

have been the focus of several litigation efforts. The courts have inter-

vened to require due process proceedings prior to school exclusion

(Dixon v. 1961; Coss v. Lopez, 1975)

and have addressed the appropriateness of exclusionary disciplinary

procedures to the nature of the student offense (Tinker v. Des Moines

Independent Commumity-School_District, 1969; Goss v. Lopez, 1975).

Suspensions, expulsions, and "push-outs" are behavioral manifestations

of school culture and social climate. In turn, school social cliMate is
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affected by the adminiStrative leadership and personality characteristics

of school personnel, as well as by variables associated with the social

diversity of the :,tudent population.

Conflict and ComTatibility_Serween Traditional Educational

Practices and Deteeregatiom

The educational practices described above were established as

programmatic or behavioral regularities in schools long before desegregation

became a reality. Until recently, their capacity for resegregating students

was not fully considered as a potential threat to the achievement of inte-

grated education. The impetus for school desegregation arose from social

forces and government institutions outside the school system itself.

While desegregation is an externally imposed change, traditional educational

practices are embedded in the school culture. ThuS the problem of

resegregation may be viewed as one that arises from the introduction of

an external mandate for change in a setting that has a well-established

institutional culture. Sarason (1971, p. 3b) deScribes the general

characteristics of such a situation as follows:

1. (T)he stimulus for change came primarily from outside the

school culture;

(T)here was little or no attention to the characteristic

regularitiet of the institutional culture and their possible

social and psychologiCal correlates;

3. (T)here seemed to be the unvetbalited assumption that the

goals of change would be achieved independent of any change

in these regularities.

These characteristics are applicable to the implementation of

desegregation in the context of the traditional methods and organization

of schools. Perhaps most significant is the third point above. The

achievement of change through desegregation is dependent on the adoption

not only of a set of goals, bait also of a rtocesses within the

school. Desegregation incorporates a set of posited process-outcome
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relationships; to the extent that the processes of integrated education

depart from the standard practices of schools, the goals of desegregation

cannot be achieved independent of change in these practices. The contrasts

between the educational processes underlying desegregation and those embodied

in practices based on homogeneous instruction are summwined in Table 1.

The implication of the table is that while educational goals fought through

desegregation and with traditional practices are not necessarily in conflict,

the processes and strategies for meeting the are quite different. The

table illustrates the point that change cannot be achieved through focus on

outcomes alone, and that differing educational goals ray, in fact, not even

be the issue.

The arguments for integrated education are not only legal and moral

ones, but also embody assumptions about educational processes and outcomes.

The benefits of desegregation are to be achieved through equal access to

educational resources for all students and through interracial contact

among students and between students and educators. Improved educational

achievement for previously segregated minority students and improved race

relations are the posited results of these processes.

The rationale for homogeneous instructional practices rests on

contrasting assumptions about how to maximize student achievement. Assess-

ment of individual differences in ability and performance leads to the

prescription of different educational methods and objectives; The gr«.uping

of similar students based on these differences is a logical consequence of

this model, since no school or teacher can develop a completely unique

program for each student. The conditions of integrated education cannot

be met if homogeneous instruction results in racially identifiable

instructional settings within desegregated schools; if the use of individual

diagnosis, which all educators applaud, leads to prescriptions of grouping

of students that is racially isolating, the transition from desegregation
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TABLE 1

The Shared Coals and Different Strategies of Desegregation Ori Traditional Educational Practices

GOALS DESECRECATION

STRATEGIES

TiMalnoNALEDIXATIONAL PRACTICES

1. To end racial ;olation

Immilwe

2. To provide equal educational

opportunity

linediately by creating racially and

ethnically balanced schools

A laifterm goal, by providing skills

for minority studeas Witch will

allow fheir integration into the

larger society

Equal access to educational opportunity

via the same facilities and resources;

positive teacher & administrator behavior;

and due process and equal treatment of

students of all races and ethnic groups

Equal benefit from education via

different programs, teachers, materi-

als, & techniques designed to alle-

viate student deficits; and positive

teacher & administrator behavior and

due process.

3. To enhance minority self-

esteem and self - confidence

By ending the stigma of separation, pro-

viding a better education for minorities,

and giving Minorities the opportunity to

develop skilla & experience in dealing

with whites

4, To Improve academic

achievement

,rwalmmwe

By providing_ appropriate education

via instructional groups designed

to meet individual Student needs

thus providing skills appropriate

to individual differences

By assuring equal access to equal

educational opportunities

By providing specialized instruc-

tion in order to_ enhance the possi-

61110 of equal benefit from

educational opportunity

5. To improve race relations

among students and between

students and educators

By creating ethnically balanced schoola

thus increasing interracial contact,

providing an opportunity for equal-

status interactions

By mediating the educational dill=

advantages of minority children,

thus creating a more equal status

between minority and non-minority

children
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to within-school integration cannot be made. In other words, the irony

is that diversity increases the desirability of differentiating instructional

practices so as to meet the different needs of students, but this invariably

results in the reduction of opportunities for interracial interaction.

It is this dilemma that is at the center of the difficulties in

bringing about a transition from desegregatiozn to integration. As long

as the problem is ut.resoived, until educators have techniques for effectively

dealing with the educational needs of a very diverse student body in an

integrated setting, desegregation will not be seen as a viable educational

strategy. Resegregation is a manifestation of the failure of desegregation

as a philosophy that educators and parents believe in as a strategy that

benefits children.

Practires

Traditional educational practices are one factor creating resegregation.

The continuing use of these resegregative practices appears to be supported

by two additional factors: (1) the inability of school personnel to deal

with student differences in an adaptive and responsive way, and (2) the frag-

mented public policy making process. The relationship of these factors to

educational practices is not lineari but transactional; educational practices,

characteristics of school personnel, and fragmentation of policy are interrelated

in a cycle in which each serves to support and maintain the others.

Characteristics of School Personnel

Sarason (1971. p. 121) reminds us that "man's desire to change is more

than matched by his ingenuity in avoiding change." The drive to maintain the

school's stability as a system through academiciprogrammatic and social/

behavioral regularities is strong; The ability of the school personnel to

change the academic and social regularities of the school may be related to

their lack of knowledge about alternatives to current practices. Teachers
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nay lack specific technical knowledge AbOut how to implement alrernatiVeS.

In other instances, lack of behavioral change in teachers may reflect

tbeir values and attitudes regardi4 minority students; The frustratibnS

that come from a lack of knowledge about alternative ways of dealing with

diversity, may be beightend by the disc tnte some teachers feel between

thenselVeS and children of races and social backgrounds different frOM

their own; Minority children are often "mysteries" to teachers who are

uncertain about how to evaluate the differences they see and sometimes

overestimate.

In some cases, the persistence of sorting mechanisms may be traceable

to racism resulting at its harshest in blatant attempts to segregate

minority students into particular clitsrooms or tracks. In other cases;

school personnel may have preconceptions about the abilities of minority stu-

dents that increase the likelihood that these students will be classified into

lower tracks, or that they will be sorted into bilingual classes on the basis

of ethnicity rather than language proficienCY. SuCh insensitivity may

extend to misperceptions of cultural behaVior which causes students to be

punished or suspended from school
disproportionately by race or ethnicity.

Evidence on racialiethnic bias in education is illusive. Ont of the

difficulties in documenting this source of resegregation is that of

establishing the values or racism of school personnel: "It is certainly not

a peculiarity of school personnel that what they will say in public will

not always square with what they think privately, particularly if they know

what that particular public expects them to say" (Shrason, 1971, P. 5).

ThR difficulty cf defining the problem Should only serve to underscore the

importance of understanding that factor in the process of resegregstion.

It any case; focusing on personal bias as the source of the problem of

resegregation may induce guilt or sensitivity but it does not provide
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educators with practical options that permit them to pursue the goals

they value most: academic achievement and the maintenance of order.

While chance in the attitudes of school personnel are important in combating

resegregation0 this is not likely to occur following change in experiences

that school personnel have with minoriry srtr nts= Thus the most important

prerequisite to change is a thorough understanding of the alternatives and

associated skills necessary for successful classroom management and

instructional methods for heterogeneous groups. This report focuses on

those alternatives in Chapter Three.

Fracmented Public Policy

The school is both a reflection of society and a vehicle for

socialization. Thus intervention in major societal problems often focuses

on the school. In addition to the problem of desegregation, societal

problems addressed through school intervention include: mmeliorating

educational disadvantages of low-income and minority children, providing

opportunities for the handicapped, and addressing linguistic differences

of students.

As the federal role in education has grown since the 1960's,

educational policy has reflected the concern with equal educational

opportunity that underlies desegregation, but has also incorporated

educational strategies that address individual and group differences and

thus may contribute to resegregation; In addition, the political and

bureaucratic process of policy making and administration contribute to

fragmentation among programs; The sources of this fragmentation are

found in congressional politics, government organization, and interest

groups clustered about particular policy concerns;

The importance of policy "subsystems"--functionally specialized

congressional subcommittees, executive branch agencies, and organized
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constituent groupshas been documented in zany policy areas (Freeman; 1965;

Lowi, 1969). In educationi different subcoMmitteet have jurisdiction

over eiflOtatibh of the handicapped; bilingual education; and compensatory

education; The organizations that act as advocates for these popUlatiOns

have specific educational concerns. Responsiveness to these concerns

also reflittt the political strength of the constituencies they represent.

Thus the expansion of bilingual education programs is not only a response

to the needs of children with limited English proficiency; it also

synbolizeS the graving size and influence of the Hispanic coZMUnity.

The enactment of programs that deliver identifiable services to

knflUential constituent groups is also compatible With the political needs

of members of Congreia. Categorical programs allow Congressmen to point

to the distribution of funds in their diStritts as evidence of political

accountability to important elements of their constituencies. In addition;

establishing identifiable groups of eligible recipients facilitates the

demonstration of fiscal accountability and proper use of funds;

BureaUdratic organization follows the pattern of program specialization

at federal and state levels. The creation of a new office or agency to

administer a program is an indication of the importance of its constituency

and a source of prestige for its administrators. Government agencies and

their constituent organizations typically resist attempts at reorganization

or consolidation (Seidman, 1975). State agencies in turn create separate

organizational units to parallel different federal funding sources, since

this makes it easier to demonstrate fiscal accountability.

Decisions by the courts have also affected the operations of schooli and

further complicate the implementation of potentially conflicting eAecutive

and legislative mandates. In addition to desegregation plans whiCh may also

inclUde remedial servicit; the courts have required special edUCaritit and
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bilingual education programs. Court rulings also affect student discipline

practices in the schools. The courts' like other branches of government' have

provided an avenue for special interests to have an impact on policies affect-

inz their constituencies;

At the local level' numerous programs and regulatory policies are

confronted by the school system and individual schools where programs

operate simultaneouslyi each with their own definition of problems;

regulations and systems of accountability; A school district undergoing

desegregation copes with the desegregation process. Concentrations of

disadvantaged students and bilingual students may be dispersed and there-

fore lose special services; Or they may attend desegregated schools but

remain segregated Within the school in order to receive the services.

Children who are eligible for different types of services may receive all

of them but consequently have little exposure to the regular classroom.

While federal eligibility guidelines for different programs may seen very

specific in practice it may be difficult to determine which of several

services are most appropriate for an individual child. It is at the

local level that issues of coordination and conflict among programs Become

most apparent.

Summary

The role of schools in society has been expanded from that of a

vehicle for socialization to that of a societal change agent; Desegregation

of schools was implemented to initiate major social change with the goal of

creating equal status for minorities in society. Desegregation is a major

threat to desegregation; Three sources of resegregation were identified:

(1) the traditional responses of schools to diversity--the academic/

programmatic regularities of sorting and grouping and the social/behavioral
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regularities of the school climate; (2) the inability of individuals in the

schools to respond to change and to deal with student differences in an

adaptive and responsive way, and (3) the fragmentation of the political

tytem and the policies that derive from it.
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CHAPTER TWO

Ri.SEGREGATION: PRACTICES AND EVIDENCE

Three sources of resegregation were identified in Chapter One:

(1) the traditional responses of schools to diversity, (2) racism or the

inability of individuals in the schools to deal with cultural differences

in a sensitive way, and (3) the fragmented public policy making structure

and process.

This chapter will focus on the traditional responses of schools

to diversity, that is the academic/programmatic and social/behavioral

regularities which have collided with desegregation. These responses inclidde

the academic practices of ability grouping and tracking, compensatory educa-

tional services, special education and bilingual education and discipline

practices which lead to exclusion of students from school. Discussion

of these practices will include (1) a description of the practice and

related government mandaze% (2) assessment of its resegregative effect,

(3) evaluation of the relationship of the practice to desegregation,

(4) a description of the effectiveness of the practice and rationale

for its continuance as a programmatic regularity, and (5) identification

of the reasons why these traditional practices are resegregative. Other

$ource5 of resegregation, that is, insensitivity and fragmented public policy

making processes will be discussed, where appropriate, within '4.1* context of

these programmatic and social/behavior regularities.
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Resegregation_Asa_Result_d_Assignment to Academic Programs

One set of policiet and practices that;can lead to resegregation are

those related to the assignment or selection of academic programs. Schools

typically sort studiritt into homogeneous groups for instruction and thiai

instructional groupings often entail different educational goals. The process

by which such seleCtion occurs includes use of a mix of objective and sub-

jective criteria including standardized testing, recommendations of teachers,

counselors, and other school personnel, and parent and student choice. The

reasons for a student being in a partieUlar program are complex, the research

limited, but a clear outcome of the drive or homogeneity of instruction is

resegregation; There are several diMenSions of student diversity and a variety

of grouping practices are used to attempt to address these differences. Thtte

include several forms of ability grouping, tracking and remedial programs for

students thought to be in the vide normal range of ability; a variety of

special education programs for handicapped students, and several ways of

organizing instruction in bilingual educationprograms for student:4 vith.limited.

English proficiency (L EP).

Ability grouping and tracking are the primary methods for separating

amditota into homogeneous gioutis and thus a major force for resegregation.

Ability grouping may refer to the practice of assigning students to separate

Classrooms on the basis of some assessment of their "abilities" or to similar

within-class groupings of students. When these ability groups are rigid and

students take all their subjects in a high or low group, students are sometimes

said to be "tracked." In this report, tracking refers more narrowly to differ-

entiated curricula for secondary students; schools usually offer college prepara-

tory, general, and vocational tracks. In high school these practices are often

combined, resulting, for example, in honors, regular, and remedial sections of
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courses within the various tracks; Required core courses that might allow

integration of students in different tracks may also be ability grouped and

correspond with track enrollment.

A smaller subset of Iow-achieving students may be eligible to receive

compensatory educational services in reading and/or mathematics. Students who

have more severe learning and/or behavioral problems may be identified as

handicapped and are frequently grouped into special education classes for

instruction. Among the most visibly diverse groups are students with liMited

English proficiency (LEP). These students are frequently identifiable by

racial, cultural and linguistic differences; Bilingual education programs have

been implemented to meet the needs of the growing n4Mbers of LEP students;

This first section of the paper will (1) address the extent to which academic

programs contribute to resegregation, both individually and as they interact

with each other, and (2) will describe some of the reasons for racial imbalance

in academic placement.

Ability_Grouping_and=Zracking_

Resegregation ThrnriBLAbillty Grouping

Use of among class ability_jgrcmq Ability grouping among classrooms

is a common practice. In elementary schools, students are often assigned to

classrooms on the basis of tests and/or teacher assessments of their abilities;

In secondary schools, students are assigned to levels of courses, ranging from

remedial to honors, on the basis of testing and sChooI personnel judgmentsi

including the implied judgment of ability groupings by previous teachers.

The widespread use of ability grouping to sort students into classes is sum-

marized in Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2;1

Use of Ability Grouping in Schools

Sample

PerCent USing
Ability Grouping Source

SouthweSterd SdhoolS 66 U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights (1974)

National Sample of 94
Elementary Schools 54 Epstein (1980)

937 School Districts
in 7 Southern States

82 Districts in Ohio

U.S., K-12 Classes

70

46

77

Mills & Bryan (1976)

Tompkins (1978)

Findley & Bryan (1975)

Epstein (1980), in ifialyring the 1974=75 data of the Effective School

Desegregation Project conducted by the Educational Testing Service (ETS), found

that approximately half of the 886 teachers reported ability grouping of their

5,284 Students. Tompkins (1978) found a similar degree of ability grouping

in her study of Ohio idhools. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1974)

repotted a somewhat more pervasive use of ability grouping in the Southwest.

Findley and Bryan; in their 1975 review of the literature on ability

report a considerably higher degree (77* of ability grouping across

United States. Furthertiori, they tentludtd that ability grouping is

grouping,

the

twice as

likely to occur in high school placement than in elementary school.

Mills and Bryan (1976) confirmed this extensive degree of ability grouping

in their analysis of the 1974-75 Office of Civil Rights (OCR) data from the

seven souther6 states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North

Carolina, Mississippi and Tennessee.

There is a strong possibility that available data on ability grouping and

tracking underrepresent the practice. Carter and Segura (1979) comment on the
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difficulties of obtaining accurate reports on these practices and note in the

Civil Rights Study condUCted in the SOuthwest, "We feel that the principals

were unable or, perhaps, unwilling to respond correctly; Very often the

official policy of a schbel is rfleXible] grouping and the result is tracking

. . . students assigned to all low-ability-level academic subjects are essen-

tially tracked despite the official practice of grouping for particular

subjects)."

Rese-re-ation Ability grouping tends to segre-

gate children by race and social class with disproportionately more poor and

minority children in loWet leVelt and ditproportionately more affluent and white

children in higher levels. This. conclusion is extensively documented in three

literature reviews (Findley & Bryan, 1971; Esposito, 1971; Goldberg, Passow &

Justman, 1966). Several studies of tracking and ability grouping in the South=

west find a siMilar pattern of disproportionate numbers of Hispanic students

assigned to the lowest ability groups. Typically one in three Hispanic young-

sters was assigned to a low ability group compared to one in seven Anglo students

(U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1974).

As long as the will=documented relationship between measures of ability

and race obtains, any desegregated school system that uses ability grouping

extensively is likely to have high levels of resegregation. A recent study of a

desegregated school district in Hichigan illustrates this point. This district

divided students into 12 Ability levels for instruction. There was a high

correlation between group placement, race and social class. Black and Hispanic

students were predominant in the lower 6 groups while whites dominated the

upper 6. Those whites who were assigned to lower groups were, for the most

part, from poor families (Green & Griffore, 1970.

Use-of_within_class_grouping. Ability grouping also occurs within elementary
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classrooms for academic instruction; partiCularly in reading and math;

Assessment of reading ability is usually the basis for grouping that

may extend to other classroom activities (Haller, 1981). In the VIS

study; 84% of tht 886 elementary teachers questioned used ability 064=

ing within their classrooms and those few teachers who chose not to use

it had clasSeS that they perceived to be relatively homogeneous (Epstein, 1980).

Resegregation through within class-grouping. The impact of within-class

ability grouping on resegregation is a complex matter. The classroft

may not be racially identifiable; yet within-class grouping may establish

a status arrangement or it simply may keep certain children together for

parts of the day in ways that redute interracial contact; If the fast

reading group works with the teacher for 20 minutes, and then goes back

to a table and sits together for Statwork for 20 minutes while the

average group is with the teacher and thin goes to the activity center

for 20 minutes While the teacher works with the slow group; the studentS

spend most of their clastroOM time interacting within their group; If

the fast reading group is largely white and the slow reading group is

largely black; interracial contact is substantially reduced; In this way;

grouping that may be educationally defensible for one learning task spills

over into activities where ability grouping is not needed and where it

limitS the diversity of each student's cia*sroom contacts.

ethnographiC ttUdiet which began to flourish in the 1970s have

begun to document systematically these within classroom social organiza-

tions and their impact upon children (Rist; 1970; 1978; 1979; LaVtence, 1969;

Noblit 1979; Collins, 1979). Rist'S 1970 study focused upon a group of

all black ehildtth observed in kindergarteni firtt grade and second

grade. He argued that kindeigtrten teachers develop expectations abaut

the academic potential of students based upon subjective interpretations

of the attributes and characterittics of students; Most of those attri-
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butes are correlates of social class:

First, the kindergarten teacher possessed a roughly constructed
'ideal type' as to what characteriStict were necessary for any
given student to achieve 'success' both in the public school and
larger society. These characteristics appear to be a significant
part related to special class criteria. Secondly, upon first
meeting her students at the beginning of the School year, subjective
evaluations were made of the students as to possession or absence
of the desired traits necessary for anticipated 'success'. On the
basis of the evaluation, the class was divided into groups expected
to succeed (termed by the teacher 'fast_ learners') and those anti=
cipated to fail (termed by the teacher 'slow learners'). Third,
differential treatment was accorded to the two groups in the class-
room with the group designated as 'fast learners' receiving the
majority of the teacLing time, reward directtd behavior and attention
from the teacher. Those designated as 'slow learners' were taught
infrequently, subjected to more frequent control oriented behavior
and received little if any supportive behavior from the teacher.
Fourth, the interactional patterns between the teacher and the
various groups in her class became rigidified, taking on test-like
characteristics during the course of the school year with the gap
in completion of academic material widening as the school year
progressed. Fifth, similar processes occurred in later years of
schooling, but the teachers no longer relied on subjectively inter-
preted data as the basis for ascertaining differences in students
rather they were able to utilize a variety of informational source'
related to past performances as the basis for classroom grouping.
(pp. 413=414)

If decisions about within-classroom organization made in kindergarten

tend to separate children by social class, they will tend to separate

children in desegregated classrooms by race as well. If, as Rist documents,

teachers in later elementary years base their classroom organization on

children's position in the previous year, then thildtth are locked into

a within-classroom grouping pattern which will eventually surface in

separation among levels or tracks in the junior or senior high school.

Rigidity of ability grouping. Ability groups in elementary schools,

both among classes and within classes, are frequently rigid with little

chance for the students to be ptomoted es they progress. Early decisions,

perhaps as early as kindergarten (Rist, 1970), may channel students

permanently and result in track placement when they enter secondary school.
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There is apparently little chance for an able student who comes to

school with a lack of academic experience to make up the gap.

Epstein (1980) concluded from her analysis of the ETS data, that

while "over half the teachers track students in the clattroom by ability

and over 802 regroup the children by ability within the classroom, only

252 report track Assignment flexible enough to permit 20% of the students

to change tracks from the time they entered to the time they leave the

school. . . ."Green and Griffort (1978) observed a similar pattern in a

Michigan school district where once itudents were assigned to a track,

there was little or no chance of escape from the time they entered to

the time they left school.

The ability of studentt to catch up or be regrouped when their

initial low ability grouping results from academic inexperience or mis-

perception by the teacher, is likely to be restricted by the scope of

educational programs for the sloW group as well as by the rigidity of the

typical grouping system. Rises (1970) finding that less time and attention is

spent on those perceived to be less able and presumably in need of special

attention has been borne out by other researchers. Oikes (191:0) also found

that less instructional time was spent with studentt at lover levels.

After analyzing the texts and other instructional materials used by

classroom grouPi, Green and Griffore (1978) Concluded that a poorer

curriculum was provided for lower groups. In his extensive review-of

ability grouping research, Froman (1981) found little evidence of differential

instruction tailored to different group needs and concluded that lower

groups were not taught in ways specifically designed to increase their

ability to meet the basic instructional goals of the sthocl.
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One of the most extreme and-well documented examples of racial

itOlAtion created by rigid ability grotlping was found in the Washington, D.C.

public school system in the 1960s. This system, which heavily relied on the

use of group intelligence tests in assignins stUdititt to ability groups,

was the SUbject of litigation Whith led to the abolition of that particular

grouping system and to the prohibition of the use of group intelligence

tests for purposes of grouping nationwide (Bob -son. v. Ilamsen, 1967; affirmed

sub nom Smuck v. Bobsoni 1969). The system and assignment process was

abolished because the district court, and subsequehtlY the circuit court,

found that blacks were channeled into laWit ability groups on the basis of

tests which did not measure inherent ability. Furthermore, the courts

concluded that these lower tracks did not provide proper instruction, and

resulted "dead-end" placements; with little or no opportunity for

student .-?Assignment.

In summary. Ability grouping by class and/Or Within class is pervasive

throughout the student's educational career in public schools. These

Ability groups tend to be racially $egregated Wtth minorities assigned to

lower levels. Furthermore, group sssignmeri:s made early in eliieritary

school persist through secondary school. Given differences in instructional

time, quality, and expectations for achievement during the elementary grades,

it may be concluded that different educational goals have been established

fOr theti groups. The differences in achievement that result from.these

elementary groupings will be used to track students into high school

programs with explicitly different educational goals.

Resecrezation Throuzh Tricking

Use cf tracking. American comprehensive high schools generally offer

a differentiated curriculum for students. The use of the term "tracking"

in this report is applied restrictively to describe this curricular
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differentiation in high schools; Track seiectionA usually tade in grades

9 or 10, is based upon prior achievement, student (and perhaps parent)

preference, counselor or teacher recommendations, and program availability;

participatiOh in a track usually implies a set core of courses,

students occasionally take classes outside their track. College preparatory

students may take some general or vocational courses; general students

may take some vocational courses; vocational students may take some

general courses; usually vocational and general students do not take

college preparatory courses.

TriCking is related to ability grouping practices in that children

in high ability groups generally choose a college preparatory curriculum

over general or vocational tracks and low ability group Children choose

vocational and general tracks more frequently than college preparatory tracks.

In some schools, students are ability grouped or leveled within

tracks. For example, college preparatory students may take regular,

honort, or advanced placement English courses. It is not uncommon for

common or untracked courses to be effectively tracked due to scheduling

constraints or patterns of electives taken by students.

Resegregation among tracks. High school track seleCtion tends to

resegregate. According to an analysis of the National Longitudinal Study

of 1972, white males are overrepresented in the academic track, under-

represented in vocational tracks and proportional in general tracks.

Black males are overrepresented In general tracks, underrepresented in

academic tracks and proportional in vocational tracks. White females are

overrepresented in academic and vocational tracks and underrepresented in

general tracks. Black females are strongly overrepresented in general

tracks, underrepresented in academic tracks and roughly proportional in

vocational tracks. Racial and gender concentrations in these tracks are



presented in Table 2.2. Other minorities tended to follow the pattern of

blacks, both male and female (Harnischfeger 6 wiley, 1980).
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TABLE 2.2

Percentage Decomposition of Population of High ::hool Tracks*
for Males, Females, and White, Black and Other

for High School Seniors (1972)

White - Male

Female

Academic _General Vocational Total

45.3

43.2

41.8

34.0

35.6

44.5

41.7

40.4

Total 88.5 75.8 80.1 82.2

Black - Male 2.3 6.1 4.4 4.1

Female 3.3 7.5 5.9 5.4

Total 5.6 13.6 10.3 9.5

Other - Male 3.4 5.0 5.0 4.3

Female 2.6 5.5 4.6 4.0

Total 6.0 10.5 9.6 8.3

Total - Male 51.0 52.9 45.0 50.1

Female 49.1 47.1 55.0 49.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

*Track membership as determined by the school.

Source-- Harnischfeger, A;, 6 Wileyi D. E. A merit assessment of vocational

education-programs-im_secondary schools._ A statement to the Sub-
committee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education,
September 1980.

There is considerable evidence that Hispanic students in the Southwest

are disproportionately placed in the low ability track (U.S. Commitsion on Civil

tights, 1974). Carter and Segura (1979) argue on the basis of their field observa-

tions that use of tracking is related to proportion of Hispanos in the school;

the more Hispanos, the more likely rigid tracking will be used. They

also note early evidence that Hispanic youngsters are more likely ro be

plated disproportionately in vocational tracks and are underrepresented

in the academic curricula.
51
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Resefregation Within vocational-tracks. Resegregation also octuts

within the vocational track. Recent analysis by the National Center for

Education Statittits of the racial composition of various programs within

vocational education indicate racial concentrations in particular programs.

Black females particularly are toncentrated greatly in consumer and home-

making; occupational home economics and office occupations. About 202

of the students in vocational education are minority group members;

Figure 2;1 shows clearly the minority overrepresentation in homemaking

programs; Office and trade and industrial show more modest overrepresenta-

tion of minorities (Wulfsberg; 1980); The Michigan study (Green & Cohen;

1979) also shows black females overrepresented in homemaking courses.

In-sucumar High school tracking practices lead to extensive

retigrigation with minority students disproportionately overrepresented

in vocational or general tracks and underrepresented is college !preparatory

tracks. The effects of tracking are cumulative; the track may also

determine enrollment in electives and differing levels of supposedly

common; ungrouped courses; furthermore there is some evidence that

different racial i.2:tterms exist within the vocational track; with black

females likely to be highly concentrated in homemaking and consumer

programs
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FIGURE 2.1

Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Vocational Students

in Institutions Offering Five or More Vocational

Programs; by Program Area: 1979
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The Relationshi of Trackin and Ability Grou int to Dese revation

There is no evidence specifically linking tracking and ability group-

ing practices to implementation of desegregation plans. It is knifirra

if minority involvement in academic tracks has increased, decreased or

stayed the same in districts where desegregation has been carried out.

There are, however, two studies which focus in detail on grouping

patterns within desegregated schools. They yield findings consistent

pith the general pattern noted in the analysis of the NLS data, that

sorting processes do act to resegregate students.

For example, a comprehensive report on a desegregated school district

in Michigan concluded:

The pattern of racially disproportionate representation is
consistent. Black students were never overrepresented in the
accelerated classes. They were never overrepresented in College
English classes, in select math classes, xi-or in advanced biology

courses; While the District has stated that students freely make
their own choices of classes in which they enroll, in reality,
little free choice is involved. Once a student is placed in_a
reading class (for studonts achieving at 5th grade leveluor below)0
this limits other "fre,t choices," not only at the time the deCision
is made, but for all s'bsequent school years; (Green & Cohen, 1979)

Larkins and Oldham (1976) investigated patterns of racial separation in a

desegregated high school in a small town in Georgia. There were 825 students

in the only high school in town; 652 were black and 352 white. Two hundred stu-

dents in nine American history classes were sampled for the study; systematic

observations were done over a three month period and standardized achievement

scores recorded. This school offered two diplomas, one for college preparatory

work and the other for career development. Students were tracked into classes

by CAT scores. Low scoring students took remedial reading and were barred
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from English courses ranging from Shakespeare to the supernatural. Twenty-

eight percent of black students scored in the low reading group compared to

1.52 of the white s.:udents. Fifty-six percent of white students were in the

high achievement category for reading compared to 5.32 of black students.

Math courses were similarly tracked with blacks tracked into courses

leading to a vocational diploma such as business math or into remedial

courses; while whites took algebra, geometry; and trigonometry;

Both the Green and Cohen and Larkins and Oldham studies found that track-

ing had spillover effects on scheduling of common courses, on electives and

on non-curricular aspects of the school program. In the Georgia study,

different sections of American History classes were extremely racially unbal-

anced, presumably due to schedule conflicts; there were racial patterns in

the selection of social studies electives; there were racial patterns in

seating within classrooms; extracurricular activities tended to be segregated;

and there was relatively little interracial communication (Larkins b Oldham,

1976).

Trent (1981) recently conducted intensive interviews with from 4 to 8

persons in each of .18 school districts across the nation that have imple-

mented court-ordered desegregation plans. Sixty percent of the respondents

reported that resegregation had occurred within schools with ability

grouping and tracking generally suggested as the cause. There were only

three districts of the 18 where a majority denied that resegregated

classrooms existed.

There is also evidence to suggest that the use of rigid grouping or

tracking practices is related to the racial composition and perceived

heterogeneity of the student body atd to teacher attitudes about integration.



Morgan and McPartland (1980) rooted, in their analysis of patterns

of resegregated classrooms within schools, that maxim resegregation

occurred in schools that were racially balanced. Those schools with be=

tween 40% and 50% white students were most likely to resegregate.

Epstein (1980) attempted to identify factors associated with the patterns

of resegregation noted by Morgan and McPartland and found both race and student

diversity to be important. The use of tracked classes in elementary

school was related to the proportion of black students in the school.

Schools with high proportions of black students were most likely to treck,

particularly if low proportions of blacks were achieving at grade level

and discipline was seen as a problem.

Teacher race, attitudes towards integration and the availability of

support services also contributed to selection of tracking. Schools with

a high proportion of black teachers and compensatory services for students

with special needt Were most likely to track. More flexible grouping

arrangements were selected more often if the teacher's race was white and

if students rated high in motivation. Equal status programs, such as

class projects and discussions on race, and multi-racial texts were also

apc)ciated with fltxibility.

Selection of an active learning strategy, in which teachers and

students share responsibility for the students learning and behavior,

contrasts sharply with teleCtion of compensatory programs. While active

learning is a function of positive motivation, proportiunately high good

discipline, positiVe support for integration and teacher race (white),

compensatory programs are selected most often when perceived motivation is

low and when other tracking procedures and teacher support services are

part of the school program.
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Significantly, Iow teacher support for integration was associated

with both tracking into classes and use of rigid ability grouping within

classes (Epstein, 1980). The association of teacher support for integration

with the choice or equal Status programs and flexible grouping was also

noted by Gerard and Miller (1976). They found low teacher prejudice

associated with use of classroom techniques that facilitated interracial

contact.

Thus, while the use of tracking and grouping is an approach to

dealing with student diversity that antedates desegregation, there is

reason to believe that its resegregative effects are not entirely

incidental. The testing and assessment procedures which frequently

determine placement may misclassify a disproportionate number of minority

children. Professional judgments may be influenced by class or race bias.

And, according to Epstein, the selection of rigid tracking and grouping

procedures is itself associated with negative attitudes towards integration.

The_Re______rsiatance_c_f_Abilltv Grouping and Tracking as a Pro r atiamm c

Regularity

In spite of the evidence that tracking arid grouping resegregates

students there is considerable rrofessional resistance to relinquish their

practice. Historically, ability grouping and tracking have dominated school

organization in thz:. U.S. and elsewhere in the world. The practices enjoy

tremendous support from school professionals (National Education Aseiation,

1968) who find it administratively convenient, consistent with the value of

maximizing individual achievement, and necessary for the group instructional

methods commonly in use in the schools. Support for homogeneous grouping

is apparently rooted in th belief that it is the best choice for meeting the

learning needs of students of diverse academic backgrounds. The view that

students are best taught in homogeneous groups is not supported by several

decades of research on ability grouping. This is particularly true if tht



following criteria are used for evaluation: (1) cognitive achievement,

(2) affective outcames, and (3) equity.

Fro,,,an (1981) conducted an extensive teview of the ability grouping

literature; meta=analysis was not possible because much of the literature

is methodologically weak or not comparable. Be was able to draw a number

of conclusions which are consistent with the views of others who have

surveyed this field (e.g., Esposito, 1971; Findley & Bryan, 1975;

Goldberg, Passow & Justman, 1966).

There is some evidence that high ability students may benefit in

cognitive achievement from tracking, but no evidence that it benefits

middle groups, and by groups tend to fall behind. Interestingly the

positive evidence tends to be found in early studies and not in later,

better controlled studiet (FrOtati, 1981). In contrast, there is same

evidence that low and average students make cognitiiie gains in hetero-

geneous classes (Marascuilo & Mc5weeny, 1972).

Tracking and ability grouping may thetteliitt contribute to the

lower achieveMent of those assigned to lower tracks. As has been noted

earlier there is evidence of lit* attention And instructional time devoted

to Childttn classified as low ability, and the goals of instruction may

vary. Once assigned to a 164 treat, both the quality of instruction

and the procedural rigidities of cost tracking structures Militate

against students catching up With their more advanced peers. This-is

particularly inequitable when the initial placement is Influenced by

race-related judgments or Apparent gaps in achievement that result from

different experiences rather than genuine differences in ability.

In an attempt CO demonstrate the invidious effects of track placement

itself on achievement of minority students, Tutkmat and Bierman (1971)
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arbitrarily moved 421 black high school students to the next higher

ability group; 384 comparable students remained with their assigned

group; They found that those promoted achieved at a higher level on

standardized tests and that their promotion affected their teachers

percept4ons of their ability. Fifty-four percent of those promoted

arbitrarily were recamended for the next highest group, compared to

1: of the control group.

Tracking also has a negative effect on the self-esteem of lower

groups and may inflate the self-regard of high groups (Froman, 1981).

While the association of self-esteem with achievement is not well

understood, a system which leaves many students with low self-regard

which does not clearly promote achievement can be questioned. This is

particularly true since it leads to resegregation, making the interracial

contact sought as one goal of integration less possible.

The persistence of tracking and ability grouping in spite of

evidence of their lack of effectiveness and their clear resegregatory

effects in desegregated schools may result partly from a lack of skilli

and resources of school personnel for coping with heterogeneous groups

of students. Teachers have few resources for instructing students

with techniques that work well with heterogeneous groups; and there is

evidence tnat they may be less successful when faced with highly diverse

student bodies equipped with traditional instructional techniques

(Evertson0 Sanford, S Emmer, 1981).

It is also administratively simpler to divide a school or classroom

into groups and deliver all services to students in those groups;

Homogeneous grouping that may be useful for one learning task then

extends to experiences which could be as effective with heterogeneous

groups. At the school level, adMinistrative ease someP:mcs leads to

tracking based on cotepensatory program delivery (Kimbrough Hill, 1981).
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When schools provide compensatory or other services that facilitate

dealing 'iith children in homogeneous groups, the likelihood of this

occurring increases= Where support services to the teacher inClUdes

assistance with fltkible grouping and equal status programs, then tracking

is less likely to be the choice (Eppteini 1980).

In Teachers and administrators persist in support of

homogeneous grouping in spite of (1) its clear resegregative *pant and

(2) Centiderable evidence to suggest that it is likely to result in

lower achf.evement for low and average students and little evidence to

Support its utility for high ability students; This continuing use of

these techniques may result from the lack of instructional and organizational

resources for dealing ulth heterogeneous groups of student-.. The

association of attitudes about integration with the choice of rigid

tracking also suggests that the resegregative effect of ability grouping

and tracking may not always be incidental to other educational goals.

Compensatory Education Programs

Numerous federal and state education programs have beeh enacted in tht

past two decades in the interest of increasing the equality of educational

benefit for various poptilations. By both judicial and legislative action,

provision of remedial or compensatory educational services has been required

for poor and low- achieving Children and Children in minority=isolated and

recently desegregated schools;

Title : of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) distributes

funds to school districts for the provision of compensatory services to

economically and educationally disadvantaged children; The enactment

ESEA in 1965 paralleled the passage of major civil rights and anti = poverty

legislation and reflects similar assumptions and broad social purposes;
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The focus on special services for poor children recognizes the relation-

ship between poverty and poor academic performance. In attacking that

relationship, compensatory education attempts to reduce future poverty

through educational reform [National institute of Education (NIE), 1976).

The specific objectives of Title I are:

1. To provide funds to LEA's in relation to the number of low-

income children, and to schools with the highest numbers of

low-income students;

2. To provide special services for low-achieving children in the

poorest schools;

3. To contribute to the cognitive, emotional, social, or physical

development of the children served (N/E, 1976, p. *Ili).

The legislative history of Title I indicates thst aid to economically

iisaJvantaged children was also viewed by Congress as a vehicle for wide-

spread educational improvement, since concentrations of poor children msy

strain school districts' abilities to provide adequate programs for all

students (NIE, 1976). Some lawmakers and many school offiCials

saw Title I as a source of general aid to education (McLaughlin, 1975).

One charscteristic of the legislation that garnered political support was

its allocation formula, which assured wide geographical distribution of

funds and did not require competition for funds among eligible school

districts (Bailey 6 Mosher, 1968). Advocates for the use of Title I

as a source of focused aid to poor children saw its evaluation and reporting

requirements as a tool for ensuring that, within school districts, the

funds would be used as intended (McLaughlin, 1975).

Title I funds are, in fact, widely distributed, with 90L of all

school districts and 90% of all eligible schools receiving fitrils (NIE,

1976). While evaluation reports in the early years of the program's
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implementation indicated substantial misuse of funds for general educational

purposes, in recent years instances of noncompliance have been rare

(Goettel, 1978). The fact that only 572 of children receive

Title I services is due to overall appropriation levels and to the

"Concentration requirements in_allotation of funds (N1E, 1976)

(The concentration provisions stipulate that only schools with proportions

of poor students exceeding the district's average are eligible for funds;

those actual'v receiving funds are limited so that funds are sufficiently

concentrated to achieve quality programt. Within participating schools,

the number of eligible studentsthose meeting a criterion of educational

need - -rho receive services is correspondingly limited.)

While social and other support services are permissible expenditures,

the bulk of local Title 1 allocations (762) ar,, spent on instructional

services. Of this instructional budget, 532 goes for reading instruction,

192 for mathethatics, and 102 for language arts (N1E, 1976).

The Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) orovided assistance to school dis-

tricts for purpotes related to implementing desegregation and overcoming

minority group isolation. Ai enacted in 1972, ESAA defined three classes of

objectives that fall under the general intent of the program: (1) meeting needs

arising from the elimination of segregation and discrimination among students

and faculty; (2)reducing or preventing minority group isolation; and(3) overcoming

the educational disadvantages of pupils in minority group isolated schoolt

(those with over 502 minority enrollment) (Smith, 1978).

A Wide variety of activities were authorized under ESAA, including inservice

mining for teachers, guidance and counseling services, community and extra-

curricular interracial activities, and remedial services. Two characteristics

of the program distinguish it from Title I and other categorical education pre-

grams: (1) recipient dittricta must be implementing a desegregation plan or a
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plan to reduce or prevent minority group isolation, and (2) they mu3t have elimi-

nated discriminatory practices affecting students and faculty, including Sgrd

gative classroom assignments and grouping practices. "ESAA is thus the only

equal educational opportunity-oriented program which requires the elimination of

d- scriminatory barriers toequai educational opportunity prior to receipt of

funds" (Smith, 1978).

Until 1978, however, ESAA looked much like Title I. It appeared to operate

as another compensatory education program in many districts. The primary

determinant in allocating funds was the size of the dittrict's Minority enroll-

vent; not the impact of its desegregation plan on reduction of minority group

isolation, or the recency of implementation of the plan. Most ESAA projects

provided direct remedial services to disadvantaged atudells; the program was

Seen as a complement to Title I but with more flexibility in determining school

and student eligibility (Smith, 1978). Remedial activities were cleanly

permissible under the third purpose of the Act, but not necessarily consistent

with the Intent of meeting desegregation-related needs.

The disjuncture between the stated purpose of ESAA and the specific uses

to which funds were put appears to have originated in the politics of the pro-

gram's enactment. It was proposed by the Nixon Administration as part of its

"soutnern strategy" to minimize the differential impact of dosegregation enforce=

ment on the Southern states at a time When massive student reassignment was

occurring in the South. Both the President and many Congressmen wanted to ensure

that the money would not be spent on busing [Advisory Commission on Intergovern-

mental Relations (ACIR), 1931). The compromise that was struck allowed hinds to

be used either to further desegregation per sea or to ameliorate the effects

of racial isolation through compensatory services that left such isolation

unchanged; The resulting legislation gave broad scope to the definition of

cesegregation- related needs and allowa Contiderable leeway in the degree of

actual desegregation a school district must accomplish; For example, a district
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with no desegregation plan but with more than 50 minority enrollMent nay

participate if it maintains at least one integrated school. Individual

schools with over half minority group students may receive assistance even

if unaffected by the district desegregation plan (Smith, 1978).

The Education Amendments of 1978 included substantial revision of ESAA

aimed at clarifying the objectives of the program and re-structuring it to

facilitate the achievement of these purposes. The third purpose of the 1972

Act--to overcome educational disadwantaget of pupils in predominantly minority

group schools deleted, thus cimcumscribing the use of funds for compen-

satory education. Such usage is restrictel to providing services for schools

and students who have lost Title I eligibility due to the effects of a desegre-

gation plan; While funds were still apportiored among states according to

the size of minority enrollment, school district applications were ranked

according to two characteristics of the district desegregation plan: net

reduction in minority group isolation, and recency of implementation; These

amendmentt :should have had the effect of focusing ESAA fUnds on desegregatiOn

assistance and related within - school issues during its ...Ast years of opera-

tion, evaluative data is not yet available.

In addition to these federally Mandated progrAms, 12 states operate their

own compensatory education programs. The federal programs themselves have

several offshoots for particular groups of disadvantaged children in addition

to their major provisions. Title I, for example, funds separate programs for

children of migrant workers.

Rese re ation-Th witionastrim, Prn:0Im!

Student assignment. There is disproportionate minority student partici-

pation in compensatory education programs (see Table 2.3). ESAA, by its very

definition. was intended to serve the needs of thttt students; Blacks; Hispan:Is,

and other minority students are represented to a greater degree it the low-in:cze

and low-achievihg Categories. and consequently among Title I selectees; than arc

white students (Breglio, Hinkley, & Beal. 1978).
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TABLE 2.

_ _

Percent Enrollment in Compensatory Education Progt.e.ms

Public Elem.
School

trirtaIlw.nt_

Etrollment
in Title I
LE's2

Enrollment in
Compensatory

Ed.2

Enrollment
in Title i

3
Readinf

En-ollr.nt
in Title /
Math=

-

Vhite 77.9 74.8 54.0 64.0 46.7

Ziack 13.9 19.5 34.5 24.7 36.6

Hispanic 6.1 .8 9.8 9.2 14.2

Other (Asian 4
Native American) 2.1 .8 1.6 2.1 2.4

Breglio, V. J., Hinkley, R. _H. ;_S Beal R. S. Students' economic and educe-
TIONAL STATUS AND SELECTION FOR COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

Breglio, V. J., Hinkley, R. H., & Beal, R. S. Students' economic and educe=

tional status and selection fot colat-stits (Technical Report

No. 2 from the Study of S4Stritimtng EffectS of Compensatory Education on

Zassic Skills). !Santa Monica, Calif.: System Development Corporation, 1978.

Nati-tonal Institute of Education. Evaluatins, compensatory education: An

interim r ort on the National-Inst iorv. education

study. Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Education, 1976. (ERIC

Document Reproduction Service No. ED 132 238). Includes state "funded CE

programs as well as Title I.
Hinkley, R. H., Beal, R. S., 6 BregIio, V. J. Student economic and educational

status and receipt of -educational s (Technical Report No. 3 from the

Study of the Sustaining Effects of Compensatory Education on Basic Skills).

Santa Ana, Calif.: Decima Research, 1978';

(all are sample estimates)

However, this overrepresentation is not solely the result of disproportionate

prwerty and low achievement. Breglio, Hinkley, and Beal (1978), in a major

NIE-funded evaluation, show that within categories of economic status and

educational performance, greater perctntages of minority students than of

whites are selected for Title I (see Tablet 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6). The figures

for other compensatory education services are less reliable because some of

the school districts surveyed apparently included bilingual education as a

compensatory program;
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TABLE 2.4

Estimated Population Percentages of Students'

Compensatory Education Stlectiom Status
By Family Economic Status and

Racial/Ethnic Group

44

CE Selection-Status

Wo CE NoCE at

'Title I/Title 1 Other CE at CE Non-CE TOTALS

EconotiC Other CE Only School SCh001 (2)

Status (2) ---(:) (2 (2) (Thousands)

POOR/ADFC ... belay Orthansky poverty line or AFDC recipient

laciallEthmic
Group

White 26.5 10.1 55.1 8.3 100.0
(2,011)

Black 32.7 8.8 51.3 7.3 100.1

(1,501)

Hispanic 28.9 18.2 51.0 2.0 100.1

(556)

Other* 38;4 6.2 35.0 20.3 99.9
(113)

NCN4OOR

-RaciaItEthnic
grata

White 9.4 9.7 65.4 15.5 100.0
(13,546)

Black 18.8 8.3 54.9 17.9 99.9
(1,266)

Hispanic 24.0 17.8 53.6 4.6 100.0

(696)

Other* 5.2 4.9 42.5 47.4 100.0

(317)

Total Count
(Thousands) 2;941 2,000 12,264 2,801 20,006

*"Othee category intlUdit Native_Anericsn§ and Asian AmitiCant. The sample sites

for these groups preclude_individUal analyses; Because of the heterogeneity of

this category_and the snail cell sizes in the table, the figures should be

interpreted with caution.

Source: Breglio; V. 3., Hinkley; R. H., e_ Beal; R. S. St__nind
educ_ational status and selection-for_comiluslAtiOt (Technical
Report No; 2 from the StudY of Sustaining Effects of Compensatory

Education on Basic Skills). Santa Monica; Calif.: System Dikielepment

Corporation; 1978. 67
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TABLE 2.5

Estimated Population Percentages of Students' Compensatory
Education Selection Status By Basic Achievement and

Racial; Ethnic Group

-CE Selection Status

Title I /Title I
Basic and Other CE
Achievemera* (t)

Other CE
Only

No CE
at CE
School

No CE at
Non-CE
School
(Z)

TOTALS

(Z)

(Thousands)._

LOW ACHIEVER - at least 1 year below grade level on
standardized achievement test

Racial/Ethnic Grotip

White 27.0 17.1 43.2 12.7 100.0
(2,195)

Black 35.4 10.8 40.8 13.0 100.0
(1,082)

Spanish 41.4 18.3 37.1 3.2 100.0
(437)

Other 35.9 7.7 23.0 28.4 100.0

(83)

REGULAR ACHIEVER

Racial/Ethnic Group

White 9.0 8.4 66.9 15.7 100.0
(10,595)

Black 19.6 7.0 61.3 12.1 100.0
(1,156)

Spanish 18.3 15.6 62.1 4.1 100.1

(553)
.

Other 8.3 5.0 42.1 44.6 100.0
U64)

Total Count

(Thousands) 2,495 1,645 9,821 2,404 16,365

*Grades 2-6 Only

Source: Breglio, V. 3., Hinkley, R. H., 5 Beal, R. S. Students'-esonomit and educa-
tional Status and selection for -compensatory education (Technical Report No.
2 from the Study_of Sustaining Effects of Compensatory Education on Basic
Skills). Santa Monica, Calif.: System Development Corporation, 1978.
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TABLE 2;6

Estimated Population Percentages of Stud@nts' Compensatory
Education Selection Status By Family
Econotic Statusi, Basic Achievement,

and Racial/Ethnic Group*

Economic Title I/Title I
Status and and Other CE
EAucationaI Status (2)

CE Selection Status

Other

CE °ray

(2)

No CE
.(2)

TOTALS
(2)

POOR/AFDC LOW ACHIEVER

Racial/Ethnic Group

White 39 16 45 100

BlAdk 41 10 49 100

Hispanic 38 20 42 100

NON=POOR LOW ACHIEVER

Racial/Ethnic Group

White 24 17 59 100

Black 28 11 61 IOU

Hispanic 45 16 40 101

POOR/AFDC REGULAR ACHIEVER

Racial/Ethnic Groua

White 20 7 72 99

Bladk 24 7 68 99

Hispanic 25 12 63 100

NON=POOR REGULAR ACHIEVER

Paclal/Ethnic Group

Wir.te 8 - 8 84 100

:lack 15 7 79 101

Hispanic 14 18 69 101

*,-;radet 2=6 Only; r of 'Other" Racial /Ethnic Category too small to represent in

table.

Source: Breglio, V. J., Hinkley, R. H., & Beal, R. S. StirtrinnnTric and Pdocan.
-tionals-tat us-and -select-ion for compensa-torvednoation (Technical Report No.

2 from the Study of Suttaining Effects of Compensatory Education on Basic
Skills). Santa Monica, Calif.= Development Corporation, 1978.
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Tzt)1r_ar.._crganization. Student "pullout" is the dominant metnod of

delivering Title I services (see Table, 2.7). It has been estimated that 75% of

compensatory aid removes the child from the regular classroom and for about

one-third of those involved in pullout programs, all instruction takes place

in settings with other E students (Poynor, 1977).

TABLE 2.7

Organization of Compensatory Programs

CE Subject

Reading
Language Arts
Math

CE students 2 CE students

sarvedout served_in regular class

85.3 14.7

65.5 34.5

62.6 37.4

smurce:_ National Institute of Education. Evaluating compensatory education: An
the National Institute of Education compensatorv_educm-

don study. Washington, D.C.: National Institute Education, 1976.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 132 238)

la

There is also evidence of substantial tse of pullout in ESAA (WillitCh,

1979) and state-funded compensatory prOttata (Etc-abler, Brady; & Warfield, 1981).

The average amount of time spent ion compensatory edikation is 51/2 hours per

week or about one- fourth of the SiEaent'S total available learning time. AVitige

hontt per Week by subject are: reading and language arts = -4 hours; Math-3 hours;

The overall average is higher due to the many students who receive CE in mite

than one subject. Students in pullout programs miss regular instruction it a

variety of subject areas, not infrequently in those that are targeted for

remediation such as reading or math (NIE, 1976).

National evalUatiOnt of Title I (Hinkley et al., 1978) have th.V.Q.n that

minority students receive above-average hours of compensatory reading and

math instruction delivered in small groups by special teachers (see Tables

2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11).
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TABLE 2.8

The Relationship_ of Race/Ethnicity to Time Spent

in Reading and Math Instruction

Race

--,--,--
Majority
Minority (Black,
Hispanic, Asian,
Native American)

Mean Hrs. Reading InstrUttiOn moan Fra, Math Instruction

Offered Attended Offered Attended

243.03 230.57

255.21 238.56

171.87 163i05

184.76 172,91

TABLE 2.9

The RelatiousMp of Student Selecttpn for Compensatory

Education to Time Spent ih heading
and Math Iatruction

SelectiOh Status

Mean Mrs. Reading InstrUC.
Offered- Attended

Mean._Hrt. Math Instruc.

Offered Attended

Title I 277.79 258.94 199.48 185.51

Othet CE only 254.64 238.97 172.69 161.69

No CE 238;93 226.82 172.71 163.79

TABLE 2.10

The Relationship of Race/Ethnicity to Time

Spent with Special Instructors and
Suall Groups for Reading

and Math Instruction

Mean Hrs. Reading
InStruc. Attended

Mean Hrs. Math
Inttruc. Attended

with Reg. with non=Reg. in Class with Reg. with non-reg. in class

Race Teacher Teacher size 2-13 -Teacher_ Teacher of 2=13

Majorit 133.95 16.34 88.85 100.88 6.20 27.71

Minority 134.22 31.23 105.67 105.11 16.14 45.93
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TABLE 2.11

The Relationship of Student Selection for Compensatory ESucation
to Time Spent with Special Instructors and Small

Groups for Reading and Math Instruction

CE Selection

Mean Hrs. Reading
Instruc. Attended

with Reg. with non-Reg.
Teacher Teacher

in Class
of 2=13

Mean Hrs. Math
Instruc. Attended

with Reg; with non-Reg.
Teacher Teacher

in class
of 2w-1

Title I 128.95 64.58 141.60 101.87 '9.24 68.43

Other CE only 122.31 43.73 128.98 87.55 18.94 52.30

No CE 136.52 8.63 79.10 103.4 4.54 27.20

In Addition researchers conducting exploratory studies of small numbers

of schools have found pullout to result in resegregation. Kimbrough and p111

(1981) observed racial segregation in Title I and ESAA (and special e&m,:-I.tiz-n

and bilingual education) pullout programs. Brookovor, Brady, and Warfield (196:)

found resegregation (more than 1St higher minority group participation than

minority 7roup school enrollment) in Title I and state CE ,t%::grams. Observations

of samples of compensatory education students confirmed that they were pulled

out from less to More racially segregated settings.

Due to minority overrepresentation in compensatory programs; combined with

the reliance on pullout for CE services, minority students spend a sreater amount

of instructional time with special tluichers and in smalL, more segregated gwups.

The Relationship of Conipensatory-Programs- to Dez,..,+eFation

Several authors have noted.an inherent tension between compensatory educe=

tion and integrated education as strategies for increasing equaI5ty of educe-

tional opportunity. Compensation is

disadvantaged Students for intensive

relies on the dispersion of minority

seen as requiring the concentration of

remedial treatment; while integration

students among their more advantaged peers

And in s-:-..hools cf better quality (Levin; 1978; Radin, 1978). This conflict
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has been observed especially with regard to the operation of Title I programs

in desegregating school systems, where students and schools may lose services

due to changing patterns of attendance imposed by desegregation plans (Berke

& Demarest, 1978; Thiemann & Deflaminis, 1978). This situation was ameliorated

by changes in Title I eligibility criteria for students affected by desegrega-

tion, and by the use of ESAA funds for compensatory education for schools and

students who lose Title I eligibility due to desegregation (NIE, 1977; Hawley

& Barry, 1980). The point remains, however, that direct service compensatory

programs may be difficult to implement simultaneously with desegregation with-

out resulting in resegregation. The potential for resegregation through com-

pensatory services is enacerbated in schools that operate several categorical

programs and hit substantial numbers of students who are eligible fat' mare

than one type of service; Typically, these schools pla,:a ouItipie eligible

Children in every program for which they qualify, resulting iii. numerous pull-

outs or, in some cases, the establishient of a separati: track booed an corpensa-

tory program participation (Kimbrough & Hill, 1981).

Compansatozy_Education as a PrO rammatic Regularity

A fundamental value of the school system is the academic achievement of

its students. It is from the commitment to enhanced academic achievement,

especially for low achievers from poor families, that compensatory education

has developed. As was noted in an earlier section, school personnel find it

administratively easier and instructionally convenient to organize homogeneous

groups of children for teaching purposes. Epstein (1980), in her study of

factors associated with patterns of resegregation, found that compensatory

programs are selected most often when perceived motivation is low and whem

other tracking procedures and tea:::her support services are part of the school

program. The need to provide services to low-achievers is not questioned here;

rather, the question which must be asked is: Vlay do school systems rely on
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pullout, a resegregative tecLique0 for delivery of such services?

Efficacy of pullout. As long as minority group students are dispropor=

tionately counted among the recipients cf compensatory and other categorical

services, pullout will result in a degree of retgregation. Whether or not thiS

trade-off between compensation and integration is justified depends to no small

extent on he educational efficacy of pullout programs. There are a number of

grounds on which pullout could be expected to be titn effective way to provide

remedial services: instruction is given in a smaller group, usually by'a

Specialist teacher; these two factors allow for more individualized and

seitable instruction (NIL 1976)., On rbe.other hand, pullout could have

negative effects in addition to resegregation: pulled-out students may miss

regular instruction in some part of the core curriculum; there may be conflicts

between the content of regular and compensatory instruction; especially when

students experience multiple pulloutS, the result approaches a form of ability

grouping for a large part of the day (NIE, 1976; KiMbrough & Hill,

1981).

Teachers' reports in evaluations of Title I indiCate that while many pull-

outs take place during StudentS' study periods, a substantial proportion replaces

the remediated subject or some other core subject (NIE, 1976). Teachers and

aides in one case study reported that most compensatory students missed regu-

lar reading or math, the subject for which they were pulled out (Brookover

et al., 1981). Kimbrough and Hill 01981) also observed frequent instances of

substitution of CE classes for regular ones in the same subject. In addition,

they found that students in multiple pullout programs could miss regular instruc-

tion in tome subjects, usually social studies amid science, during most of their

elementary school career.
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Thc. impact of compensatory programs on educational achievement has been a

controversial subject since the earliest evaluations of Title I. Large scale

evaluations in the early years of Title I consistently failed to show signi-

ficant achievement gains for participating students (see &Laughlin, 1975,

for discussion of these evaluation efforts). An alternative evaluation

strategy has been to exPrine the characteristics of Title I projects identified

as successful, One such study included among the common eleilints of success the

use of small groups or individual instruction. specially trained teachers, and

high treatment intensity, all characteristics associated with pullout

(Hawkridge, Chalupskyi & Roberts, 1968, cited by MCLaughlit, 1975). However,

later study by the Educational Testimg Service indicated that pullout may not be

the most effective approach. Althowgh the ETS study found little difference in

achievement gains between Title I and other students, there were differences

within the Title I group Compensatory students WhO Were in reading classes

with'non-CE students gained more than those who were in separate reading

classes (Rossi, McLaughlin, Campbell, & EVerett. 1977).

More recent Title I evaluationt have specifically addressed the issue of

pullout vs. mainstream delivery of compensatory services, but with equivocal

results. Thit is at least partially due to the near - universal use of pullout;

there are few mainstream Title I programs to provide comparisons. The Instruc-

tional Dimensions Study included instructional setting (pullout vs. mainstream)

as a variable and found significantly larger gains for mainstream students in

first grade reading and math achievement and third grade reading achievement.

Only 102 of that category, however, were receiving mainstream compensatory services

(e.g., from a Classroom aide or consultant teacher); the rest were non-title 1

students (Poynor; 1977).
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The most appropriate conclusion to draw from this research is that While

pullout has not been supported on achievement grounds, no particOlar mainstream

approach has been adequately evaluated to make any statement about its effects.

In any event, the impact of pullout on achievement does not appear to offset its

resegr gative effects;

Reasons for pullout. If the educational efficacy of pullout does not

provide an adequate rationale for its widespread use, what accounts for its

predominance in Tit eland other categorical programs? While neither the

legislatiou nor .the regulations stipulate the setting in which services are

to be delivered, there are several requirements that make pullout seem the

obvious way to achieve compliance:

1. Title I funds must not be co-mingled idth other revenue source

but rather spent on identifiable services.

2. The services must be provided only to the identified, eligible

students within school (usually not all eligible students are

served, due to the concentration requirement).

34 The services must "supplement, not supplant" the regular services

provided to all students.

These provisions require that Title I provide a recognizable program for

targeted students that is in addition to the regular school program. The

easiest way for schools to do this has been to separate Title I students from

others for the compensatory services. Ironically, this practice has resulted

in a form of supplantation when students are pulled out from regular class

instruction. Glass and Smith (1977) argue that this interpretation of Title I

requirements has been encouraged by the enforcement posture of the U.S. Office

of Education, which has placed strong emphasis on the targeting of funds and

services. This predominant concern that only eligible children receive services

was strengthened ever the years due is the unfavorable evaluations of Title I
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in its first 5 years, showing little impact on achievement and documenting

misuse of funds (Glass & Smith; 1977). Descriptions of specific prograns in

desegregating districts proVide examples of changes from classroom aides to

pullout programs and of reductions in schools and students served in the early

years of Title I implementation (U.S. Office of Education; 1974); In general;

the monitoring and enforcement system has been tightened in recent years; 4th

the result that instances of noncompliance in the use of Title I funds have

become rare (Goettel; 1978). Local staff perceptions of why pullout is the norm

support the conclusion that school districts see it as the easiest way to

satisfy federal amt4 state regulations (Brookover, et al., 1981).

An opposing view is that; in schools with sufficient concentrations of

poor and low-achieving students; all students could benefit from compezt,atory

services (Glass 6 Smith; 1977). Other ways of allocating Title I funds mid provi-

ding services and their effects on use of pullout are discussed in the third chapter:

In- summa: Compensatory programs are priilarily designed to assist poor

and low achieving children. As minority children are disproportionately

represented in these groupsi they are also disproportionately represented

in compensatory programs. Since most compensatory aid is admini:.tered by

pulling children out of regular classes for special instruction; the impact is

to resegregate; Children in pull out programs spend & significant amount of

time in more racially isolated settings; a sUbstantial proportion have all

their classes with other CE students; The resegregative effect of compensatory

services are dtfficult to avoid because of a lack of alternative models and

resources for service delivery and because of the need to adhere to Federal

regulations about targeting aid.

SpeciaI_Education Programs

The provision of special education services is based on the right t' an

educatinn for all American Children; including the handicapped; Of an estimated

77
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7 million handicapped children, 1 million receive no services, and'only 402

of the children are receiving the services they need Neintraub 6 Abeson, 1976).

It has been assumed that because handicapped children have special needs,

special materials, instructional methods, and specially trained teachers are

needed These special services have generally been provided by grouping stu-

dents according to their handicapping condition. Assignment to a special

education class is usually based on a combination of standardized test result

subjective evaluations of school personnel, and parental consent. Because

minority children are likely to perform at a lower level on standardized tests

than do incite children and are likely, as a group, to be more negatively per-

ceived, they tend to be overrepresented in ERR classrooms.

The history of special education is marked by numerous legal suits:

(I) to establish the right to an education for handicapped children, most

notably PARC v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (1971) and Mills v. Board of

Education(District_of_Columbial (1972), and (2) to establish nondiscriminatory

practices for assignment to special education classes, Diana v. State Board

of Education--(California)- (1970), Isrre v (1972, 1979),

and PASE v. Hannon, et al. (Chicago) (1980).

Congress recognized the right to an education for handicapped children

and their special educational needs in passing Public Law 93=380, tht Rehabili=

tation Aet of 1973 and the subsequent Educational Amendments of 1974, in which

it was tic:,Aared that ". (it is) the policy of the United States of Aaerica

that every citizen is entitled to an education to meet his or her full potential

without financial barriers." P.L. 93-380 and the subsequent Educational Amend-

ments provided the bas::.s for Public Law 94-142, the Education for all Handi-

capped Children Act of 1975. P.L. 94-142 provides funds to states and local

school districts for the delivery of special education services to children

with physical, cognitive, and emotional handicaps. Federal financial assis-

tante for special education had been available under previous legislation, but
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F.L. 94=142 added considerable procedural specificity to existing requit ments;

in addition, its provisions are mandatory regardless of the level of actual

appropriations. The let: and regulations establish a comprehensive process for

identifying, assessing, and placing handicapped Children, including the following

elements:

1. a free and appropriate public education for handicapped children,

2; placement in special education only following a nondiscriminatory
compreh,Insive assessment, and retention in special_educationonly__
if subsequent reevaluations -(at least_once every three years) confirm
the continued need for special education,

3. due process for parents,

4. indivikival education program (IEP) designed to meet the child's needs,

5. special education services to be provided in the least restrictive
environment (LRE).

Funds are allocated by a !ormula based on the nuaber of handicapped children

enrolled and the average per pupil excess cost of special education services.

Only.a small proportion of the excess cost has thus far been financed by

F.L. 94=442 appropriatioat.

Advocate groups for haniiccpped citizens, notably the Council. for Excep-

tional Children and the Association for Retarded Citizens, were instrumental

in designing the legislation and winning its passage by near-unanimous votes in

both houses of Congress. The success of these efforts was made possible,

however, by judicial df.risions that had already mandated most of the provisions

of P.L. 94-142, the PAR: and cases. The court decisions gave equal educa-

tional opportunity for the handicapped a constitutional foundation; they also

made state and local officials more receptive to federal legislation, since

it would provide :unds and set more uniform standards than would a continvini

series of lawsuits. No major educational organization went on record in oppo-

sition to the passage of the rem: law.

An additional Impetus for P.L. 94-142 arose from the Diana and Larry P.

cases L. .4-:fb the misclassification of 'minority children as retarded was
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challunged. Decisions in these two CCI.P laid the foundation for the nondis

criml-atory assessmfnt ( L,4giO.ation. This req'airenent plus

the least rettrictivv envirrna doctrine arc the most important

components of the law ragaraing racial and ethnic segregation in special educe-

tion. While the general standard of appropriateness in assessment and service

delivery of course encompasses the entire range of handicapping conditions,

the legislative history of P.L. 94-142 indicates that the issues Affecting

xnority group children were not the major concern of the dominant advocate

groups. Rather, their emphasis was on the inclusion in public education of

children who had historically been barred from school, the more severely handi-

capped.

P.L. 94;1 42 provides funding for students diagnosed as having speech

impairment, orthopedic and sensory handicap, severe emotional disturbance, spe-

cific leArning disability (LD) and mental retardation( MR). The last category

has traditimeally been further differentiated into three educationally relevant

divisions: educable (EMR), trainable (TMR) andrevera

The more severe or acre obvious handicapping condlelans are fairly easily

discernible. These include severe emotional distufbance, TM, SMR and speech

and physical handicaps. It is in the differentiltions of the mildly handicapping

conditions, CtP. and LD, which rely heavily on judgments of .school personnel

that questions of resegregation arise.

Resezreation Through, Snerial-Education

The regular curriculum is organized in Naays that lead to resegregation,

but even more dramatic is the tendency for special education programs to berme

ghettos for minority children, particularly black children. The great dispro-

port1onality of black youngsters in special education classes, particularly

the most stigmatizing educational EMR classes has been amply documented- The

resegregative impact of this pattern is mitigazed only by the comparatively c,,-,21

percentages of youngsters involved. Whereas most children will be affected by

SO
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school policies related to ability grouping and tracking, nationally about 5.9%

Of white students; 5.8% of Hispanos and about 8.4% of black students are zssigned

to all categories of special educatt:n; The figures for EHR assignment are about

1% of whites, 1% of Hispanos and 3.5% of blacks. There are also substantial

regional variations (Center for National Policy Review, 1980).

Student assignment. The disproportionality of minority students in EMR

:lasses was first brought to public attention in the Diana case in 1970. In

this class action suit, the plaintiffs used disproportionality (two tines as

maw) Hispanic youngsters in EHR classes than would be expected given Hispanic

enrollment in school) to support their claim that the use of stagdardized

intelligence tests, administered in English, resulted in misclassification of

Hispanic children. Diana was quickly followed by a similar class action suit,

Larry P =, on behalf of black children. The Larry P. plaintiffs produced similar

data for black enrollment in Ea classes in California and even more dispro-

portionality in San Francisco, the origin of the case.

The disproportional representation of black children in Eft classes across

the nation has been clearly demonstrated since the Office of Civil Rights began

collecting data on special education in 1973. The Children's Defense Fund (1974)

analyzed 1973 OCR data for 505 school districts in Alabama, Arkansaz, Georgia,

Mississippi, and South Carolina. They found that over 80% of the students

in EMR classes were black, even though less than 40% of the total enrollment

in these distr1cts was black. Almost half (46Z) of these 505 districts reported

that 5% or more of their black students were in EMR classes, however only four

districts reported that 52 or more of their white stulents were in DIR classes.

In 190 of these districts (over 372) the probability that a black student viewld

be in an EMR class was five times as great as that for a white student;

in ten districts, the probability was ten times as great.

Analyses of data from specific school districts have tended to reinfor
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these general national patterns. The Columbus public schools' Report to the

Federal District Court on the Status of Desegregation (1980), included data

on enrollment in special education classes by type for 1979 and new enro7;,.-

ments between October, 1979 and January, 1980: They found some dispropor-

tionality with the most dramatic difference at the high school level.

In the metropolitan Nashville-Davidson County public schools, psychological

services received 7.287 referrals from classroom teachers in the 1977-78 school

year, 76% at the elementary school level. Of these, 58% were white, 31% black

and 11% unknown or other. Psychologists tested 72% of the elementary children

referred, served 10% without assessment and left 18% unserved. While the refer-

ral rate reflects the 31;2% of the metro school population which was black, 58%

of the children in EgR classes were black (Cook, 1980).

There is a good deal of evidence to susgest a dramatic decline during the

past decade in the overrepresentation of Hispanic students in EMR classes;

Early 1970s data on Hispanic enrollment in EMR classes reflected the dis-

proportionality presented in the Diana case. The U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights (1974), in its six-volume study investigating barriers to equal educa-

tional opportunity for Mexican Americans in-the public schools of the Southwest,

reported that Hispanos were twice as likely to be pieced in EMR classes in

Texas and 21/2 times as likely in California. These two states, which were the

only ones to record ethnicity of EgR students, enrolled more than 80Z of the

total number of Mexican American students in the Southwest.

Ctrter (1970a) reported a relationship between the enrollment of iispanos

in EXR classes with their overall enrollment in the school systems. In conparing

ten districts with low Hispanic enrollment, he found that the larger the Mex-

ican American percentage within the school district, the more likely they were

to be considered retarded. In the districts with an average Hispanic enroll-
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tnent of 15%, 301 were in MR classes; In districtS WhiCh averaged 2.81

Hispanici 3.67: were it tY.R classes.

More recent reports lead to the conclusion that nationally the overrepte=

sentation of Hispanic children in D. classes may be declining. Carter and

segura (1979) reported California State Department of Educatien survey data

whith document that berween 1969 and 1977 there has been a dramatic decrease

in the disproportion of Hispa:iic students in ERR classes. Sinilar patterns

werc noted in the placement of Hispanot in ERR classes in T( It should

be noted that thit decline of Hispanic placement in EMR cl-sses in the South=

west has not been accompanied by a similar decline in the disproportion of black

students in EMR classes in these states.

Aspira (1979b) reorganized and reanalyzed the 1968=76 data from OCR,

focusing attention on school districts having 3,003 or more pupils and

at least a five percent Hispanic enrollment. Less than five percent of all

districts in the nation met the combined criteria. As part of this study they

focused on Hispanic enrollment in special ethucation. Thty concluded that

nationally the percent of Hispanic enrollment in D classes was lower than

that of non-Hispanic enrollment. However, Hispanic participation in ERR

classes was greater than that of non-Hispanics in desegregated East Coast

schools and was consistently higher in Southwest Schools. Thus, though

there has been a det:ine in disproportion overall; Hispanos continue to be

overrepresented in ERR classes in school districts having substantial

Hispanic enrollment.

A recent analysis of OCR data verifies that black children continue to

bi disproportionately represented in En classes Nationally theY are AbOUt

31/4 times as likely as white students to be placed in such classes; in the

South, the figural' are closer to 41 to 1. This report slut confirms the
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trend in the decline of Hispanic enrollment in EKR classes indicating that

Hispanos are no longer overrepresented in EMR classes nationally (Center for

Nati=a1 ?olicy Review, 1980);

The disproportionate representation of minorities in LD classes is not

nearly so dramatic as for EXR classes; While the proportion of black enroll-

ment in LD classes exceeded that of the school enrollment in Nashville this

has not been the case nationally; The Columbus report (1988) indicated a

slightl; smaller percentage of minority students in LD classes than in the

total school enrollment; The Center for N..tt:onal Policy Review (1980) found

that black students were slightly less likely to be categorized as LD nation-

ally and dramatically less ro in the Northeast and Midwest; In the Northeast;

the ratio of blacks to whites in LD programs VAS .67/1.00; in the Midwest,

the figures were .75/l.0 &. In contrast, HiSiiatioS tend to be slightly over-

represented in classes for LD naticnall 1979b; Center for Na )mal

Policy Review; 1988).

In si;tiarv. More blacks are assigned to special education than any other

racial or ethnic group; Blacks tend to be greatly overrepresented EMR

Classes and underreprw:ented in LD classes; Hispanic overrepresentation in

EKR classes is clecilningi but they tend to be slightly overrepresented in LD

classes. Since LD classification is generally conceived to be liSS stigmati-

zing than En to children so labeledi ditprOpOZtionate puber of black st,;-

dents assigned to the more stigmatizing program 1% ses socic serious questiorus

about the evaluation and assignment blaCk children in special eduzation

Clattt*S. Tbe decline in the proportion of Hispanic children in EMR

may ref lectt a chain iii; igliiiMent procedures v%ith eliminates the obviously

unfair technique of testing A SpAnish=apiaking child with an FIglith IQ
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in the Ec:finitiOn of LD, especially as it relates to the understanding cf the

impact cf having Spanish as a first language in a predominantly Englith=

speaking educa:.ional system. 7.11t movement of minority children cut of special

education does not necessarily reduce the overall resegregacion ci these

ch:_dreD within the scr 3°1; they may be =0-led out of EHR classes into a

la.rgeA3 segregated low ability group class or into equally segregated bilingual

education programs.

Rragra= organization. Special education services, like ability grouping

and compensatory education can be organized in ways that are more or less

resegregative. P.L. i4-142 requires placement of handicapped children in the

least restrictive environment (LRE). that is, handicapped children should be

educated with c.:eir norMal peers to the greatest extent possible. In practice,

the options of placement gerc?ally available in schools are. from the least

restrictive to the Most restrictive: resource zoom service, part-time special

alas', full -tine special class; and special day school. Resource radii ter-

vice: are often Xibited it scope; for example, some school distri._ts allow

a maximum of one hour per day of resource help. Children classified as EHR

are generally placed in full-time special classes. Children :lassified as

LD may receive resource help or full -rime t'..acement, depending on the perceived

severity of the learning disability.

FJrtnermore, Gallagher (l02) points out that ". . . in a number of large

city School ty*tems far less Than ten varcent of the ehildren placed in

special education classes are ever returned to regular education." Judge

rteichi in the Larry P. case, indicated that 2ssignm,nt of black children t.c1

DiR classes is especially harmful in thit EXR clar..es are dead -end placementr.
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the early years of implementation of P.L. 94-142, state education

depattments and local school districts were primariay concerned with the

identiffration of eligible children and the establishment of IEF and due

p-nce:5 (F-41-grovP, Grattan, V,?ird. kternethy, Cunningham, & Vaughn,

1951; Stearns, seen. L David, 1 '180 Implementing the LRE 71rovisien has re-

ceived less atteation. The Office of Special Education has been criticized

for lax et:orceent of a niter of P.L. 94-142 requirements, including the

continued high placement rates of black children in EXR programs (Educational

Advocates Coalfzion, 198C). There hive been coornination problems between

OSE and the Office of Civ-)1 Rights in th, Department of Etucation, whirl, monitors

:fry placement rates special education under Title VI of the Civil Rights

:-ct of 1,94. Al :.-sough ttasiderably broader mspdarq for monitoring

and enforcament of F;L 94-142 than does OCR, Which primarily responds to

cemplaintp OL'E has seen criticized al, being slow to use the CCR data

and to in-Jestigate disproportionate milvrity placement rates long as the

ceneral rrocedures of P.L. 94-142 appiecr to have been followed (EducatIon

Advocates Coalition, 1980).

For a number of reasons; it is difficult to determine if special education

assignments for black chilarel have increa6ad with degagragation. Are such

assignments being used systemAtically to resegresote vtthin desegregated schools2

One preblem is that data on special education by race gas not systematically

gathered nationally before 1973. In the 'Smith, where disproportionate atsip-

ment is gTeazest, desegregation preceded thils period. In the past decade

there has b.-en increased attention given to spots a1 education programs and

provision '-f adi;itiotal resources for special education, and this has in mmny

cases coincided with th- process of dc egragation. In saol distracts Li re
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gation, it is difficult to deterMine the extent to which this is in response to

desegregat:Ion or a response to an increased focus cm ecfal ,duCAzion

assigmmEnt. This is especially true when there is no racial data preceding

desev:egation.

There is some evidenct that ttei:ial education Assignment for black children

increase immediately aft:- _ng to integrate, -hat It may be a specific

ri4onse to desegregation. For exaMple, during the first year .f court-ordered

desegregation in the Omaha public se:4ols in 1976 and 1977, teathei initiated

referrals increased SOX. Thit tat a1 t4tt entirely ncounted for by black

Children who had been bused to previously all white schools (Calusha, 1930;

Latkine, 1980). Recaute referral is the first step in the process of special

educ-ticn platezett, the -;ear following implementation of a desegregation busing

plan may be a high-risk tiEi: far ca,nsideration of black children to special edu-

cation. Columbus, Ohio reported a slight increase in tpWil education assign-

ment in the two yetrs following Lmplementation (Columbus FucIic Schools, 1979,

1980, 1981).

In most of the nation, school districts under court-ordered school desecr-

gation plans are somewhat 1...P7 Iikely to hiVe a high proportion of rbe,r black

students in EVA progratt 07rt. Ede Ste onder voluntary plans of desegregation.

This :suggests that district '4ra?'-er court order Are tore likely to be sensitive

to issues of resevegitiOn than those that are not specifically div.7cted to be

so Index tour? order. In the South, whicl, has the greatest percentage of

vtudents in 1chools un4, Sant =0.7: Of desegregation plan, the difference in

percentages is very sm4ii; luir, is th,.. artla of the countiy where the larp5t

proportion of blarki Ari in EMR Classes and the type of demer:@gwon rolto

appears to love least effect (Center for NationAl Polity Review; 1980)-.:



when comparing schools along a continucm of segregation, a decreasing

percertr.g.., ci blacks end an increasing percentage of whites are iderztified as

EMF. wnen moving along the continuum from imtensely white to intensely slack

gl7hno1s (Center for National Policy Review* 1980).

Little is known about the effects of desegregation on assignment of His-

panic children to special education. The Aspire (1979b) study which addressed

the question of Hispanic student assignment to special education as it related

to tea degree of segregation of the school district found distinct regional

differences in this relationship. Ln the Southwest, Nispanfc assignment to

EMR classes was lowest in the 11.asr segregated districts. For the remaining

areas the reverse was true; Hispanic participation in EMR classes was lowest

in highly segregated districts. In contrast, they found no relationship

between segregation and Hispanic enrollment in LD classes except in -Ile Midwest

where Hispanic participation in LD classes decreased as the level 3f zegregation

increased.

cicl Eucation-as-a-Proirammatic-Regularitv

The tesegregation of milu:rity ch-_1 iren via full-time p3--, nt ef these

children in special education classes (eSpetially EKR) calls to uwstion the

effectiveness of this organizational practice. Re$earchers ttudyieg the

effectiveness of differing organizations of service &livery in special educa-

tion have generally compared the effectivenets of special classes to main-

stresmihg of EMR children; Several excellent reviews are availtble (cf.,

Abramson, 1980; C)run 6 Gottlieb, l97e- Senn. ; Gottlieb, & Robinson, 1979'

thus only the '0.1c ui71cleJion of t?-'' reviewers is shared here: resew: chefs

hcave failed t,1 ebv.e a diLfeTence in cchievement of r_adents placed in

tine EXR classes avA those utli6 have been mainstreamed.

If special classes are r.ot effective; then why do se%-:,ols periist

88
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organization? The range of diversity which teachers encounter with main-

streaMed R students is very great. There are very real; and educationally

important; differences betWeen the child with an IQ of 60 (F.MR range) and the

Child With an IQ of 140 (gifted rarqe). The regular teacher may not haVe the khOW=

ledge or technical facilities Which would support an appropriate educaticraI pro-

gtam, for these children. Furthermore; special classes aye the administrativoly

easiest means by 1:.14.Ch to provide services to groups of children which had

nit been rou;:imely served by the sChools.

iFormany yearSi the tehoolt had excluded handicapped children from their

prOgrams. inclusion of these children is now iy-aced. Even if states or

school districts shOUld elect not to participate in the P.L. 94-142 program

and subsequent funding they must abide by the regulations promulgated by the

Office of Rights unde,z. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Ac; of 1973;

which contaiins many of the same provisions.

Bilingual Education Pr

Very feo_activities in publicaffairs_are_mcre confusing and

i0611tCally charged than are bilingual lducatict and school desegre-

gation; Both involve tht: executilve, and judicial_

branches of state and national govermment. _roth_are seett_by the

public to having major sciali aswellas educational i0plitatiots.

Neither are well unide,nrc)od by practitioners r 1- the puWic in

general. MUCh heat hut little light is being generated; (wryer; 1979)

Bilingeal education programs are based on the vane of equal betefit

from educacitihnl opportunities. Given eIual access to English-based iostruc-

tititi, the limited- English proficient (LEP) student does not have the same

opportunit7 for learning as do English proTicient students; The magnitude of

4..ht .need bilingual rdlx.atiG diffiqmir to gau;;e in that them tire -;-,3

Accu:tate counts of -lie aum'ne- LEP children (Thernstromi 19:4) and that there

are yJriN cf %Ing12.4e froici-ty in both languages of LEP children

%:lexa:Ider b Nana, 1; :ne majci,ty el students in need of bilingual education.
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are Hispanic* though a significan, proportion of Hispanic children who neeJ

special language services are not enrolled in such programs. "Indeed*

the 12 states where the need for bilingual programs is chs greatest, on one-

third to rwo-thirds of the Hispanic Children are being served" (Fernandez 5

Cuskin* 1981). Thougai bilIngual programs are not ra::,rhing all of /hosat

Children needing serris. thos;e children Who do participate tend to find

bilingual programs selreza.iveJ experiences; Bilingual-bicuItural programs

were mandated with the hope of remedying English language deficiencies that

lead to low achievement and high drop-out rates for LEP youngsters which also

have a resegregative effect.

Though local school districts have had bilingual education programs since

mid-Ile of the 19th century (Thermstrom, 1980)* it is its recent history

1.1.tch has established bilingual education as a programmatic rebul-ity $n the

schools. The need for bilingual education has resulted in mandates from the

Ugislative* and executive branches of government.

The judicial mandates for bilingual education are very such i7.tertwined

with Hispanic desegregation efforts. The frequently cited basis for segre-

gation of Hispanos was chain Englith language :,leficioncies and the special

needs those deficiencies created. Since 1970, courts have included bilingual

programs as components in desegregation plans (Cisneros It. plums Christi* 1970;

v. i_exas;__San Felipe Del Rio, 1972; Milliken v. Bradley, 1974; Arvizu v.

Waco Indep-entlent -School-Disrrict, 197) and taw's' recently mandated bilingual

programs but prohibited the maih;enance of tilt predominately Hispanic schools

in 'hick they would be implemanred (Xzeos v. Sc7,1_DistrictNoster,

197:: Otero v. Mesr. County Valley Sc!=o1 District *is:). 51, 1975).

The judicial landmark in bilingual education WBS the unanimous decision

of tlie Supreme Court in Lau v. Nicholn (1974). Thi Court fo,nd that that San
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rranciSto Unified School District had violated the Civil Sights sect of 1964

_
cby erayl.-ng the cistrict's ChiAsese-speaking students a "meanings;_ opportunity

to t::rtitipete in the educaiinii They naintaine th;it there it

rot equality of treatment merely by providing students with the sa=e facilities,

textbooks, teac,lers and curriculum; students who do not understand English are

effectively foreclosed from any'rieaningfUl education. The mandate was for

special programs to assist -tudents with English-language deficieheiet to"

benefit fro= edinational programs. Lau decision WAS c ted as precedent for

Subsequent court decisions regarding bilingual education for Hispanic students

(Serna V. Portales Municipal Schools NewMexica, 1974; tnira of N.Y._Inc; v.

Board of Education of 1974); In the most recent case involving bilingual

educationi the court ruled that having an ineffective program is the same as

having no progra:.4 and therefore is a Violaion.of Lau (Ries v. Read, 1977).

Congress first addressed the special needs of LIP children in the passage

of Title VII of the ZIementary and Secondary Edikatitin Att (ESEA) in 1968.

ThoUgh titled thii "7-2,;:nrzual Education Ac':" no mention of bilinguaI edUtition

was made in the statues, rather "new and imaginative , . .,school programs

deSigned to Meet these special education needs" (section 7.)2) were eligible

for funding; The eligible participants were limi,ed to nonw.Engltsh speaking

studenti (LES/NES) having a home language other ' an ENglishi t IOW fithily

income, and a record of low achievement, Title VII was subsequently renewed

arrJ revised in 1974 and 1978. Thr revisions of the act in these two z,eats

expanded the act to: (1) include 3 broader range of participants, b) focasing

on Elith proficiency rather than speech alone, by dropping the low income

requirement, and by allowing ihOlurion of up to 40% er7.o1;=ent ef Engliel-

prefitient atudentc: amd (2) become more specific n the Type i of a,.rrotsble

progiams by reguirinr "bilgual/bitultural c,;,ratin rath":: than
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the "new and iraginative programs originally mandated. Additionally, the

ES AA tor:rained a separate provision for-bilingual education.

Congress also passed the Equal Opportunity Act (1974) which stated:

!o State shall deny equal educational opportunity to ar individual on
account of his or her race, color, sex, or rational origin, by the
failure by an educational agency to take appropriate action to over-
come language barriers that impeded equal participation by its stu-
dents in its instructional programs (Section 1703.f).

Proposed rules and regu!ations for the Equal Opportunity Act were not published

until the lastmonths of President Carter's administration in the fall of 198C-

These highly controversial guidelines were opposed by opponents and proponentt-

of bilingual education for differing reasons, and were withdrawn as the first

official action of President Reagan's new Secretary of Education 'errell Bell

(Department of Education, 1980; Bell . . 1981).

Concurrently, ti-e Office of Civil Rights and the Office of Education were

(1) developing guidelines for school districts delivering services to LEY stu-

dents, and (2) engaging in subsequent monatorias activities. The first bilingual

mandate from the executive branch was in the form of a memorandum, applying

Title VI of the Cikfl Rights Act of 1964 and prevviding directives from the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to school districts hiving sub-

stAntial LEP student pueulations; Ths document, which bzcame known as the

"May 25th Yemorandum," required schools to remediate "language deficiencies in

order to open their instructional programs to limited-English-speaking students"

(Pattinger, 197(-; The executive mandate was further clAtl'fied by the devel,-i-

went of guidelines prepar,d by an OCR task force, adapted by OCR and USOE, an.4

issued to the summer of 1975 (Epstein, 1977); These guidelines, known as the

"Lau nerve- ".es," required school dittricts having 20 or more children Irom one

language group to ,providL blIngve:-bicultural education programs for children

wh6 t:I.D1m1 .,tsk that native language. Since OCR began applying
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on these guidelines (Stanfield. 19E0). Critics of the Lau Remedies contend

that these guidelines go beyond the judicial mandate of Iau; in that: (I) Lau

addressed rIie = ids of students having linguistic deficiencies in English

-.:hereas the RemedieS defined eligible .sots by their primary or home language.

and (2) _Lau_ requiriA "something spcial"' in tAetdng the needs of LES/NES stu;-

dents hereas the Remedies sTpecif:ted hJI-ingu,2j-b-cultural education.

In additim to federal mandate, school districts must also respOnd

to their state mandates; 22 states have enacted bil.ngual education legislation

(Brisk. 1976).

If there is one tlthng that stands out from this review. it is th.kl- %Obi

two mandates (bilingual education and dauegregation) are rife with 1a precise

definitions. political interpretations; government jargon and educanto. and

advoc4cy for varying interpretations" (Carter, 1979).

Models of Bilillgual Educatic.n

Programs to assist T students a 4esig:ed in a variety of ways with dif.=

ferent implications for selmi, Isolation. Approzches range along a ce.tinuun from

English-as-a-Second Language (ESL; classes to fully developed bilingual-bic,.:tural-

birognitive echica:ional pro-grams. The ba'zi,a of ESL is that of teaching English

as a foreign language (U.S. Commission on Ctivil Rights, 1972), with the rationale

that techniques other than immersion art necessary to assist the LEP child it

gaining to English language profici4Tcy meer.7sary to have a successful cducA-

tional experience.

Bilingual education encompasses a variety of programs including bilinguals

blingual-bicuItt:rali or bilingual-bicoltural-Mtogtitive cAucation programs,

Title VII as anended defines bilinguI educatioh as "instruction it two lanpuages

and the use of those two languages as mediums of instruction for any part or

all of the school curricvlu4;" While recognizing the need to become proficient

g3
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it English, bilingual education is also based on the rationale that students

learn best when taught in their native language and that LEP students should

have the opportunity to keep pace with their English- speaking peers who are

.1. Cher sujects.

when the study of the history and culture associated witb, a students'

mother tongue is included in a bilingual progremi bilingual-bicultural education

results. A few proponents of comprehensive bilingual programs argue that-

LE? students have developed different cognitive styles as a result of their

socialization expeiiences and thus should be taught using teaching styles and

strategies different frn= their English proficient peers; This is termed

bilingual-bicultural-bicegnitive education, and has obvious izplitations for

segreatior. {Lopez; 197e; Ratirezi 1973; Randrei b Castanedai 1974) .

The resegregative impact of a bilingual program will der,eas.. not only on

its instructional focus but also on the g:;.atz for the program. PoliCY seers

have generally mandated transitional progranz designed to prepare LEP students

to learn effectively in the regular sCho,..,I Moss proponents of

bilingual educatthn and Hispanic cozmunitle,7 a .,yfre for mstintenance

programs to develop eoual competence in both languages as well as fosttri9g

a bicultural identity;

The reiegr:IC:ive impact of a maintenance night be softened if

tptaking students were active part4',:ipant and e.evelopQd proficiency

in tbe retw:!A languaFe; :his would cre6te a rwr.-ar rather than one -tay prcws;

In such programs, ch.:idren wto were init11,y monolingual in English woua have

the advantage of Oempatency. The programs would be viewed ss "alter-

r_:iv,t" rather than 'remelial;" While bilingual programs were initinted to

meet the 62idt LEP atUdettii neatly ever bilingual ttamte provides for the

voluntary enrollment of nun-national-origin-minor,:ty students (Ccir4ln, 1969).
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Most programs are designed to be transitional. Theoretically, rsnsit4onal

programs nay be one-way or two-way; however, in practice, a transi:imal pro-

gram is usually regarded as "remedial" and is tn.t attractive to non-Hispanos.

Resezrecation Throuch Bilinvual Education

At this time it is impossible to test the hypothesis that bilitgwal educa-

tic:n results in resegregation due to an overwhelming lack of data Neither

the Cffice of Bilingual Education nor the National Clearinchbuse en 'Bilingual

Education could supply reports regarding the nature of students in bilingual

education or the organizational patterns used by schools in delivering bil-

education services. Thus, the conclusion that bilingual education is resegre-

satire is based on limited data:and consideration of the definition of bilingual

education programs.

Student ass4;mment. While a school may offer bilingual programs for

several linguistic groups, these groups ale separated for obvious insttuctional

purposes. For excmple, bilingual programs in Vietnamese are separate from

bilingual prtigrats in Spanish; The majority of students enrolled in bilingual

programs are Hispanic; estimates range from 70 to 84 pervert (Aspire, 1979b;

Department of Education, 1980; Epstein, 1977; Fernatde: & Cu kin, 1981;

Stanfield, 1980). Federal rules and regulations for Titla VII bilingual pro-

grams allow a maximum of 40% enrollment of English-speaking students; however,

they fund' only LEP st-dents. The Calif^mia state bilingual 2utation 1114, the

Chicon Act, requires that no more than 2/3 of the students in a bilingual educa-

tion program be LES (limited-:nglish-speaking). This act appears to endol:e

two -way bilingual e4ncation Ey involving non-LEP students; however, Cart4.r (1979)

points out that 902 of the children in California's Spanish-English programs

are Nispanos concluding that the vast majority c '; English-speakers arc

Melican Amoricinsi He furLher comments:

85



data a-re availar ie i ti:Tc-cern to wilat extent English-speaking

Children are entleti in VIl_classes. It LS S-zpeett-d that
the majority of those rvlish-speaking children enrolled are
English-speaking Eispanos rather than Angles or blacks

Epstein (1977 noted that it has been common practice to assign students to

bilingual education progrz...ns on the basis of surnames rather than language

need. Such an assignment practice would, by definition, constitute discrimi-

nation and segregation

.

The only wioe-scale research on bilingual education was conducted by the

American Institute for Research (.1977 -78), the "AIR study," under contract

with the U.S. Office of Education. According to their analysis, which combined

ESL and bilingual education classes, 75% of the children in Title VII classes

were Hispanic and only 16t of these were judged to be monolingual-Spanish.

CTe researchers asked teachers to rate the children in bilingual classes 017..cord-

Lng to their English _peaking abilities; their results are presented in Table

2.12.

TABLE 2.12

percent of Children in Title VII Classes Due to
LES-Ability (As Judged by Their Teachers)

Grade

2 35

3 30

4 29

19

6 27

Or the average, less than 113 of the children, grades 2-6, in Title VII

4aniA-English classes were LES. This led AIR researchers to conclude that

Title VII elaSses were not primarily vehicles to teach non-English-ape/king

students s'..-Istattive subject matter while they acquired Englishi rather they

were septate classrooms for Hispanic children. It should be noted that at

that tiro of the AIR stAy; the target population for Title VII bilingual pro-'

gtoms vas limited end non-English-speging (LES/NES) students whereas the

current target population it LEP studentsi 'Encompassing such English skills as



reading and writing as well as speaking abilities. The need for bilingual

education for LEP students is not denied. However, the degree to which Hispanic

students are assigned to bilingual education programs without regard to linguit=

tic needs clices one to question bilingual education as a resegreeative practice=

Program organization. The degree to which bilingual programs are resegre-

gative may depend on how they are organized and administered. Thernstrom (1980),

reflecting on the AIR study, commented: "One reason the programs served such

a high percentage of English-competent students was because transfers out of

Title VII classrooms were rare." Indeed, 862 of the students remained it

bilingual programs although judged to be competent in English. Only 92 weretrans-

ferred to English-speaking classes while receiving some continued support for

Spanish maintenance; and only another 5% were totally transferred to English-

speaking classes. Thus, in practice, many programs espousing transition goals do

not implement transition, in turn creating Hispanic tracks within the school.

the potential for resegregation through bilingual education is very much a

function of the model andior goals of the program as they interact with time

spent in the program. Title VII rules and regulations mandate that, at the

very least, students in bilingual programs join their English-speaking peers

for nonacademic activities and courses which require little or no English such

as music, art, and physical education. Time spent in special language classes

tray range from an hour a few times a week to full -day bilingual programs.

The preferences of schools for time allotments has been neither systemati-

cally recorded nor analyzed. No data are available regarding the amount of

time students are in ESL or bilingual classes. Thus, one must exasuine the

organizational structure of bilingual programs from a theoretical perspective

in order to demonstrate the potential for resegregation.

ESL classes are, by Aefinition, limited to LEP students; thus enrollment
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is likely to be 100% Hispanic. However, time spent in t. f.'6 goltrally " ss

than that spent in bilingual education programs Some tsit A ^finac fihr as ESL

"entry program," which is an intensive full-time ESL cour 'Tettled 'ti7 transfer

to English-speaking classes as soon as possible. In such ittfeaacontent

areas are not taught until the child becomes-English-profia:=, 0,c4ter schools

offer ESL classes concurrently with participation in English-tal;- a:Lases.

Participation in such programs may vary from a few hours per web k- mat

half the school day. Approximately half of the programs in the Atra t197%)

study were ESL only.

The other mode's of bilingual education may have transition of maintenance

goals and may be one-way or two -way. Participation in such bilingual pro.gr

be for any part or all of the school day. Theoretically, one would

expect transition programs to segregate students for a lesser period of tile

students' educational career than would maintenance programs. However*

noted, transition may not be implemented;

Carter and Segura (1979) indicated that nine out of ten bilingual edutation

projects in the Southwest are transitional, and that 90% of the children

served are Mexican - American. Thus, transitional programs tend to be resegre-

gative, but theoretically only until the child becomes EngIish-proficient.

In an attempt to promote transition; the Few Jersey Bilingual Education Act

limits student participation to three years;

One-way maintenance programs for Hispanits only are equivalent to the

establishment of a dual educational system. Two-way programs are; by defihi=

tioni integrated; Two-way bilingual programs are more likely to be viewed

as "alternative education programs," rather than having the remedial nature

inherently attributed to transitional bilingual programs, thus drawing parti-

cipation of non-Hispanos; However; few two-way maintelance programs exist.
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The degree to which any of these programs, regardless of mode, goals, or

participants, is resegregative is very much a function of time spent within

the program. Thus, resegregetion via bilingual education is a funcOlon of

student assignment practices and progra organization It auttary:

EXisting bilingual programs do not operate in a- truly bilingualsal
The typical program enrollt only_abou7; one-tenth Atglos and stall
numbers of blacks; Hispanic thildren tend to be channele4

into the programs_even if they could function in EngIish-Iangtage -

classes and kept in them when they could be in the .normal curriculum;
About two-thirds of the children in the program are not assigted_be=
cause of limited English-speaking ability, and only one program in 20
transfers a Child to an all -EngIish program when be or she could

hatdlt it. (Orfield, 1977, p. 87)

The_RelatstumOdp_of Bilingual Education to Desegregation

As mentioned in Chapter One the relationship of bilingual education and

desegregation is best represented by an analogy to the "double-edged sword,"

i.e,, while bilingual education nay be a resegregative threat to desegregation,

desegregation may be a threat to the integrity of bilingual education programs.

In the Aspire (1979b) nationwide study of schools having sizeable Hispanic

enrollment, the resiarcheri found that students who may need bilingual educa-

tion or ESL were more likely to participate in these programs in highly

segregated school systems. Of the students possibly needing special language

instruction: 472 in low segregated (desegregated?) districts received bilingual

eduCition or ESL as compared to 572 in relatively high segregated systems. They

concludAd, "(i)t appears that segregation highlights the need for special

language programs, serves as an incentive for implementing these programs, and

facilitates provision of the programs."

"In several cases since 1974, the very existence of ongoing bilingual

bicultural programs has been seriously threatened by the imminence of a school

deFegregation decree" (C*ohen, 1975). Thii threat is usually manifested

in the proposed application of strict ratios in the student assignment plan

99
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(Fernandez & Guskin, 1961). Thus, Hispanic involvement in recent desegregation

cases has been at the remedy stage in attempts to preserve the integrity of

bilingual programs (Fernandez & Guskin, 1981); such was the case in Milwaukee

(see Baez, Fernandez, & Guskin, 1980) and Boston (see Aspire, 1980; Brisk,

1975).

In an attempt to specify the effects of desegregation on bilingual educa-

tion, Aspira, Inc. (1979a) conducted an ethnographic study in two school dis-

tricts (unnamed) on the East and West coasts. Both of these districts were

tai- ethnic communities with a total minority enrollment under 502 (15-252

Hispanic, less than 302 black) and a total school enrollment between 20,000

and 150,000. Bath districts were in their second year of court=ordared desegre-

gation. The researchers from Aspira spent four months of field work cencen-

trated on selected elemettary schools within each district. Their ethnographic

techniques included observations and interviews of school personnel and commu-

nitviiembers. Though both districts were encounIering difficulties with the

simultaneous implemintat$ast *1 bilingual education and desegregation, their

difficulties vett suite diffeteht. In "EastvilIe":

(t)here are .problems associated with "mainstreaming" or returning a
Child to the regular classrooM (froi bilingual classrooms). As son
as a child demonstrates (English) proficiency he or she is main=

streamed and encounters rapid and grammatically complex English.
In addition, the mainstreamed child loses the warmth and comgeniality
of the ESL or bilingual claki. The abrupt transition is not demon=

strating good results (p. 92).

Though school administrators in "Wettville" reported that desegregation had

had "no effect" on the bilingual education program, the Aspire researchers

fOUnd that desegregation had resulted in the following: (1) dispersion and

roissignmtnt of bilingual students and teachers; (2) some bilingual teaching

teams hid been broken up and forced to reorganize; (3) bilingual teachers and

education were not accepted in new schools; and (4) K=6 neighborhood gzhool

OU
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boundaries had been redrawn, resulting in so much dispersal that bilingual

education was on an indiVidual "poll out" basis for all K-6 schools, whereas

organized group programs had misted prior to implementation of desegregation.

In general* they concluded that "court ordered desegregation plans at times

curtailed specially targeted minority programs 04., bilingual education,

early' childhood education) . . . (titause) they depend on a critical mass of

students in schools to meet federal guidelines fOr funding" (p. 10). Further-

more, school desegregation bad not et%anced the understanding of the Hispatlic

community by White administrators or teachers and that Hispanic students were

less likely to come into contact with a supportive learning environment given

desegregation; Finally, they commented that there were divergent goals for

bilingual education; whites wanted transition programs and Hispanos

wanted maintenance programs. Fernandez and Guskin (1978) summarized the situ-

ation: "Dispersing students . . . and not providing them with similar ser-

vices in desegregated schools will place an undue burden on these children, is

educationally unsound and indicates that the desegregation plan is not appro-

priate for the multi - ethnic /multilingual population in the district" (p. 62).

Carter (1979) suggested that desegregation need not become a threat to

bilingual education. He noted the increasingly popular movement from desegre-

gation addressing the racial balance of schools toward ethnic/racial isolation,

an approach that would allow a critical mass of LEP students to be assigned to

particular schools rather than evenly dispersed throughout a district. Further-

more he argues with regard to bilingual education 4nd desegregation that "only

lack of creativity and lack of commitment deter implementation of bilingual

programs in racially balanced schools" (Carter, 1979). The compatibility of

bilingual education and desegregation are explored in gredter depth in

Chapters Three and Four.

Oi
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liZinz rammatie Regularity

Agreement that "something" needs to be done to assist the LEP students in

Engiish-speaking schools leads one to question the efficacy nf 3ilingusy educa-

tion. "One-half billion dollars were spent on bilingual education in the ten

years :free 1968-1918; lessthan-one-half of one percent was for research, with

the result that we have very little rnore of a research base for bilingual educa-

tion than we did over ten years. Age (Troike 1976). "Not only is there a

litited amount of educational research on bilingual education, but research

findings on the aceomplishment of/hilingual education are almost nonexistent.

The fev studies that are available lacW adequate depth, seope, time and

methodology to provide a valid measurement of the outcomes of bilingual educa-

tion" (Cardenas, 1977)

The cost frequently cited study of the effectiveness of bilingual educa-

tion as conducted by tte American Institute for Research (1977-78), entitled

"Evaluation of the Impact of ESEA Title VII Spanish/English Bilingus2 Education

Pcograms." and known as the AIR study. (For summaries of the AIR study, see

Cardenas. 1977; Carter and Segura, 1979; Epstein, 1977; Thernstrom, 1980.)

brief, the study contrasted the performance of two groups of students: (1)

those enrolled in Title VII bilingual programa, and (2) "comprarable" students

not enrolled in such programs. The students were pretested in the fall of

1975 and posttested in the spring of 1976. The AIR researchers concluded:

(1) non-Title VII students did better than Title VII students in English langu-

age arts (both groups generally either maintained or improved their percentile

ranks--both groups at about the bottom 202 of the nation), (2) Title VII stu-

dents did better than non-Title VII student* in math. (both groups wither

maintained or improved their percentile rank--both at about the bottom 302

of the nation), (3) Title VII students (including Anglos) showed an increaae
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from pretest to posttest in Spanish reading (non-title ViI students Were

not tested), and (4) there was no difference in school attitude associated

with particition in bilingual education.

The AIR study has not gone without criticism. The intercultural Devel=

opment Research Association (IDRA) (see CArdenat, 1977) argued that. The AIR

researchers did not distinguish among the varied program cheracteristica. Such as

model (ESL or bilingual); goals (sainteninee or transitional), instructional

tine; content; and methodologies. Though the conparison groups nay have been

comparable on ethnicity and SES; they hid varying degrees of English proficiency

(752 of ehe Title VII studentS classified by their teachers as either English

AOninant or bilingual English-dominant as Cc:1144ra to 962 of non-Title VII

students); yet the researchers did not take English-proficiency into account

At a variable in their research desiEn.

and posttests was a school year; yet in

the tine from pre- to posttest was five

Theoretically the interim between pre-

realityi-in Altobst 50% of the school ;;

months or less; Finally; about one-

thi7d of the non-Title VII teachers and aides were involved in a bilingual

progran: "This raises the possibility that the comparable group had 'bilingual

treatmentii' thus invalidating the as a comparison." Troike (1978) admits

that the AIR study does have its WeakneStet; but suggests that it not be diS=.-

missed; rathtt it should e viewed at a Challenge to improve bilingual-bicultural

education.

The effectiveness of bilingual education fared better in reviews by Paulsron,

Belkini Graham and Williams (1977) and Troike (1978). The Paulston review

concluded; (1) in overall English lingUige arts; the bilingually-instructed

groups :cored as well as; or nigher thane the groups retelAiihg English-only
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instruction, (2) furthermore, they scored higher in Spanish lamguage arts,

(3) bilingually-instructed students did as well as, or better than, control

groups in math achievement, and (4) after two-to-three years of bilingual

instruction, students' bicultural attitudes were more positive than earlier

and bilingually-taught children showed self=concepts as ;ositive as, and,

mote often, more positive than, English-instructed students, stay in school

longer, and learn English better than their English-instructed peers.

Ttoike (1978) criticized evaluation reports submitted by Title VII

programs as "Worthless" as a research base in that they do not control for

socioeconomic status or initial language proficiency of the students, often

lack baseline data for the control group, fail to identify significant

ferences in teadiet qualifications for control and experimental groups, and

provide insufficient data/or statistics.

Aspire (1980) criticised the state of research on the effectiveness of

bilingual education programs, citing any of the same problems as Troika.

They added; however. that "bilingual education is wepected to do (or re-do) IA

one or two years what American idUcational sy.stem has not accomplished in

many of its monolingual English schoolsi without having to overcome language

barriers (e4;4; fifth grade Spanish Montainguall eXpetted to attain fifth grate

level English!)" (p. 84);

Orfield (1977) concluded: "Reeding the existing research on bilingualism

mikes one point very clear - -vs do not know enough to make any confident gltbal

prescriptions . (0)iaib1y ve evintttsily will discover that there is no

Single best anver and that bilingualism works welt only for certain purposes

in certain settings" (p. 88).

The growing numbers of Hispanic LEP itUdents enrolled in the schools almost

assures that bilingual education Will continue to be a programmatic regularity.
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Currently LEP students are underserved; If the language needt of these stu-

dents are being recogniaed, what then accounts for the fairly low level of

services to these stuclents? One possible reason is fhe shortage of qualified

bilingual teachers--a fact on which almost all authors would agree, though

"r."-Ay knowc how severe the teacher - s shertatet are" (EpStein, 1977,

p. 12). Furthermore, the nature of the qualifications of many bilingual

teachers have been brought to question. Cardenas (1977) reported that the

"7D? 's secondary analysis of the AIR data shows that only 252 of teachers

participating in the study reported having a bilingual teaching credential."

waggoner (1979) fotihd that (1) teachers using a non-English language appear

to have been assigned on the basis of language skills alone, (2) fewer than

half had had even one course in bilingual education; and (3) only 142 had

preparation in (a) teaching the language arts of a tion=Englith language,

(b) teaching other subject areas through it (c) studies related to cultUral

background, and/or (d) teaching ESL.

There have been varying reports regarding the bilingual teachers' Spanish

proficiency. Carter and SeguTa (1979) reported that appronimately two-thirds

of the teacher* and almost all of the aides indicated that they spoke both

English and Spanish in their honts. WAggontr (1$979) found that 422 of the

bilingual teachers were native speakers of that language. In contrast, Cardenas

(1977) notcA that Almost half of the Title VII teacher% in the AIR study

admitted to not being proficient in Spanish, that 922 of the "bilingual" staff

in one major city were monolingual English, end that in another community,

teachers were certified as bilingual with a minimum proficiency of 750 wnrds in

Spanish. Epstein (1977) described a study of the Spanish competency of Wingual

tea:hers and Aides in New Mexico* reporting that "only 13 of 136 could '3ad and

write Spanish at the third grade level" as measured on Mexican tests of standard
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third grade curriculum. Tice Spanish proficiency of the teacher is very impor-

rant in that Merino, Politzer and Ramirez (1979) demonstrated that teachers'

and aides' scores on Spanish proficiency tests were sisnificantly related to

pupil gains in English reading. Furthermore, only the teachers' proficiency

in Spanish predicted pupil gains in Swish reading

In addition to their linguistic abilities and preparation for bilingual

instruction, bilingual teachers must have an understanding of the importance

and nature of biculturalitn: "The great majority fail to recognize the over-

whelming influence of culture on personality and behavior, have extremely

limited knowledge of or contact with (Hispanos); and do not grasp the role and

function of the American school.in general society or recognize its influence

on the ethnically different child" (Carter, 1970b).

Since 1974, approxiately $25 million has been allocated annually by the

federal government fOr training of bilingual teachers/aides (Epstein; 1977);

however, when Walsh (1976) conducted a national_survey of teacher training

institutions which Offer teather preparation programs it bilingual education;

only 18 were identified; Carter (1970b) stressed the need for teacher training

institutions to meet the needs of their communities; He offered the example of

the University of Texas at El Paso whiCh graduates 450 teachers a year, about

75: of which stay in the general geographic area (en area of over 50% Mexican

Americans); That Insatution required coursework pertinent to the question of

the tdozation of Cacamos.

In suMMary. Bilingual education is a programmatic regularity of the schools

designed to meet the needs 61 LEP students; The degree to which bilingual

education is effective has been qUittioned. However, the authors of two recent

literature reviews: conclude that bilingual education has resulted in enhanced

achievement and eelf-concept for the Hispanic youngster. The growing number
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of LEP Hispanic students Coupled with a shortage of qualified bilingual

teachers tends to exacerbate the problem cf delivering adequate services to

LE) students

Reasons-Resegregrtion Occurs

Desev-egated schools resegretate in academic program when they organize

instruction around Structures which separate students into homogeneous groups.

In the first section of this chapter we have reviewed four major programmatic

regularities which are resegregative in practice: (1) ability grouping and

tracking, (2) compensatory education, (3) special education, and (4) bilingual

ed4CAtiati. In order to understand why resegregatibt occurs, it is necessary to

take a closer look at student assignment practices And progrdM organization.

This section will discuss the relationship of race and ethnicity to the processes

of pupil assignments will Examine resegregative organizational patterns and note

the special problems treated by the multiplication of catEgotidal programs.

Student assignment to any of these programs generally involves a complex

process of Objective and subjective evaluations which inClUde standardized

testing, professional judgments abbut educational performance and behavior andi

in some cases; Student and parert choim

Ability and achievement testing are the major toolt for assigning students

to homogeneous groups: Tindley and Bryan (1971) reported that 82% Of districts

polled used test stores for placementi many of them as the tole means of deter-

mination, Tests have been used for this purpose because they provide what

appears to be an objective, simple, and cheaply administered way to assess stu,

dents and compare them to one another.

While group achievement tests ire used for ability grouping, group IQ



tests were banned for this purpose in Hobson v. Hansen (1969). Group

Achievement, aptitude; and interest tests are used for vocational and
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educational counseling and tracking. Individual intelligence, achievement,

and personality tests are used in the assessment of suspected handicapped

Children and other children having academic or behavioral difficulties in

school.

The association of test '.:;cores With race, class, and ethnicity of stu-

dents and the resegregation that results from sorting students into groups

based on these s;:ores hat raised questions about test procedures and charges

of test bias. Critics argue that the tests measure performance on tasks based

on experiences and values that are less likely to be part of the minority

child's history, and that the ditjunction between exposure and tested compe-

tency will be most dramatic for the children whote families speak another

language in the home. If test scores are viewed as representations of thd

inherent ability of children, and ability groups and tracks are rigidly built

on that assumption; then the initial score gaps among radial and ethnic groups

will be maintained.

There have been numerous discussions and definitions of test biat in

the literature (Anastasia 1976; Cleary* Humphreys, Kendrick & Wesman,

1975; Flaugher, 1978; Hunter & Schmidt; 1976; MeNeMat, 1975). 'Three

major categories of test bias* content bias, mean bias, and predictive bias,

have received the most attention;

Content bias. Content bias refers to the degree to which specific items

on the test are culturally biased; Charges of content bias have been frequent,

but attempts to elititate content bias have generally not improved scores of

minority students;

Analysis of content biet of tests have ranged from subjective opinions of

reviewers to complex statistical item analysis; The subjective review procedure

is a superficial ekaMitatiOn of the its to determine if it looks biased; Some
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test developert have used panels of experts to review test items, eliminating

those which appear biased, attempting to control for content bias. However,

eliminating 13 items perceived to be biased from a widely used 82 item ele-

mentary reading test "did not improve the performance of schools with high

minority populations relative to their performance on the original 'biased'

version" (Flaugher, 1978). Ftequently, subjective judgments of item

bias are not subttantiated empirically. For example, the following item from

the WISC-R Comprehensive subtest: "What is the thing to do if a boy (girl)

much smaller than yourself starts to fight with you?" has been frequently

criticized as biased against inner-city black children. Statistical analysis

of responses, however, would suggest that this item may be relatively easier

for blacks than whites (Jensen, 1976).

Cotter and Berk (1981) examined item bias in the WISC-R using black, white,

and Hispanic educators to select items they felt were biased against their

groups. Five of six black educators felt that items were not biased; Hispanic

reviewers selected eight Items they felt were biased against Hirpanot. In

their second study they performed an item analysis and found that when

results for black and white students were compared that 7 of 44 items (11%)

were biased against blacks and 6 of 64 (9%) were identified as biased against

whites. A similar pattern held with 6% and 8% biased against Hispanos and

whites respectively.

In comparing the results of the judgmental and statistical review, it

should be noted that those items thought to be biased were not statistically

biased and that judges disagreed that the items that proved to be statistically

biased were biased (Cotter & Berk, 1981). "Subjective judgments of item bias

are not necessarily accurate, and revision of current tests'either in the

direction of greater or lesser cultural loading might have the effects of



simultaneously increasing or maintaining group differences and reducing

validity" (Reschley, 1979).

The issue of content bias %as been raised in the courts. The plaintiffs

in the PASE case (Parents in Action on Special Education v. Hannon, et al.,

1980) argued that the individual intelligence tests used in identifying black

children for EMR placement were maturally biased. Argnments and testimony

focused on the relevance of the test items to the black culture. Judge Grady

concluded that the experts were working from preconceived notions and chose not

to base his decision on their conflicting testimonies. Rather, he conducted

his own review of the tests used in assessment (Stanford Binet and WISCAO,

examining the face validity of each item. He concluded that the tests are not

biased and found in favor of the defendants. This case is currently under

appeal.

Mean bias. There are literally thousands of articles which address the

itsueof mean differences in test scores among racial groups. These studies

document lower scores by blacks on a variety of tests including the IQ tests

frequently used for school placement (Joseph, 1977). "Several studies of

testing mute during the past half century have demonstrated that the mean

score of blacks is one standard deviation (i.e., 15 points) below that of

whites, especially on tests that purport to measure levels of intellectual

function" (Samuda, 1975). Shuey (1966) reviewed more than 500 studies of

black intelligence covering a period of 50 years and using 81 different

measures of intelligence that confirmed these differences. When the racial

groups are roughly matched on the usual SES factors, the mean IQ difference is

diminished to about 10 points (Shuey, 1966). Though the majority of studies

of racial and cultural differences on test performance has focused on IQ

tests, similar differences emerge on achievement tests.
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Whether the finding of a differenct! in mean test scores between groups is

evidence of test bias is a matter of debate; Proponents of testing argue that

mean differences do not equal bias, that theSi differences are real differences

on the "trait" measured by the test:

Differences in the experiential backgrounds of groups or_individuals are

inevitably manifested in test performance. Every psychological test

t4ASUret a bOhavior sample. Insofar as culture affects behavior, its

influence will and should bt detected by tests. If we rule out all ..

cultural differentials from a test, we May thereby -lover its validity

as a measure of the behsvior domain it was designed to assess. In that

Cate the test would fail to provide the kind of in1ormation needed to

correct the very conditions that impaired perfortatce (Anastasi, 1976,

p. 58).

Opponents of testing argue that mean bias is related to construct validity,

and that the construct of the tests is at the heart of the issue; For example,

if it is assumed that the construct of intelligence is normally distribUted

regardless of the color of skin, yet the intelligence tests result in different

fOr diffc,rent rite04 then the test Is biased and lacks construct validity.

(It should be noted that Vhen differences in mean scores of males and females--

fithileS had the higher scores -- occurred at the beginning of the testing move-

ment, test authors altered the tests until the resulting means were the same,

and they continue to be the same. The argument at that time was the construct

of intelligence was assumed to bt normally distributed in males and females.)

Plaintiffs in -Diana v. State Board of Education, (1970) and Larry -P_._ v.

Riles, (1972, 1979) argued that the intelligence tests used for identifying

Hitpanic and black children, respectively, were cultural:y biased on tbe basis

of construct validity. In Diana, it was argued that the construct of intelli-

gence was not being measured when Spanizh=dominant children were tested by

English-language tests, i.e., the construct being measured was not "intelligence"

but facility with the English language. The Larry P. arguments were much more

complex though the focus retained on the construct validity of the test, that
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is did the commonly used tests of intelligence (Stanford-Binet and WISC=R)

really measure the intelligence of black children? Testimonies were given by

the leading figures on both SidiS of the testing issue; In short, JUdge Peckham

concluded that the construct measured by IQ tests did not reflect intelligence

of black children, thus binned their use for identifying black children for

EKR placement. The state of California broadened thiS decision and has pro-

hibited the use of IQ teats for identification of black atilitTen for any Sie

cial education platement It should be noted that.the Larry P. case, like the

PASSE case in which the opposite decision was rendered, has been appealed.

Thus, it appears that the debate of testing bias, a debate that seems to elude

consensus among professionals, will culminate in a Supreme Court decision yet

to come.

Those who support the validity of tests, ebntending that mean biAS is not

real bias, for educational assessment point to their predictive validity for

minorities as well as majority students. That is, the tests are said to pre-

dict future educational achievement
moderately well regardless of class or

race (Jensen, 1973).

Predictive bias -. IQ tests have been found to be moderately good predictors

of achievement in School for most groups of children. Thorndike and Hagen

(1977) reported a .50 to ;60 correlation overall, with a ;70 correlation with

achievement in elitentery school. A similar pattern hat been noted for minority

Children (Hartlage &Steele-4 1977) and LD and DS children (Raskin,. Bloom, Klee

& Reese, 1978). There is, however, some laboratory research using learning

taskt in a controlled experiMint that suggests predictive validity is weakest

with those grOUpt thOSe previous experience might be expected to deviate from

the Middle class norms

(L)ow IQ (60-85) lower class children are, -on the average, markedly

superior in learning ability to low -IQ middle-class children. In the
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IQ range above 100 . . there are not significant differences in

learning ability between lower- and i.addli=class children mat:,ned for

IQ. This suggests that once the IQ hat exceeded a certain level . .

it gives a fairly accurate aStessment_of learning ability regardless

of social -class level. In the lower IQ range (which, incidentally,

contains the modal performance of Iower-cliss children), the IQ

test grossly underestimates learning ability among Iower-class

children . . . . Thit is especially true for Negroes in the U.S.

(Jensen, 1973, pp; 92-93)

Opponents of testing argue that the traditional practice of demonstrar:tg

the validity of IQ tests by preditting tthOcil achievement as measured on

standardized achievement tests is itself invalid, since achievement tests are

also culturally biased. They tonclUde that there should be no surprise that

one culturally biased test would predict performance on another culturally

biased test; Mercer (1979) repOrtt that when grade point averages, instead of

achievement test scores, are used as the criterion, differential validity for

the three racial/ethnic groupt emerges. The IQ tests consistently underpredict

the CPA of black and Bispanic children, whereas they are fairly accurate predit-

tors of the GPA of White thildrit.

There is a conundrum in the defense of mean differences on tests used for

placement based on their predictive ability, especially as'these measures are

used for the purpose of homogeneous groupang. If students' backgrounds have not

exposed them to vocabulary, cultural customs, or patterns of analysis used on

the test, then their subsequent place:141a in a low ability group may serve to

create a self-fulfilling prophecy of expected low achievement. If children are

placed in groups where expectations for Achievement are low and the curriculum

in relatively less substantive or if they are given less acadeMic attention due

to their "lower ability" then the test that so classified them will prove to be

a good predictor of low achievement.

The overriding basic assumption regarding the use of mats is that the test

user is an informed consumer who is knowledgeable about the psychometric basis
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of tests, the limitations of test interpretation, and the literature relevant to

the tests used and the problems of testing. Nn informed consumer of tests

would assert that tests twasure the inherent abilities of children, rather

that test performance is a combined result of heritability and Cultural eXperi=

ence. However, the ways in which tests are used by the school seem to reflect

a belief that the tests are measuring an immutable "given" quality in children.

Researchers recently have demonstrated that performance on standardized

achievement testc is not unchangeable. Results from the past two years in 'the

National Assessment of Educational Progress show that nine -year old blaCk.childres,

particularly in the Southeast, are making achievement gains greater than their

nine-year old white peers (Elementary . . 1981). They have been, in fact,

narrowing the achievement gap. Edmonds (1979), who studied schools in which

children in the bottom third of the achievement distribution were learning at

grade level, concluded that poor and minority children who are often found in

that portion of the achievement scale can learn_well if certain school char-

acteristics are present.

The gap in average achievement scores of white children and minority

children is probably alterable. What educators do about the gap is more

important for minority children's life chances than whether there is a gap

and how it got there. Building the acadethic organization of the school on

measures of the current achievement distribution =ay simply reinforce the

existing pattern;

In summary. Standardized tests of IQ and achievement are an important

tool in the placement of students into ability groups and tracks. Because the

mean differencet in Scores among various ethnic groups are substantial, use of

tests in this manner resegregates schools. The consistent findings of group

differences on tests suggest that if resegregation is to be avoided, attention

must be placed on developing instructional strategies that allow students of
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varying levels caf achievement to learn together. To the extent that the tests

reflect differential eitperi4nces of children rather than inherently different

abilities to learn, rigid and inflexible tracking systems may perpetuate these

differences and legitimize the differences in educational r,l)portunity afforded

students as welt as the lack of contact with members of other racial and ethnic

groups.

The_afer_ts_of_Racial_or Ethnic Bias on lesegregation

Test bias may lead to resegregation, but basing assignment decisions on

professional judgment is not necessarily a choice more likely to enhance

integration. There is considerable evidence that when teacher judgment enters

into placement decision, social class resegregation is greater than it would

be if test scores alone were used.

Findley and Bryan (1971) report a study in which it was found that

high SES children who tested high were much more likely to be placed in

a high track than low SES children who tested high. If tests alone hid been

used 77% of high and 38% of low SES students would have been in the high track.

While 80% of the high SES high scorers were so placed, only SOZ of the low SES

high scorers were. More recent studies have revealed similar patterns in

Britain and the United States (Lunn, 1970; Haller & Davis, 1980).

Teachers base group assignments on their general impressions of children,

as yen as on their knowledge of earlier placements and test results. Such

characteristics as cleanliness, clothing, "proper" behavior, and parental

concern and involvement may influence assignment (gist, 1970). A somewhat

different view is expressed by Hailer (1981) who argues that cIass-biased

assignment is largely a result of the necessity to make distinctions with limited

data. He asked 37 upper elementary teachers in four districts in New York

state to group their own students into reading groups as if they were advising .

next year's teadher. Their reasons were recorded as the sort progressed. Haller
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found that potentially clakii=filated attributes such as work habits, social

relations, personality, and family background were used to classify students

whOSt reading scores placed them at the margins of a groupi While there was

a tendency to move higher SES Children up and lower SES children down, this

occurred only with the marginal scores. He concluded from analysis of the

data that class-related bias displacementi Account for a very small amount of

the disproportional placement found; most is attributed to the well established

pattern of class differences in aChievement test scores.

There is no direct empirical evidence that racial ethnic bias contri-

butes to the disproportionate 16W placement Ofthinoritiet, but to the extent that

teachers make placement decisions based on their impressions of students, one

would expect minority students to suffer displacement into lower tracks. The

high visibility of race and ethnicity compared to social class cues makes

these students vulnerable to decisions based on prejudice.

Brishcetto and Arciniega (1973) report that educators view Chicanos as

unmotivated, apathetic, nonadherent to time schedules, and incapable of

learning tq American schools. There is considerable evidenti that black

children are seen as leSS promising academically and more troublesome (Hender-

son, Goffehey, Butler, 6 Clarkson, 1971; Rajpal, 1972; St. John, 1975; Girard &

Miller, 1976; Weinberg, 1977); An early study found white teachers character.-

izing, black youngsters as high - strung, impetuous, lazy, moody, rebellious and

talkative, while black teachers saw them as ambitious, cooperative, energetic,

fun loving and happy (Gottlieb, 1964). A more recent study found different

Standards used to judge black and white children. Southern teachers rated

passive black students higher than passive white students (Long 6 Henderson,

1972).

These loW expectations for minority students are associated with lowered

achievement. A number of StUdiet of minority student achievement demonstrate

that these students do better with teachers who have. high. expectations and
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positive attitude-a (Narot, 1973; Forehand, Ragosta, 6 Rock, 1976). This is of

Cdt:rse, consistent with the findings of considerable research on teacher

expectancies.

The Effects of Student -and Parent Choice on Resegregation

Student and parent choice is not always a factor in student assignment to

academic groupings. Neither students nor parents participate in the formation

of ability groupings in the elementary school; Student and parent choice does

emerge of a factor in selecting secondary ath6d1 tracks. Parental consent is

either mandated or usually sought for placement in categorical programs, such as

compensatory, special education, and bilingual education programs. The role

of choice hat not been extensively documented and should probably not be

overemphasized;

Choice in tracking. Though student and parent choice is likely to emerge

as a factor in detisiuns about track placzment with career

the patterns of ability grouping in elementary school will have set students

on paths towards partieular tracks long before formal choices are made. Edu-

cational experiences in low ability classes will have left many students without

the skills necessary to compete in the high status college preparatory track

in high school. Furthermore, ability grouping policies in high schools such as

those documented by Green and Cohen (1979) and Larkins and Oldham (1976) may

effectively limit track choices.

Economic and social pressures may channel students into lower tracks,

where choice is a factor in assignment. Minority students report intensive

peer pressure uthen they succeed academically--pressure not to "act white.

Parents and teachers sometimes encourage Choitet by students that are not as

demanding academically because they do not want the chind to try and fail.

Noblit (1979) describes academicallY successful minority females who can clearly
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succeed in college taking vocational courses, or ometimes taking the vocational

track as a fall-back position or as something assuring a greater degree of

success.

When the combination of these decisions results in a pattern of choice by

minority children for vocational and general over college preparatory tracks

or for regular level over advanced placement, resegregation is increased.

ItfusatesoLIParentalconsems. As was noted in the intrc-

duction to this section, parental consent is either mandated or usually ob-

taine4 prior to student assignment in categorical programs. The role of the

parent in such decision-making has received yery little attention by researchers.

When the school proposes that a child be involved in a compensatory reading

class with a small number of children, it would be a rare parent to deny hiS/

her child that opportunity for extra academic attention. The Hispanic commu-

nity is very supportive of bilingual education as evidenced by their

involiement in desegregation cases to save bilingual programs; thus it appears

most Hispanic parents will endorse bilingual education for their children;

In the case of special education, parental consent is required prior to

initial assessment and prior to provision of special education services, or

placement. Parents frequently react to the school's concern about their

Child's behavior and/or achievement by giving permission to conduct an assess-

ment. This evaluation is conducted by a multidisciplinary team that then meets

with the parent(s) and the child, when appropriate, to formulate an individual

educational plan and determine placement, if that child is considered handi-

capped; Veatherly (1979) found a strong tendency for professionals to

reach a consensus before parents were involved, so that parents' understanding

of and influence on the process were very limited. It vould not be surprising

for parents, when confronted by a team of experts, to consent to the recommended
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prograt. FrOm One of the author's experiences in serving families of handiCapped

children at a university clinic, parents frequently are unaware of the label of

the child's handicapping condition and are unaware of the type of special idU-=

cation services the child is receiving. Yet these same parents say have parti-

cipated in writing the original individual education program and may have

reviewed it annually Vi-h the child's teacher. Thus it is highly unlikely that

schools are failing to give this information to parentai but it is most likely

that schools are not communicating that information in a manner which the

parents can understand, This is most obvious in the case where an all English=

speaking team meets with A Spaniah-.dominant parent. It appears to be fairly

unusual for parents to oppose or have much influence on the school's rectimr=

mendation for special 'education.

While there may be the potential fcr studeht and parent choice regarding

assignment to categorical programs, the bureaucratic strutture of the school

and the ecology of the decision-making arena tend to limit the influence

their participation.

II2RESIALanizatift

The degree of incompatibility of programmatic regularities (ability =

grOupifig and tracking, compensatory education,, special education, and bilingual

education) and desegregation lies in the way in which these programs are

organized. Too often ability grouping and tracking become rigid organizational

practices, ritating it resegregation for the large majority of the school day.

COMpensatory educational services are usually offered on a Pull-Pnt basis,

which has been shOWn to be a resegregative paactice of questionable effective-

ness. The delivery of special education or bilingual services may be organized

along i COntininii of services, from limited pull-out to full-day placknts.

Full -day placements, whether illtitity-grouped classes or special or bilingUal
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education, are clearly resegregativt. The degree to which those programs

organized on a pull-out basis are resegregativt depends on the extent to

which the pulled-out students are disproportionately minority group members.

Resegregation through pullou-t programs also depends O the amount of time for

which children are pulled-out.

Multi l:.Eligibility for Categort:al Parr

The racial isolation of Children created by pullo,out programs may be $07(-^

pounded by multiple eligibility. Cstegorical programs have distinctive hiS=

tories, have come about at, the result of pressure by a variety of different

organized interests, and are adminiaterad by different units. An individual

child 'who is, for example, poor, low achieving, in a racial minority, and vho is

not proficient in English may be entitled to several separate pull-out program

services, This may lead to isolation from regular classes simply to allow

time for participation in all he compensatory programs, or if Sufficient

numbsis of students ere i.,volvm.d, it groupire 4.11Eible

students for administrative convenience.

It is clearly possible for an individual to be eligible for the services

of more than one categorical program, but there is very little data on how, many

students actually participate in multiple programs. Coulson, Manes, Ozene,

Bradford, Doherty, Duck, & Bemenway (1977) noted ablve-average proportions of

little 1-eligible students in MA-eligible =tools, however, no data were pro-

vided on the magnitude of multiple eligibility or );-,ervice. Mill (1973) noted

an NIB report that indicated that 27% of Tttle I students are in special

pull-out classes throughout the entire schooi day receiving no regular class-

room instru-ctiona

XtobrOugh and Hill (19E1), following an exploratory study, concluded that

Eispatic children, especially those from migrant workers' families, are most

.Ukely to have multiple program eligibility. Many of these children were found
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to participate in fout' or five different programs; Kimbrough and Hill also

foul d that in most of the schools in their study, students were actually placed

in all programs for whith they were eligible. Theoretically, the students could

be eligible for all of the programs described in thik report, although the

combination of Title I and special education services funded by P.L. 94 -162

has been the subject of controversy (Hill, 1979)

It is clear that pull=out may become increasingly segregative as the number

of programs in which the child participates increases. SChoOl districts have

difficulty coordinating programs to reduce conflict as they struggle to avoid

violating one set of mandates in order to comply with another. This is especially

difficult when itplementing categorical programs simultaneously with desegre-

gation. Alternatives to the traditional school organizational practices are

described in Chapter Three.

Summary: Resegreaation-Through_Acadomic Prograns

Ve have reviewed the academic/programmatic regularities which schools uac

to addreSS academic heterogeneity of the student population. The resegregative

effects of these regultrities===ability grouping and tracking, compensatory

education, special education, and bilingual education==havt been documented.

There are three factors associated with resegregation through these practices:

student asSignment, program organization, and multiple eligibility for

categorical programs. Student assignment is a complex decision-

taking process tith potential for bias in testing, school personnel judgments,

and student and parent choice. Such student assignment practices tend to

result in overrepresentation of minority children in the lower academic groupings

and underrepresentation in the higher academic groupings.

Program organization varies vita the practice. Ability grouping and

tracking too often become rigid organizational structures from which it is
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difficult to escape. Compensatory education is generally offered on a pull-out

baSis; special education and bilingual education vary along a continuum from

pull-out to full-time separate classes. The degree to ghich these grouping

practices result in resegregation depends on the extent to which minorities

are overrepresented in enrollment and the extent to ghich the children are

segregated from the regular classroom. The problems that school districts

face i4 attempting to deliver educational services are exacerbated by the

multiple program eligibility that results from fragmented public policymaking.

It seems that while public policy has encouraged and financed school efforts

to provide programs for identified groups of children, not enough atten-

tion has been devoted to the fact that individual children may belong to

several groups% Alternatives to these resegregative grouping practices are

presented in Chapter Three;

Tbe_Tr9aet ofst-i-yo-ingitrac ors Tzg.c..orp&litirt",

The behavioral regularities reflected in school discipline policy are

the school's attempt to deal with diversity of the student population while

maintaining the stability and order necessary to the business of teaching and

learning. Since 1973, when the Southern Regional Council published TheStudent

Pushout: Victims of Continued Resistance to Desegregation, there has been con-

cern about the exclusion of minnrity children from desegregated schools for

disciplinary reasons. With few numbers but many anecdotes, the council sug-

gested that newly desegregated districts suspended and expelled disproportionate

numbers of black youngsters, starting them on a cycle that resulted ultimately

in dropping out of school. This pushout phenomenon is thus thought to contribute

to resegregation.

In this section, we gill (1) document the racial disproportionality in

suspension and drop-outs in American schools, (2) examine their relationships

to school desegregation, and (3) explore the possibility that this disproportion-
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ality results from discriminatory administration of discipline and negative

School climates and teacher attitudes.

Suspension

Suspensions are a widely used dittiplintry technique Based on the OCR

fall 1973 survey of 2,917 school districts, the Children's Defense Fuhd (1974)

estimated that one out of every 20 SChOol age children were suspended in the

1972-73 school year. The districts included represented over 502 of all

public school enrollment and 902 of all minority student enrollment;

SUSpension is an overwhelmingly secondary school practice. The OCR

survey indicated that 4;22 of all students Were suspended at least once in

1972-73, but the figure for elementary students was .92 While it was 82 for

Secondary students (Kaeser, 1979b). In individual school districts, the propor-

tion of Secondary students suspended may be much, higher than the national

average; in Denver, for example, the figure was 30.6% (Children's Defense

Fund, 19743.

There are no government mandates for specific disciplinary practidet, such as

suspensions and expulsions; however, there are government constraints on

discipline and the procedures of imposing discipline; A general underlying

theme to these constraints is that of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

which requires that no program or activity receiving federal financial Attit=

tence be discritinatory. Beginning with the 1972=73 school year the Office

of Civil Rights, in monitoring desegregation, has regularly collected data on

suspensions, expulsions, and corporal punishffient administered, by race. Title

VII of the Emergency School Aid Att, which provides assistance to local dit=

trictS in accomplishing "meaningful
desegregation," includes funds for Special

Sttdent Concerns Projects to assist school districts with discipline and

suspensions during desegregation, incltding determination of racial effects and .
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operating programs to equalize them,

School disciplinary practices have been the focus of several litigation

efforts. The first of these was lidaran v. Alabar-a_Szate_Board_of__Education (1961)

in which it was ruled that due process, including notice of charges and oppor-

tunity for a hearing, is required before expulsion (in this case from a state

college). This principle was subsequently applied to expulsion from high school

(Children's Defense Fund, 1974). The decision in Coss v. Lopez (1975) expanded

this policy to suspension of any length. The courts have also ruled on the

appropriateness of disciplinary procedures (i.e., suspension and expulsion) to

the nature of the student offense (Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community

School District, 1969; Goss v. tonez, 1975). Furthermore, students can sue

school officials for damages if their constitutioral rights are violated in

disciplinary action(s) (Tooris v. Strickland, 1935). Recently, a Connecticut

court ruled that suspension and expulsion of handicapped students is limited

by P.L. 94 -142. If the disciplinary problem is related to the child's handi-

capping condition, then a change of individual program or special education

placement is warranted rather than suspension or expulsion (Stuart vi NaoPii

1978).

Resegregation Through

A clear pattern of race disproportions in suspension has been extensively

documented in local school districts across the country. Some of this evi-

dence is presented in Table 2.13. Clearly, every city listed in this table

had a much larger percent of minority suspensions than they did minority

enrollment;
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TABLE 2.13

?eitent Minority Enrollment & Suspensions in Urban Areas

Sample__ Ehr011thent TSusllensions_Source_

BLACKS
Mobile 46.0 64.0 National Public

Indianapolis 41.4 60.3 Radio, 1974

Pittsburgh 42.4 60.0

Prince Georges Co., Md. 28.0 43.0

Boston 34.1 47.0

Dade Co., Fl. 26.0 53.0

MINORITIES
New York 64.4 85.9 CDF, 1974

Houston 56.4 71.0

Cleveland 59.4 71.0

Memphis 53.0 70.2

Aspire (1979b), in a nationwide study of school districts having enroll-

mentt of at least 3,000 and at least a five percent Hispanic enrollment, found

that hispanos were generally less likely to be suspended or expelled than non-

Hispanos, which of course includes blacks. Carter (1981) also reported that in

those regions with the largest Hispanic enrollment, a slightly smaller proportion

of Hispanos are suspended than of non-Hispanos.

A study by the National Educatitin Attotiation found that in the 21 largest

school districts in the U.S., 72Z of all suspensions Wire black (Arnez, i978).

However; racial disparity in suspensions is not limited to large urban districts;

two-thirds of the districts surveyed by OCR had higher black than white suspen=

sion rates (Arnez, 1976). The Children'S Defense Fund (CDF) analyzed OCR data

for 1972=73 and found mice as many black children suspended as white (Reeser,

1979b). OCR data ftir 1976# analyzed by region, is consistent with the earlier

CDF reptirtt. Black students were from 2 to 5 times as likely to be suspended

as white students in all regions Of the country. The data for Hispanos was

nixed, With few regions showing large disparities. Those regions with the

largest Hispanic enrollMinti report a slightly smaller proportion of Hispanos

suspended than whites (Carter, 1981).
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Analysis of 17 more recent district and state studies were consistent with

patterns reported by CDF and others. These reports were gathered from:

Louisville/Jefferson County, Kentucky; Tampa/Hillsborough County; Florida;

Prince Georges County, Maryland; Boston; Richland County Districts 1, 2 and

50, South Carolina; New Orleans, Louisiana; Dallas, Texas; Buffalo, Rochester,

and Syracuse, New York; Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, and Ohio State-wide

Study; and Portland Oregon.

Black students were not only suspended at a greater rate than white stu,-

dents, but also received lengthier suspensions. On an average, whites are out

of school for 31/2 days per suspension; the average for blacks is 41/2 days (Hail,

1978).

Suspensions were also more likely to be repeated for black students. The

Children's Defense Fund study showed that 272 of suspended black students were

suspended at least 3 times in the school year; while this was true for only

112 of suspended whites (Children's Defense Fund, 1974).

Though suspension Is generally considered a secondary school discipline

procedure, minority children are suspended at younger ages than whites. The

CDT, using 1972-73 OCR data, analyzed pattern! in 30 areas (census tracts,

precincts, or bouting projects) in nine states and Washington, D.C. Their

findings are reported in Table 2;14.

TABLE 2.14

Percent Suspended By Age

Group

Z Suspended 2 Suspended
A e 12-17

Black 7.3 12.8

Whits 2.3 4.1

Mexican-American 3.9 7.1

Puerto Rican 4.5 9.4
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Relationship-of Suspension to Deslereeation

In order to determir c the resegregative impact of the disparity in sus-

pensions of minority students, it would be useful to have data on suspensions

before desegregation to determine if disproportions increased. Although most

school districts did nor analyze discipline data prior to desegregation, there

is some direct evidence of an increase in disproportionate suspensions and a

good deal of suggestive related material.

A number of districts show an overall increase in the number of suspensions

during the first year of desegregation. For example, Columbus, Ohio suspended

1,648 students in the first two months of the initial year compared to 1,435

the previous year (Columbus, 1980). Louisville doubled suspensions the first

year, from 7,212 to 16,272 (Project Student Concerns, 1977). In Tampa, the same pat-

tern occurred, from 4.R05 to 8,598 the first year (Foster, 1977). In Milwaukee, 622

of junior high students and 45% of high school students were suspended, compared

to 52% and 302 respectively the year preceding desegregation (Southern Regional

Council, 1979). A study of suspension in Little Rock concluded that unequal

suspension of blacks is "less severe" where black enrollment is under 152 and

"appears to be worse" where black enrollment is 30-40% (SRC, 1979).

Several cities reported an increase in the disparity between black and

white suspensions as well as an increase in overall suspension rates subse-

quent to desegregation. In Little Rock, 829 blacks were suspended in the

1968-69 compared to 1,504 in 1971-72, one year after desegregation began.

While black enrollment increased from 31% to 37.72, black suspensions went

from 62.4% to 79.9%, a slight increase in disproportionality. In Charlotte-

Mecklenberg County during the same period, suspensions increased from 1,544

to 6,652 (Southern Regional Council, 1979).
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In Trent's (1981) report of intensive interviews of professionals in

desegregated school districts from across fie country, a majority of respon-

dents said that disci line problems had increased with desegregation, although

some attributed it to other causes, and others noted that it was a phenomenon

in the immediate post-desegregation period which is declining. Half cf the

respondents reported that discipline was disproportionately administered to

minority students.

Adding to the concern that disproportionate suspensions are acting to

resegregate students is growing evidence that post-desegregation suspension

rates may be related to the racial composition of the school.

In Milwaukee, schools that were virtually all-white and changed to 15 -34

black after the court order had the largest increase in overall suspension

rate and the highest disparity in black suspensions; previously integrated

schools that experienced little change in black enrollment underwent little

change in black suspension disparity and no overall increase in suspensions

(Larkin, 1979). Testimony in Hawkins v. Coleman pointed out that the black

suspension rate in Dallas was 600% higher in majority-white than in majoety-

black schools (Hall, 1978). In Cleveland, no clear relationship between high

and low suspension rates was found among both alI-white and alI-black schools

(at least 902 one race); however, a disproportionate black suspension rate

was found in nearly all integrated schools (Kaeser, 1979b).

In the Aspire (1979b) study of schools having enrollments of at least

3,000 students and 5% Hispanos, a clear relationship was shown between sus-

pension rate and segregation level of the schools:

The proportion of Hispanos suspended was lower than the proportion
of non-Hispanos suspended regardless of the level of segregation.
However, the variation in suspension rates by_level of segregation
differed for Hispanos and_non7.Hispanos. For both groups, the
lowest rates occurred in highly segregated districts; However,
Hispano_suspension rates were highest in moderately segregated sy-
stems while non-Hispano rates were highest in less segregated systems.
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Since moderately segregated districts also had tt'e highest proportion
of Eispanos with language problems, this suggests that cultural
differences may be construed as behavioral problems that require
mild disciplinary action. Alternately, the language differences may
have increased interracial strife among students, leading to
disciplinary action. (Aspira, 1979b, p. 10)

These ovrrall trends suggest that it is the schools with the greatest

potential for erracial contact that are most prone to use disciplinary

techniques that substantially resegregate students within the school.

Drop-outs

While disciplinary suspension temporarily removes children from schoolS,

the drop-out leaves permanently. Though there may be many reasons for indi-

vidual students to drop out of school, these reasons may be summarized as a

lack of student fit in the school culture; the students' needs and values ire

in conflict with the school's offerings and values.

ResegregatIon Through Drop-oute.,

Just as there is racial and ethnic disparity in suspension practices,

there is such disproportionality in drop-out rates; Compared to the national

drop-out rate for 24-17 year-Olds of 102, the rate was 1.5% for blacks, 202

tor Hispanos, and 22% for Mexican Indians (National Center for Education

Statistics, 1981).

The Youth Advocacy Project reported two to three times the drop-out

rat+ .

for black youth in the seven New York cities they examined (Block, CoVill-

Servo, a Rosen, 1978). This disproportion has also been found in Wilmington

(Grantham, 1981), eleven schools in two Midwestern titles with black enroll-

ment of 5-202 (Bennett, 1981; Bennett & Harris, 1981). and Kalamazoo ( Green

& Cohen, 1979). Tompkins (1978) found less clear patterns in a study of

seven Ohio school districts. Four had similar drip -cut rates for blieki

and whites, one a lower rate for blacks, and two a higher rate for blacks;

The Hispanic drop-out rate is even tore disproportionate. For every 10
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Mexican Americans who enter first grade, only 6 graduate from high school,

compared to 9 out of 10 entering whites (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1974).

According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1976), 26.52 of the Chicano

population 25 years or over had not completed even five years of schooling.

Only 29.12 had graduated from high school; Aspira's (1979b) report indi-

cated that the Hispanic drop-out rate exceeded that for non - Hispanos

(including blacks) in all regions of the U.S. except the East Coast.

Not only is the Hispanic drop-out rate higher than black and white drop-

out :ates. Hispanos tend to complete fewer years of schooling. Haro (1977)

reported 1970 U.S; Census data on years of schooling by ethnic groups in the.

Southwest (see Table 2.15). Though the years of schooling completed by each

TABLE 2.15

Years of Schooling Completed by Ethnic Groups in the Southwest, 1970

Ethnic Group Ariz. Calif.
States

Colo. N.Mex. Tex.

Anglo 12.1 12.4 12.4 12.2 11.9
Spanish Surname 8.8 10.6 9.8 9.7 7.2
Black 8.8 11.9 12.2 10.9 9.7

..^

Source: /taro* C._M. Mexicano/Chicano concerns and school desegregation in
Los Angeles. Los Angeles: University of California, Chicano Studies
Centeri 1977;

ethnic group varied by state, a clear trend emerged: blacks completed fewer

years of schooling than whites, and Hispanos completed fewer years of schooling

than blacks. The young age at which Hispanos drop out of school is even more

dramatically portrayed when examining drop-out rates by grade level.

Carter (1970a) reported data collected by the Governor's Committee on Public

School Education in Texas (see Table 2.16).
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TABLE 2;16

Estimated School Dropout Rites by Grade Level, Texas
(Percent of Total Dropout by Grade

an Ethnic Group)

Trade Anglo Latin Negro Total Cumulative

7 4.8 17.6 7.2 5.3 9.3

8 7.0 17.1 8.9 10.6 19.9

9 15.0 22.5 19.2 18.1 38.0

10 28:5 23.2 26.7 26,.4 64.4

21 27.4 13.7 23:6 22.3 86.7

12 17.4 5.9 14.4 13:1 99. 8

total 100.1 100.0 100.0 99.8

Source: Carter, T. P. *lexicon Americans in -school-:-A-historv_of educational

neglect. Nev York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1970: (a)

In summary there is a disproportionate drop-out rate among iminority

studentsi with blacks droppitg Out more frequently and earlier that whites

and Hispanos droppitg Ott more frequently and earlier than blatkt.

Relationship of Drop-outs to Suspension

Although there is surprisingly little evidende that the same students wtho

are repeatedly suspended eventually drop out of school, districts with high

suspension rates also have high ded0=OUt rates (Grantham, 1981). Bennett

and Harris (1981) found that the schools they studied WhiCh had high rates

of black suspensions als6haddisproportionate numbers of black students

dropping out of school. Grantham (1981) found a similar relationship between

disproportionate suspension and drop-out rates, though the associated between

level of white stUdett suspensions and drop -outs was somewhat stronger than

the association between the level of bladk suspensions and drop-outs. Perhaps

a more diverse group of black students is suspended.

Relationahil of Drop-outs to Desegregation

There are few studies specificallY relating drop-out rates to desegregatiOh.

Two will be idMitaristed here. The first of these is a global 06:14 relating

drop-outi to levels of school segregation; The second examines the Specific

factors associated with the relitionShip of drop-out rates to desegregatitit.
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ASpirA (1979b), in a nationwide study of schools having an enrollment

of at least 3,000 students and at least a 52 Hispanic enrollment, concluded

that drop-out rates for Hispanos are highest in highly segregated school

districts; the rate for non-Hispanic minorities, including blacksi followed

A Similar trend. Tho:gh there was some variability across the regions examined

in the study, less segregated school districtt always produced a larger propor-

tion of Hispanic graduates than highly segregated districts. This pattern held

true for non-Hispanic minorities as well, except in the South where a high

graduation rate was found in highly segregated districts. There were n o m od-

erately segregated districted included in the study.

Felice and Richardson (1977) eiefited the hypothesis that minority stu-

dent drop -out rates would decrease with school desegregation. The data were

from a four -yeas (1970=1975) longitudinal study of majority and minority sty=

dents' achievement and self- concept in 4 southWestern community with a popu-

latiiiii Approximately 65% white, 20% black and 15% Mexican-Aperitan, A

federal court had Ordered the school district to bus 1600 minority students

to previously all -white sthools, thus minority data was available before and

after 3 yearn of busing for minority students. Drop-outs from both time

periods were interviewed it hem* to augment basic survey data and school record

itifettetiOn. to addition, teachers in all of the *cheat were surveyed to

provide data On staff attitudes, expettations, and behavior.

Felice and Richardson concluded that the drop-out rate for minority students

Is dependent upon the social climate of the schools into which they are placid.

Their major finding was that minority stUderiti in higher SES school environ-

Mint* with More favorable teacher expectations had lower drop-out retie. The
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descriptive evidence in the study is similarly instructive. Minority

students who were bused in 1975 had higher drop-out rates than minority students,

who were not bused (10.82 for blacks bused vs. 6.2% for non-bused blacks; 13.5%

for Mexican-Amricans bused vs. 10.52 for non-bused Mexican-Americant). More-

over, for blacks bused there was a substantial increase in 1975 drop-out rates

over 1971 drop=out rates (10.62 vs. 62) while for non-bused blacks the drop=out

rates were reported to have declined from 6.4% to 6.22. Also, the white drop-

out rate for 1975 in the bused group was found to be lower than the 1975 drop-

out rate for whites in the non-bused category, indict:ring no deleteriout

effects of school desegregation for white students.

Still other andings illustrate that teacher ratings of minority student

academic ability and minority student effort differed depending on the con-

centration of studentt frorit high socioeconomic background in the school. In

high SES schools, 522 of the teachers rated minority academic ability good to

excellent compared to 36% of the teachers in low SES schoolt. In high SES

schools, 322 of the tiaChers rated minority student effort as good to excel-

lent compared to only 182 of the teachers in low SES schools.

These findings lead Felice and Richardson to conclude:

The school'i ability to motivate and equip its students to raisin in
school may wen be the mast !Agit dimension to the current effort
to equalize social, economic, and cultural differences and abilities
of entering students (p. 50).

In summary. Felice and Richardson (1977) found that the drop-out rate for

Minorities was significantly redUted when the school climate was favorable.

Reasons_ResegregatiOn Occurs Ihrough_EL1E1EllaLtocedures

There have been a number of seasons advanced W.-Account for the racial

and ethnic disparity in diiciplinary actions. Some suggest that the dispro-

portion stems from greater misbehavior on the part of minority students.

Others point to differential application of school behavior standards. The
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increase of suspensions that occurs when Minority students attend previously

all=white schools suggests that 0. combination of factors nay be at work,

abetted by insensitivity of school professionals to cultural differences in

behavior.

i 4suspens.,on rates among schools, even ±thin dis-

tricts, argue against binning students; Many schools and districts with high

ninority enrollments do not suspend minority students at a high rate

Children's Defense Fund, 1975: Van Fleet, 1977). Beneath the

overall pattern of racial disparity enormous variations amens individual

schools exist. In two Ohio districts overall suspension rates is secondary.

schools varied frog ;42 to 72;52 (Kedier, 1979b). In Milwaukee, suspension

rates among junior high schools ranged from 2% to 10;52 CLarkin, 1979);

Among touinVille secondary schools, the black-white difference it percent of

students suspended varied from 6;32 to 59;62 (Project Student Concernsi 1977).

These differences in suspension rates seem-to reflect the ways in which

particular principals and teachers apply rules. Some educators do not use sus-

pension at alli Others use it infrequently and still others use it frequently

for a wide range of offenses; It is in school districts that use it frequently

that the disproportion of minorities is also high..

The notion that heavy use of suspension is determined by the InClinatiOnt

of SChobl personnel rather than student behavior is strengthened by several

studies identifying behaviors leading to suspension. In general, suspensions

for all students are primarily given for behavior that is not violent or

dangerous to person or property. In the Louisville schools, the KettUCky Bit

Association found that 782 of suspensions were not for dangerous behavior or

property destruction; about one-half of the suspensions were attendance-reltted

(Project Student Concerns, 1977).
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A survey by the National Association of Secondary School Principals

showed that attendance violations such as cutting classes, truancy, and tardiness

were the most frequent suspendahle offenses followed by smoking, nonviolent

disruptive acts, violation of school rules such as bus and cafeteria conduct,

physical violence or threat of it, and such other major offenses as theft or drug

use (Project Student Concerns, 1977).

The Children's Defense Fund (1974) survey revealed a Similar pattern. Based on

interviews of Approximately 600 suspended students and/or their parents, they

found that 63.42 were smspended for tormiolint offenses. This included 24.5%

for attendance, 13.6% for such behavior problems as "acting out" and cursing,

8.5% who argued with teachers or other students and 16.8% for miscellaneous

offenses such as smoking, dress code violations and drug use. The remaining

36.6% were suspended for violent eats such as-fighting with teachers or other

students.

Although not all studies haVe shown differences in the types of offenses

leading to suspension, where there are differences, blacks are often found to

be suspended for less dangeredi offenses. Studies conducted in Tampa, Dallas,

and Cleveland concluded that black children were more likely to be suspended

for "subjective' offenses rather than "objective" ones Subjective offenses

were those requiring a personal judgment and included ditobidience, insubor-

dination, ditruptiVe or disrespectful behavior, profanity, and dress code

violations; Objective offenses that can be more clearly measured included

use of alcohol or drugs, assault, possession of weapons, truancy, and the

like (F....., 1977)i

Studies from Louisville, Columbus, and Kalamazoo show disproportftllate

suspensions but not differences in reasons for suspension by race (Project

Student Concerns, 1977; Columbus; 1978; Green & Cohen, 1979).
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Black students are sometimes disciplined for behavior that is allowed

white students (Foster, 1977; Green f, Cohen, 1979), and there is evidence in a

Little Rock stmdy that blacks and whites committing the same offense, e.g., fight-

ing, may be punished differently, with only the black student suspended

(Southern Regional Council, 1979).

Where Alternatives to suspension have been introduced there is little

evidence that racial disparities in discipline have been reduced. Alternative

schools may become new ghettos for minority students. Williams reported that

alternative programs may become identified as minority programs with the

result that majority students refuse assignment to them (see Garibaldi,

1979). He noted a Michigan school that had no white participants in 1975-76

and another district Which is 142 blaCk but has 80% black students in its

alternative school; The Longfellow Alternative Program, a separate school in

Louisville, is overwhelmingly black; 244 of 278 referrals in 1976 were blaCk.

In that same district, the Youth Readjustment Program, which uses classrooms

in regular schools; is predominantly white; 373 of 512 referralt were white in

1976 (Atter, 1978). Arnove and Strout (1978) conclude from their nationwide

study of alternative schools that they are often used to isolate minority group

meMbers who are perceived to have behavioral problems.

Where in- school suspension programs are used, there is no evidence that

the racial disproportion of either in- or out-of-school suspensions drop;

There is some evidence that the disparity remains even though the overall

suspension rates drop (Bickel 6 Qualls, 1979; Killalea Associates, 1918); Of

course, an overall drop in suspensions will reduce their resegregative effect

even if disparities remain.

There is some evidence that school climate and teachei attitudes are asso-

ciated with discipline problems in desegregated schools as well as with disci-
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piine problems generally. Desegregation results in a socially heterogeneous

population of students within the school. Many teachers are confronted with

students whose behavior they do not understand, and they feel ill equipped to respond

to or cope with such behavior.

Hispanic students come from a culture in which norms of appropriate

behavior differ from white norms. Teachers confronted with Hispanic-appropriate

behavior may tend to interpret that behavior from their own Anglo-normative

base, thus misinterpreting the student's behavior, intentions, or needs. Black

studentt may adopt styles of dress and behavior that are in conflict with school

professionals' sense of propriety. The initial period of desegregation would

be particularly difficult; one might expect to find the increase in discipline

problems and suspensions that has, in fact, occurred.

There is some evidence that teachers in desegregated schools recognize

that a lack of effective communication with students from cultures different

from their own contribute to discipline problem's; Trent (1981) found 382

of professionals in 17 desegregated districts citing communication problems

and insensitivity on the part of school district personnel as factors in

increases in discipline problems and racial disproportion in discipiine. In

An earlier study of a ,ecently desegregated district in the South, whitt

teachers thought their ditcipline problems with black students were rfIated to

.heir difficulties in communicating with these students. Only half as many

black teachers-122 compared to 272 of whitesreported discipline problerias

with students of the opposite race; and more white teachers attributed these

problems to communication problems between the races (Wynn, 1971).

Just as positive teacher attitudes about integration contribute to

selection of instructional strategies that facilitate integration (Epstein,

1980), they are also associated with fewer discipline problems. Peretci

(1976) reports that teachers who support busing for desegregation perceive a
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smaller increase in discipline problems than teachers who oppose it. Bennett

and Harris (1981) studied schools in two Midwestern cities having from 6%

to 20% black enrollments; They found a pattern of differences between student

and staff perceptions in schools with a high disproportionality in suspensions

and drop-outs

and students'

suspensions.

and in those with low disproportionaIity. Furthermore, busing

background were not a factor in racial disproportionality in

Rather, unfair punishment was a characteristic perceived by

students in high disproportionality schools. In one city the schools with

highest disproportionality were perceived as using unfair punishment and

having a poor climate and a negative interracial environment. School life

was seen as being dominated by white students, and power was held by school

system officials and not shared with "grassroots" groups--students and

parents. There was also a greater tendency for students to report a dislike

for school.

Schools which did not suspend a disproportionate nuMber of black students

were perceived to

grassroots power,

was characterized

use :air punishment, to be high in both institutional and

and to have a positive interracial environment; school life

by more interracial friendships and was not viewed as being

dominated by whites. In the other city studied, these differences, except for

fairness of punishment, were not as clearcut. Bennett and Harris (1981) also

noted a relationship between racial disparity in suspensions and in drop-outs, but

found less disproportionality in drop-outs that it suspensions for all schools.

In summary, there is evidence that discipline practices contribute to

resegregation within desegregated schools. Suspensions are a common disci-

plinary technique, and black students are much more likely to be suspended

than other students; This phenomenon of racial disparity is thought to be
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acute in recently desegregated schools, parrirularly those with a proporw-

ticn of black students above 1:4;

The sources of disparity are not clear, but there is some evidence

that the blame cannot be laid entirely cri misbehavior of black students.

Blacki are somewhat more likely to meet disciplinary action for "subjective"

offences in which school personnel--who may have had litt2c preViOUS contact

with blitek StUdentt--Milst make judgments about appropriate dress, insubordi-

nation and so forth. The tendency for black students to be disproportionally

..aiSpeaded is associated with negative teacher attitudes towards integration

With reports of communication problems between the races and a perception that

discipline is unfairly administered.

Racial disparity in drop-out patterns has also been eisiSetVed, and theri

is an association between suspension patterns and drop-out patterns in

schools. Perhaps the school drop-out is the most_clearw-cut behavioral

manifestation of a lack of fit between two cultures--that of the student and

that of the school.

Chapter Summary

Thit chapter has focused on the traditional responses of schools to

diversity which have collided with desegregation, resulting in resegregation.

Schools have traditionally attempted to manage academic heterogeneity by the

formation of homogeneous instructional groups. These programmatic regularities

of schools (ability grouping and tracking, compensatory education, special

education, bilingual education) have resulted in resegregation through student

assignment and program organization practices. Factors associated with resegre-

gation through student assignment practices are (1) standardized testing, (2)

racial and ethnic bias or cultural insensitivity of school personnel, and (3)

student and parent choice. Traditional student assignment practices invariably
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result in the disproportionate assignment of minority students to low ability

groups and to other programs addreasing academic deficiencies. The organi-

zation of the prwams thus becomes crucial, for it is the organization

that determines the degree to which the programs become resegregative. Pro-

gram organization determines the degree to which minority StUdents have an

Opportunity for equal status interaction with theif majority peers; Full-

time programs for special and bilingual education result in the most obvious

resegregation. Full-out programs may be potentially less segregative since

less time is usually spent out of the regular classroom; However, we have

shown that many minority children may be involved in miterOut pull outs on a

daily basis; as a result of their eligibility for multiple programs; The

fragmented nature of the public policies mandating such programs and the

concomitant fragmentation of the services provided at the school level serve

to exacerbate the problem of resegregation.

The school's response to the social diversity of the student population is

re-netted in its disciplinary procedures. IBlatk-studentt; bbre than Hispanics;

are disproportionately suspended. B-oith blatka and Hispanics drop out of school

at disproportionate rates, but Hispanics tend to have a higher drop-out rate

than blicka and tend to drop out at an earlier age. The factors associated

with resegregation through discipline policies seem to focus on the cultural

insensitivity of school personnel, reflected in school climate and teadher

Attitudes; The drop-out rate of minorities in the achtiol is the ultimate test

of "fit" between the school culture and the minority culture;

This chapter has identified ways is Whith traditional programmatic and

behavioral regularities of the schools may become resegregative, and identi-

fied the sources from which resegregation occurs. In Chapter Three we will

discuss alternatives to these school practices which should result in reduced

resegregation.
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CHAPTER THREE

ALTERNATIVES TO RESEGREGATIVE PRACTICES

Several traditional edUCational practices in response to student academic

and social diversity were demonstrated to be resegregative in Chapter Two.

ReSegregation through programmatic regularities was shoi to be a fUnttion of

student assignment practices and program otgailitatibh. Resegregation through

behavioral regularities was associated with the disproportionate nUtbet

of Minority Children suspended from school and their disproportionate drop-

out rate; This chapter focuses on alternatives to traditional school prac-

tices which should reduce or avoid resegregation through stUdotnt assignment,

program organization, classroom organization and instructional practices, and

school disciplinary practices;

Altertativ _ t Practices

As demonstrated in Chapter Two, student assignment to programs relies

heavily on the use of standardized test scores._ There has been considerable

concern that these tests may be biated in ways that produce inaccurate mea-

surer of ability for minority group children or that the results may be misused

in the process of assessing minority children for placement resulting in

resegregation. Assessment for purpotet of special education includes the use

of tests as tools in the decision-making process. Becaute assessment is a much

broader process than testing, we will present alternatives which apply to tests

first, followed by a discussion of alternatives in assessment.

Ptotedures-and Alternatives_inthe Develo..ent of Standardized Tests

There are no legal or governmental standards regarding the development of tests.

Standards developed by a joint committee of the American Psychological Associa-

tion (APA), American Educational Research ASSociation, and the National Council

on easurement in Education have been pM ublished by the APA (1974). Based on an

examination of general practicet in test development and of these published

standards; several alternative practices are suggested;
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Development of items. The APA standards propose that:

1. A test manual should describe fully the development of the test:
the rationale, specifications followed in writing items or
telecting observations, and procedures and results of item

analysis or other research. Essential (p. 11).

2. The identity and professional qualifications of item writers
and editors should be described in instances where they are

relevant . . . Desirable (pp. 11-12).

3. Item statistics (such as difficulty or discrimination indices,
etc.) should be presented in at least summary form in a test

manual. Desirable (p. 52).

In practice, items are most frequently written by white male psychologists

and educators. A panel of reviewers COnducts a "face" or judgmental review

to identify items which are potentially biased. Statistical item analysis

is conducted to deterMine relative placement of items, etc; This does not

usually include attention to differential performance by racial and ethnic

status. AlterhatiVe citattices at this stage of test development could include

the involvement of more minority professionals in item writing and the conduct

Of statistical item analysis with attention to differential performance by

racial and ethnic groups.

cvitainapivcignds, Consideration of the normative sample is essential

to underttanding the meaning of individual and group standardized test scores,

for it is this sample (group) to whom the individual is Ming compared. The

APA standards urge that:

1. Norms_ presented in the test manual should refer to defined and

clearly described populationt. These populations should be the

groups with whom users of the tett will ordinarily wish to compare

the persons tested. rssential (p. 20).

2. Care should be taken to avoid misleading impressions about the

generality of normative data; Essential (p. 20).

3. The description of the norms group in the test manual should be

complete enough so that the user can judge its appropriateness

for his use . . . Essential (p. 21).
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4. Local norms are more important for many uses of tests than are

published norms. A test manual should suggest using local norms

in such situations. Very desirable (p. 22,.

There is wide variability in the nature of standardization and norming

samples. Some tests have published norms based on the performance of

"middle-class white children in Illinois" whereas other test authors have

tried to obtain a "representative sample of the U.S." The most widely used

and respected tests of achievement and intelligence have no developed on

a "representative sample of the U.S." Thus. blacks comprise approximately

10% of the normative sample. Many critics of current tests assert that it is

inappropriate to compare black and Hispanic children to a "sample representative

of the U.S. population" in that there are insufficient numbers of minority

children included in such samples. Judge Peckham, for example, used this as

a primary thesis in his decision in the Larry-P.- case.

Alternative norming practices could include the development of muItiplt

norms so that individual children may be compared to multiple groups, such as

black norms, white norms. Hispanic norms, combined norms, and norms represen-

tative of the U.S. population. This would allow for the most appropriate

comparisons and multiple comparisons, thus providing greater flexibility in

interpretation of scores and subsequent decision-making; Jensen (1973)

argues against the multiple-norms approach, suggesting that interpretation

would be too complicated. Mercer and Les:is (1978) adopted a pluralistic

approach to norming in the SOMPA (an adaptation of multiple norms); The

development of local norms could also be encouraged when appropriate.

_Establishing reliability. A test must be reliable before it can be

valid. Thus information about reliability is essential for conducting a
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qualitative review of tests. The APA standards stipulate that:

1. The test manual should present evidence of reliability, including
estimates of the standard error of measurement, that permits
the reader to -judge whether scores are sufficiently dependable
for the intended uses of the test . . . Essential (p. 50).

2; The procedures and samples used to determine reliability coefficients
or standard errors of measurement (SEM) should be described suf-
ficiently to perMit_a usnr to judge the applicability of the data
reported to am inAviduals or groups with which he is concerned.
Essential (p. 51).

3. When a test is recommended or ordinarily employed in homogeneous
subsamples, the reliability and standard error of measurement_
should be independently investigated within each subsample and
reported in the test manual. Essential (p. 51).

Reliability coefficients are almost always reported in test manuals.

Salvia and Ysseldyke (1978) recommend that reliability coefficients of .90 or

greater should be prerequisites for decision-making based on resulting test

scores. Most widely used and respected group achievement tests (e.g., Stanford

Achievement Test, California Achievement Test) and individual tests of intel-

ligence (e.g., WISC-R, Stanford-Binet) have reliability coefficients of at

least .90. However, reliability is almost never calculated for different

racial or cultural groups. Furthermore; few test manuals present the standard

error of measurement, and if they do, they tend not to clearly describe its use;

Alternative practices for establishing reliability could include the

calculation and publication of reliability coefficients for each racial/cultural

group in the sample, as well as the standard errors of measurement associated

with these differential reliability measures. The use of a 'band of scores based

on the appropriate standard error of measurement (SM) more accurately reflects the

precision of measurement on a given test than does the single obtained score. For

example, if the obtained IQ score on the W1SC-R is 68 and the SEA! for 90% confidence

is six, the resulting IQ score band is 62 through 74. The obtained score of 68 may

be below the cutoff point for special education identification as EMR (the lower
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limit is frequently 70), but 74 is not; Given the reliability of the test,

it is only possible to conclude, with 90% accuracy, that the child scored

between 62 and 74. Thus, use of the "band" of scores may affect subsequent

decision-making.

Establishing validity. Validity is at the heart of the test bias issue.

The real question being asked is whether or not a given test is valid for

use with minority populations. It is also important to note that validity

is ultimately inferred, not measured. While validity coefficients may be

presented in a test manual, it is up to the user to judge, based on these

coefficients, whether the validity of the test is adequate for its intended

use. The &PA standards suggests that:

1. A_manual . . should_present the evidence of validity for each type_

of Jac- rice for which use of the test is recommended . . . Essential

(P. 31.1

The manual . . . should provide information on the appropriateness of
or limits to the generalizability of validity information. Very

desirable (p. 35).

3. The sample employed in a validity study should be consistent
with recommended test use and should be described sufficiently for
the reader to judge its pertinence to his situation. Essential

(p. 36).

4. Whenever possible, there should be an investigation of possible
differences in criterion-related validity for ethnic, sex, or other
subsamples that can be identified when the test is given. The manual
, . . should give the results for each subsample separately or report
that no differences were found. Essential (p. 43).

While most test authors present some infcrmation relevant to test validity,

they usually do not present comparisons of racial and cultural groups; An

alternative practice in this regard would be to conduct separate validity

studies for each racial and ethnic group for whom the test is intended, and to

discuss their implications for the use of the test results in the test manual.

Selection and use of tests. The overriding assumption regarding the use

of standardized tests is chat the user is an informed consumer. The APA
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standards state that professicinalt WhO choose tests, interpret scores, or

make decisions based on test scores should possess sufficient knowledge of

the literature and research on testing to be able to evaluate the information

presented and the claims made in test manuals. This includes knowledge of

the technical basis of psychological and educational measurement as well as

an understanding of related behaVioral science findings. The user of

tests with minority children must be especially sensitive to the liCk

of consideration of minorities in the developmeftt of standardized tests. In

general, test users in schools are not sufficiently aware of (1) the psychd=

metric properties of the tests they use, such as the standard error

of measurement, and (2) the literature on the use of tests with minority

children;

Providing test users with more comprehensive psychometric information

regarding test use with racial and cultural minority populations addresses

only one potential source of bias in student assignment procedures--the tests

thekSelVet. Other elements of the assessment and decision-making processes

using test results also need to be examined in light of possible alternatives.

Procedures and-alternatives -in_theReferal_for_Assessme

The beginning Obint in the psychoeducational assessment of individual

children is the classroom teacher's referral. Just as the teacher is the

pivot for positive outcomes for desegregation, theihe plays a primary role in

the process of placement of Children in special education. While it is not

true that all referrals are made with special education placement as a motive,

it is true that all special education placements begin with the referral

(Johnson, 1976). It has been demonstrated that teacher expectations affect

student performance (St. John, 1975), and that teachers give differential

teaching, treatment, and resources to different children in the classroom
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(Brophy & Good, 1970; Leacock, 1969). Variables which affect teacher expecte=

tions include appearance, disciplinary conformity, academic conformity,

likeability, and peer group relations (Hargreaves, Hester, fi Mellon, 1975).

To underscore the points made in Chapter Two, many teachers develop stereotyped

perceptions of black and Hispanic children as less ambitious, unmotivated, and

less promising academically. Thus, minority children are at "high risk" to

be referred by teachers (the majority of which are wflite).

The referral of the child is generally made to the school psychologist

or a multidisciplinary team under the auspices of special education. Johnson

(1976) commented:

By making this simple step, the teacher is generally divested of

further major responsibility for ensuring improved progrimming for the

student in question. By and Large, the teacher conducts business as

usual, and the student receives feu program modifications while

evaluation is pending. In a tenet, the teacher shifts the burden of
responsibility by making the referral, and the student goes into an

educational holding pattern pending "expert" evaluation (p. 48).

The lack of responsibility and even involvementzuf the regular education

teacher is seen beyond the referral stage, and permeates the assessment process

And ?lacement decision (Pfeiffer, 1980).

Johnson (1976) points out that there are two decisions/actions within

the referral process: (1) making the referral, and (2) accepting the referral.

Teachert often refer for testing because that is the only type of help known

to them as offered by the special education or psychology "experts." Too

frequently, these experts accept the teithiea referral for testing literally,

when the teacher may be asking for "help" (Cook, 19790. Ad-yocates of a

consultation model of Set-Vitt delivery suggest that reinterpretation of the

referral as a request for help mill reduce the number of assessments conducted

and enhance the teacher's ability to cope with diversity in the classroom (Cook,

I979c; Caplan, 1970; Meyers, Pattott, 6 Martin, 1979).
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Alternative practices that are implied by the consultation model are aimed

at changing teachers' perceptions of minority children and changing the meaning

of the referral and its use.

ionsafminority_chtIdren. In-service workshops

for teachers are recurrently recommended in the desegregation literature (Bell

& Semmel, 1978; Bolton, 1973; Edwards, 1966; Hillman & navenport, 1978; Robinson &

Preston, 1976; St. John, 1975; Smylie & Hawley, 1981; Weinberg, 1977; Wenner-

sten. 1974). Demonstrations of the effects of such workshops are limited anc;

seldom examine the practical application of skills of the participants (Weinberg,

1977).

Changinx the meaning of the referral. Too often, the referral form com-

pleted by the teacher is titled "referral for testing" and requires a brief

description of the "presenting problem." Teachers frequently describe the reason

for referral with brief phrases such as "slow learner, may have a learning dis-

ability,reagling problem, discipline." Theoretically and practically, the referral

format is making a statement to the teacher about the nature of his/her future

responsibilities and the services that he/she can expect--testing.

Helping the teache Pfeiffer (1980)

recommends workshops and ii service presentations for the teachers on the

services available from the multidisciplinary "expert" teams

Changing acceptanc ^f +41,b 1-mci'vAl. Even if the referral form derotes

testing, and/or the teacher denotes testing, the multidisciplinary team should

be free to reinterpret the referral as a request for help and proceed in a

consultation mode. Though no data has been presented, the contentions of the

proponents of a consultation model of service delivery seem reasonable. Con-

sultation with individual teachers rer;arding real problems they are experiencing

would seem to result in better understanding of the problems and children, and
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greater enhancement of individual teaching skills than would group workshops

designed around hypothetical situations.

Increasing_ teacher involvement and responsibility in the referral and

subsequent-processes. Some schools are experimenting with a six-week inter-

vention plan following referral, but prior to assessment. The teacher is

asked to complete an extensive referral form, outlining the child's school

history, and describing the approaches which she/he has attempted with the child

and his/her success with each. The "expert" then works with the teacher as a

consultant to explore additional intervention strategies within the classroom.

Only when both the teacher and consultant agree and when a minimum of six

weeks of intervention has been tried, will the child be assessed.

idargyove, Graham, Ward, Abernathy, Cunningham, and Vaughn (1981) found

differences among schools in their handling of the referral process that were

related to other school characteristics. Schools in which the referral is

seen as the beginning of a consultative process differ from those in which

it is seen as a routine request for testing. The consultative process was

found more frequently in schools that were rated high on teacher interaction,

had principals who were authoritative democratic leaders, and had organiza-

tional features and support services that accommodated student diversity;

School psychologists received fewer referrals from these schools and were

more likely to consult extensively with teachers before testing.

Nondiscriminatory Assessment and Deeisimt4lakitm

Regardless of the referral procedures and interventicn, minority children

remain "at risk" in the assessment stage of service delivery given their sub-

stantially lower scores on standardized tests of intelZigence and achievement;

The issue of racial/cultural bias in testing hr,;$ provoked a great deal of.contro-

versy; Though we have been aware of the distortions in test results created by

cultural factors for years, this debate has only recently been forcefully brought

to our attenrion through litigation (Oakland & Feigehl'aumi 1980). Cook (1979b)
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has criticized these court decisions, for example, Diana, Larry P., and PASE,

for their narrow focus on the tests used in the assessment process. She ex-

plained that there are three sources of bias in assessment: (1) the tests

themselves, (2) the assessment process or examiner-examinee transaction,

and (3) the decision-making process.

P.L. 94-142 attempts to take all sources of bias into account by

requiring a comprehensive psychoeducational evaluation of the child by a

trained multidisciplinary team, using standardized, validated tests while

relying on no single "procedure" as the criterion for determining appropriate

educational programs. These assessment guidelines and the concern about

bias in tests has generated the concept of "nondiscriminatory assessment.
"

The term "assessment" is differentiated from testing in that testing

focuses on measurement of "traits" of the individual, such as intelligence,

whereas "assessment" focuses on sellving problem situations. Testa are

measurement tools used in both testing and assessment. The role of tests

is primary in testing, the end purpose being attainment of scores for

"objective" decision-making, The role of tests is secondary in assessment;

assessment is a problem-solving process in which tests are only one of

many tools used.

The modifier "nondiscriminatory" refers to assessment procedures which

do not 'discriminate on the basis of race or culture. That is, in nondiscrimi-

natory assessment discrimination occurs only on those real differences not

accounted for by race/culture;

The goal of assessment in special education is to identify handicapped

children and to delineate their special needs; In contrast; the goal of

nondiscriMinatory assessment is to delineate individual needs yet differentiate

between children who have these needs as handicapped children vs. children

who have these needs by virtue of being culturally different;
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"Nondiscriminatory assessment is based on the assumption that differing

racial and cultural groups have the sane average potential . . . and that the

between-group differences in average scores on standardized tests . . . is

accounted for by different levelS of exposure to the cultural materials

covered in the tests" (Mercer, 1910). NuMerous authors have described

various aspects of nondiscriminatory assessment (Alliotti, 1977; Curtis, 1977;

Engin,Leappaluoto, & Petty, 1977; Figuero, 1979; Guy, 1977; Mercer, 1979;

Mercer & Lewis; 1978; Nazzaro; 1977; Oakland; 1977; Reschly; 1979;

Tucker; 1977). Cook (1979A; 1981) has offered a conceptual framework for non=

discritinatory assessment; proposing fiVe models: (1) psychometric, (2) alter-

native, (3) transactional; (4) ecological; and (5)interdisciplinary. These

five models are described and offered here as. strategies to avoid or reduce

resegregation at the assessment stage;

Psychometric model. The psychmeetric model attempts to control fdr bias

as a result of the characteristics of the testing instruments used in assess-

Mint; This model relies on the examiner's knOWledge of the psychometric

basis of the test.

The first approach to control for test bias is the development of tests

with attention to minority repreeentation throughout all phases of the develop-

ment of the test itself as noted earlier In this Chapter; Because there is

no guarantee of a "good" psychometric basis of the available instruments,

the examiners must be able to judge the relative merits of each instrument;

Unfortunately; familiarity with the test manual is not sufficient.

Many of the issues related to non-discriMinatOry assessment in the psychometric

model have been addressed by researchers comparing white and minority children's
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performance on specific tests. An example of a psychometric approach to non-

discriminatory assessment is that of Kaufman's interpretation guidelines for

the Wechsler Intelligence Test for Children--Revised (1979). His approach

is based in the research regarding the WISC-R in addition to knowledge

of the psychometric basis of the test and test administration.

A second psychometric approach to the control of test bias has been the

development of tests which are designed to either reduce cultural influence

or produce culture-free or culture-fair tests. Such attempts have generally

been regarded as failures (Settler, 1974). The most common attempt to reduce

cultural influence is to eliminate the language factor. However, nonverbal

tests are not culture free as they require analytical thinking, an approach

with which ch'idren from some cultural groups may have had little experience

(Cohen, 1969). The opposite approach of developing culturally specific

tests (e.g., Williams, 1975) has been found equally unacceptable; Such

tests require highly specific information gained through specific experi-

ences of narrowly defined cultural subgroups and have not been shown to

predict socially useful criteria (Bennett, 1970);

Unfortunately, translating tests or test instructions frnm English to

other languages has recently become common practice. This movement is likely

to be in response to the legal mandate to assess children using their preferred

language. However, bilngualism is not limited to language, but includes

different learning experiences, cultural values and expectations (Ramirez

Castaneda, 1974); Sattler (1974) concluded: "Translation of a test makes

it a hybrid belonging to neither culture . . . . (T)he need is for construction

of tests in the native language, with native cultural norms, administered by
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native psychologists" (p. 39).

summary, the psychometric model of nondiscriminatory assessment

attempts to control for bias as a result of the testing instruments. The

psychometric approach would support the use of tests based on sound technical

aspects of adequate norming sample; reliability, and validity. This model is

most consistent uith the courts' concerns around the nature of the tests used

in the assessment process; but as previously discussed; test Mat is only one

source of bias in the assessment of minority children4 The psychometric model

is necessary but not sufficient for a nondiscriminatory assessment;

Alternative_assessment_modeL The alternative assessment model attempts

to control for bias by using non-traditional assessment techniques which are

potentially culture fair. Those who have pursued alternative assessment

measures have generally done so out of disillUsionment with trlditional;

nonmed; psychometric instruments.

The first of these techniques is criterion - referenced assessment; a

measurement approach in which a level of mastery of the tested material is

obtained as a "score." The measuring device can be either a standardized test

or a locally constructed measure. Criterion-referenced assessment is a method

of test interpretation rather than a type of test itself (Simon; 1967). The

test interpreter describes exactly what behaviors the child has mastered and

the ones with which he/she had difficulty Thus; test interpretation is al-

ways relative both to the absolute criterion; or mastery level set for the

child, and to the criterion test contfmt (Popham S Husek, 1969). No normative

or peer-referenced implications are drawn. The goal of this approach Is to

group students on the basis of demonstrated skills; rather than ability
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quotients (Duffey & Fedner; 1978). The assessment provides the beginning

point for instruction as well as continuous assessment of progress in the

instructional program. The criterion-referenced approach has also been

known as "mastery testing" (Mayo, 1970) and "domain-referenced testing"

(Nitko & Hsu, 1974). At first impression, criterion-referenced assessment

appears to be "culture-fair. However, the objectives chosen for learning

and social behavior and the nature of the test its will, by definition,

reflect the culture of the tchool.

The second alternative model is that of Piagetian assessment. "Within

A Piagetian paradigm, intelligence is viewed as a process rather than a

static entity unModifiable by experience" (Kratochwill, 1977, p. 300).

Piagetian techniques can be used to determine a child's level of reasoning

and conceptual development as prerequisites to specific learning (Wadsworth,

1978). Let's Look at Children (1975), a combined assessment and instructional

program for pre-kindergarten through grade 3, is based on Piagetian theory.

The assessment component defines the developmental processes of the children

and the instructional component provides experiences related to the develop-

ment of the corresponding skills and understandings (Anastasi, 1976, p. 432).

Hunt and Kirk (1974) detcribe a Piagetian-based school readiness procedure.

Currently, there are no Piagetian - based tests for use with older children.

Wadsworth (1978) suggests that Piagetian assessm-:t is primarily a method

and philosophy whereby the examiner can dauelop his/her own tasks for

assessment. It had been hoped that Piagetian assessment would be culture=

free, however, Boehm (1966) and Hunt and Kirk (1974) demonstrated marked

differences in the attainment of concepts by children in varying socioeconomic

groups.

The third approach, learning-potential assessment, provides an
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"examination of learning and strategiet which facilitate acquisition of new

information or Skills" (KratochwilI, 1977). Learning-potential assessment

uses a test-teach-retest paradigm where actual learning ability and strategy

is observed. This approach has been developed by Feuerstein (1979) into the

Learning Potential-Assessment_Deviee, which assesses "the process of learn-

ing across a large number of the cognitive operations that are necessary for

selectively complex learning, and for relating performance in these areas

to specified educational intervention techniques" (Haywood, 1977, p. 17).

The accompanying educational techniques, Instrumental Enrichment, are designed

to "enhance development in the very areas of cognitive deficiency that have

been identified by the LPAD."

Budoff and his associates haVe used this assessment paradigm with a

number of nonverbal stimuli (Budoff, 1967; SU-deft, 1972; Budoff & Friedman,

1964). Assessment yields three types of groupings: (1) initially high

scorers who gain little from teaching, (2) initially low scorers who demon=

strate gain with teaching, and (3) initially low scorers who do not gain

from teaching (Budoff,Meskin, &Harrison, 1971). Budoff (1972) concludes

that a large number of IQ-defined retardates show learning potential,
and are

not mentally retarded but educationally retarded.

Learning-potential assessment procedures show promise for predicting the

Ability to learn. Kratochwill (1977) Summarized the two main criticisms of

the work done thus far: (1) it has been restricted for use with the mentally

retarded--would it apply to other special education classifications? and

(2) the tasks and teaching used in thid approach reflect different content

from classroom learning tasks--will the ability to profit from teaching

generalize?

There are, of course, other procedures that might be considered alterna-

tives to traditional psychometric procedures, for example, neuropsychological
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assessment. The learning-potential assessment procedures show the greatest

a-omise as a nendittriminatory approach to assessment, whereas the criterio-

referenced assessment procedures provide the most direct application to class-

room instruction, Kratochwill (1977) labeled such alternatives "extras,"

suggesting that they be used in addition to traditional approaches to

assessment.

Transactional_AssessmentmodeI; The transactional assessment model

attempts to control for bias resulting from the examiner x student x environs

went transaction; In the let& sense, thit bias results from the examiner's

Unfamiliarity with the cultural background of the student. Little attention

has been paid to this factor in research. Rather, researchers have focused

on "atmosphere bias" (Flaugher, 1978; Reschly, 1979), a narrow view of the

examiner x student x environment transaction.

The standatdized assessment "atmosphere" is frequently considered unfair

to minority children; Suspect elements include the nature of the quettions and

responses required, the physical setting of the room, race and sex of the

examiner; expectancieS of the examiner, and style of the examiner; Reschly

(1979) summarized the reviews of the research on atmosphere bias concluding

that (1) much of the research was poorly designed, (2) some of the StUdiet

used experimental manipulatitinS that are atypical and ,inconsistent with good

testing practices, (3) the results of reasonably Well=Centrelled studies in

which the variables manipulated were within the range of good testing practices

are contradictory, (4) examiner expectancies for performance may influence

scoring of responses on items where there is some subjectivity in evaluating

responseSi and (5) when differences due to atmospheric effects are tiperted,

the size of the diffitenCei is usually fairly small; Millsap and Cook (1980)

assert that one reason for the inconsistency of research results in this area,
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in addition to poor design, is lack of attention to the appropriate question.

That is, the question should not be "does race of the examiner make a differ-

ence" but what is essential to the examiner-examinee relationship that allows

the examiner to transcend race as a factor? Transactional assessment is a

procest approach to assessment which fully involves the examiner; student; and

perhaps the student's family, in order to maximize student performance.

It has been suggested that the degree to which a child becomes involVid

in the assessment tasks may be related to his /her understanding of the proce-

dures (Byrnet; 19:;9; COok, 1979b; Cook S Lundberg; 1978; Fischer & BrOdtky;

1978). Bersoff (1973) and Cook and Lundberg (1978) describe methods of informing

and involVing tht child in the assessment procedures. COOk and Plas (1980)

and Martinez-Moralet and Cobk 01981) expand the concept of involvement of the

Child to include the parent(s). Involvement of the parent in interviews;

observatiOn of testing, and drawing of conclusions is especially helpful in

the assessment of bilingual/bicultural children; The parent is not only used

as a resource but as a partner in the assessment process. The involvement of

the parent plays on the strength of the minority culture; especially Hispanic;

as more emphasis is placed on family values, for example; the culture didtatet

that the Hispanic child should achieVe fOr the family (Coles, 1977; Ramirez 6

Castaneda; 1974).

Many psychologistS would agree that the information obtained from sten=

dardited testing is not so much the score achieved but the observed knowledge

of the way the child approaches a tas; Meyers; Sunstrom; and Yoshida (1974)

recommend attending to obiervation of reaction to failure, motivation, etc.,

to develop an "experience table." Settler (1974) further recommends "testing

the limits" by going back to the item after standardized administration and

directions; time; guidance, and so forth, in completing the task. RclianCe
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on clinical observations have been criticized frequently, but Haywood (1977)

counters: "It is time to return the intelligent observer to psychology, and

to stop trying to reduce the psychologist to a mere recorder- of data that can

then be referred to as a computerized set of comparison, norms" (p. 17). Th..

examiner doet need to be aware of the effects of his/her own values on

clinical observations, however, such observations are of great value when

trying to understand the child and his/her scored performance on a task.

In summary, the transactional assessment model attempts to control for

bias resulting from the examiner's unfamiliarity of the child's culture, and;

more specifically, for atmosphere bias. Transactional procedures rely on the

individual expertise of the examiner to obtain the best performance possible

from the child by involving the child and the child's parent(s). Clinical

observations are considered essential to a nondiscriminatory ,.ssestment.

Ec.logi:al assessment ticidel. The ecological model attempts to control

frIT.) bias by examining the child in context of his her environment, comparing

competencies across settings; The relevance of performance obtained in a One=

to-one assessment setting to real=lift situations has been criticized (Bersoff,

1971). Furthermore, one must question whither the thild't learning problem

is a function if thd child's internal nature, the teaching approach, the

curriculum, the teacher x child interaction, or any combination of events re-

sulting fro;:t the child x teacher x environment transaction.

Ecological assessment includes descriptions of the environments of the

child, expectations for the child in those environments and the degree to which

they are met, and the social interactions of the child With others--children

and AdUltt==in the setting. Wallace and Larsen (1978) describe the diagnostic

tools used in ecological assessment: systematic observation (duration record-

ing, interval recording, continuous recording), teacher-Child interaction
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systems, checklists and rating scales, and sociometric techniques. Because

ecological assessment should include assessment of the child in hisiher

ecologies other than school, assessment of adaptive behavior is included in

this model.

The inclusion of adaptive behavior assessment is an extremely potent

nondiscriminatory assessment procedure. When assessing individuals having

IQs below 70 (the "Cutoff" for ERR), Mercer 0:973) found that 60: of

the Hispanics and 90;92 o: the blacks with low IQs passed the adaptive

behavior criterion, thus ruling out the diagnosis of ERR. In contrast, none

of at whites with low IQs passed the adaptive behavior criterion. The inclu-

sion of adaptive behavior assessment is essential to nondiscriinatory

assessment, and its consideration in the diagnosis of mental retardation is

required under P.L. 94 -142. A variety of adaptive behavior measures are

available; the choice of instrument should depend upon the population for which

it was intended, the normative sample, and other psychometric properties,

The interdisciplinary model attempts

to control for bias as a result of the human decision - making process; The

rationale for this approach is the "two heads are better than one" axiom.

The interdisciplinary approach brings together a variety of professionals who

have worked with the child with their discipline's techniques, approaches, and

framework. The interdisciplinary team is to include the child's teacher as

the professional educator with whom the child has the most contact. Under

P.L. 94142, the child's parents and possibly the child are also included;

P.L. 94-142 requires a multidisciplinary team of professionals for the

assessment process. A multidisciplinary approach is diffetoltiated from the

interdisciplinary approach by the degree of intrateam communication involved;

Multidisciplinary is suggestive of multiple approaches of a variety of pro-
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fessionals whereas interdisciplinary is suggestive of an integrated approach

by a variety of profession!es.

The decision-making processes of interdisciplinary teams have received

little attention in research. Yoshida, Fenton, MaxveII, and Kaufman (197S)

found that the degree of member participation on the interdisciplinary teat

was related to satisfaction with the team's decisions. They conclude that

regular education teachers were lowest in participation and satisfaction whereas

school psychologists were ranked highest on both variables. Anger and Thomas

(1978) noted that school personnel were aware of differences in the ways high

and low collaboration teams operate and that a higher degree of collaboration

led to a more positive view of the interdisciplinary team. Furthermore, high

collaborative teams were seen as more cooperative and independent than were

the less collaborative teams. Weatherley (1979) found a strong tidency for

professionals to reach a consensus before parents were involved, so that

parents' understanding of and influence on the process were very limited.

Professional decisions were strongly influenced by the services already offer-

ed by the school system and by financial limitations on the expansion of

those services. In other words, the bureaucratic setting in which the inter-

disciplinary teams operate was found to exercise constraints on the breadth

of their deliberations and on their outcomes.

Integration of models ot-mondiacTIminatery_assessment; Because each of

the models of nondiscriminatory assessment described above addresses different

sources of bias in the assessment process, it is obvious that no one model can

stand alone in the nondiscriminatory assessment of children; Rather, these

models need to be integrated in an approach to service delivery.

One attempt at an integrated approach to nondiscriminatory assessment

is that of the System of Multicultural Pluralistic-Assessment (SOMPA)(Mercer
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Lewis; 1978). Iliciugfft Mercer (1979) describes her approach as one incorporating

three general assessment models (medical; social system; and pluralistic); the SOMPA

integrates the psVeibMetric, ecological; and interdisciplinary models of non,

discriminatory assessment. Psychometrically; Mercer has chosen to develop

pluralistic norms. that is, separate norms for cultural groups. Ecologically,

Mercer has included a thorough assessment of adaptive behavior; The SOMPA

procedures require a multidisciplinary evaloation WhiCh includes health screen,

ing along with techniques employed by school psychologists and/or social workers.

Though there is a heavy emphasis parent involvement (for examplei in health his-

tory and adaptive behavior assessment); the SOMPA relies on the parent as an infor-

mation resource rather than a collaborator; thus does not meet the test for the

transactional model of nondiscriiihatory assessment;

The SOMPA is the best organized approach to nondiscriminatory assess -

ment; however; it has not gone without criticism. Oakland (1979) and Brown

(1979)express conce=t over SOMPA's Estimated learning Potential. There

has been no empirical evidence presented to support Mercer's ratomal argU=,

meet for its use Oakland rioted that his research determined the actual

WISC-R IQ's to be bitter predictors of achievement than ELP't,. A second

emphasis of most critics is the restricted nature of the California=taied

normative sample. Oakland (1979) reported differenCe* in the average per-

formance on SOMPA's adaptive behavior instrument between California and

Texas MixiCan-American children. Extreme CilUtida has been suggested regard-

ing the use of the published norms; users have been encouraged to develop

local normc Critiques of the SOMPA have generally questioned the psycho-

metric baiii of the system yet commenel the goals of the system (Brown; 1979;

Goodman, 1979; 061(14hd; 1979); Though no empirical studiti are available

regarding the effeAs of using the SOMPA for identification of minority

handicapped children, it is reasonable to assume that fewer minority
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children would be identified as retarded; given the nature of the syete:. and

the modification of the IQ into an ELP. Talley (1979) evaluated tjle effects

of 4.ple,;:mting s-}up. SOMPA in a Colorado school system. Her study was conducted

fraM a qualitative perspective relying heavily on the perceptions of partici-

pating school adninistratera. She found that the administrators were very

positive and supportive of the use of the SOMPA;

The SO SPA is only one attempt at integration of some of the components

of these models of nondiscriminatory assessment. A f integrated approach

Should rely on a nondiscriminatory model of service delivery by well-trained

professionals of an interdisciplinary team. These professionals should have

an understanding and respect for cultural diversity* a firm knowledge of child

development, pathology, and education* the ability to go beyond traditional

psychometric procedures using alternative assessments, and the ability to work

well cz.her professionols, the regular classroom teacher* parents, and

the children.

Alternatives in the Organization of Categorical

The three categorical programs which result in resegregation were

identified in Chapter Two: compensatory education* special educatimn, and

bilingual education; The degtie to which these programs result in resegrega-

tion IS very much a function of their organization. SeCAUSe each of these

prograMi haVe been designed to meet differing indiv #coal needs of students,

the alternatives in organization Will be presented separately;

21j0m2faAtbrALIdecztion

Organtiatibn relying on nut" has been altiiost universal in compensa-

tory education programs (see Chapter Two). If, as we have suggested, the

primary cause for reliance on pullout in compensatory education programa lief,

in the federal guidelines for achieving compliance, then we would expect
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alternatiVe allocative and regulatory mechanisms to reduce this practice and

concomitantly, its resegregative effects. Some :CIE demomstration projects

and amendments in Title I legislation provide an opportunity to assess these

possible consequences.

As part of its 1974 charge from Congress to conduTt a large-scale etalu

ation of compensatory education before its 1978 consideration of reauthorization

of Title I, NIE conducted demonstration projects in 13 school districts using

different ways of allotating Title I funds among and within schools. The basic

change was to incorporate educational achievement criteria in determining

school criteria, a proposal that has been periodically debated in Congress.

(The statutzry formula uses only poverty criteria to target schools, with

achievement determining student eligibility within schoolS.) A variety of

allocation changit were implemented by the participating districts: six

served low-achieving pupils in all elementary schools, two served all schools

with a designated percentage of low-achieving pupils, three combined poverty

and achievement in Selecting -schools, and two served all pupils in schools

with at least 502 eligible enrollment. The formula changes produced differ-

ences in Title I programs in terms of overall level of service, student

characterOtice. and type of service. In most districts, more ichoolt and

more students received services, and both staff and expenditures were increased.

Slightly lower percentages of minority and poor studente And a slightly higher

percentage of low-ic:Aeving students were served, but with wide variation

Among districts. Most important, Title I students received a% average of

five percent leas eompensatory instruction time but 142 more regular

instruction time in reading and language arts. There was no average logs of

instructional time with specialists. The implication of these figures is

that, due to the increased numbers of Title I schools and students, pullout
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Las used slightly lett. While this may be viewed as a dilution of the intensity

of service, it was more than offset by the additional instruction in the regu-

lar classroom (Milne, 1977).

The 1978 amendmentt to Title I added a Schoolwide Projects provision

that allows all students in a school to receive services if 75% of them

Are The .state or school district must provide the equivalent of the

Title I per pupil expenditure for the remaining students. Use of this option

lifts the prohibition against combining Title I funds with other revenue

sources, the requirement to identify the eligible students, and the supplemen-

tation requirement. The intent of the Schoolwide Projects option is to allow

school districts to use Title I funds to improve the entire educational

program in tchoolt serving predominantly Title I-eligible students. An

assessment of the first year of implementation of Schoolwide Projects in 19

schools focused on four objectives: to reduce or eliminate pullout programs,

to facilitate tchool=level program administration, to facilitate comprehensive

collaborative school-level planning (the amendment requires ; ch a plan), and

not to dilute services to Title I students (Rubin & David, 1981). Th

study concluded that most participating schools thac had used pullouts elimi-

nated the and instituted in-class programs instead. Some schoolt reduced

clatt size and implemented change in their overall instructional program. In

most schools Title I funds continued to be kept in separate accounts; however,

the administrative burden on teachers and Title I coordinators was greatly

reduced. Impressionistic evidence iniicated that services to Title I

students were not diluted, due to the supplementary Stateilocal funding and

the increased efficiency of including all students. The comprehensive colla-

borative planning requirement did not foster nK schoolwide planning activities;

participating schools with effective planning processes had already instituted
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them, and the other schools met the requirement mechanistically and without

the broad participation that was intended.

This initial assessment of Schooiwide Projects implementation suggests

that pullout can be eliminated with no apparent ill effects, and that schools

are not reluctant to do so. Only five out of the 19 schools in the study

retained pullouts, and at least two of these did so because they were not

fully informed about Schoolwide Project provisions (Rubin & David, 1981). A

necessary caveat, however, is that schools eligible for this option are those

in which pullouts would probably be most burd.nsome; schools with relatively

few Title I students might find it less attractive to change this method of

service delivery.

Providing Title I services in the regular classroom rath r than in pull-

out groups can be facilitated by defining the role of the Title I specialist

as; a consultant and resource person rather than simply as a subject matter

specialist,. Tobin and Bonner (1977) describe such a role definition for the

Title I mathematics teachers in the Philadelphia school system. Instead of

working with groups of students, the mathematics resource teachers act as

consultants to regular classroom teachers and Wrier school personnel; They

assist teachers in assessing specific learning problems and preparing indi-

vidual learning plans, train classroom aides and parent volunteers, and help

the pr-ncip.1 plan the schoolwide mathematics program. While the authors do

not p:e:L'e comparative data, they do shot,: that modest achievement gains in

math !.ave been accomplished in the city's Title I elementary schools since the

resour :e program was instituted.

In addition to resegregation resulting from the use of pullout, the effect

this practice on the coordination and planning of instruction has also been

a source of concern. Kimbrough and Hill (1981) hare described the effects of
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multiple pullouts on teachers' ability to plan and schedule instruction in

the core curriculum. Other authors have suggested that coordination and

joint planning of regular and compensatory education is a critical factor in

the effectiveness of compensatory services; whether pullout or mainstream

approaches are used (Glass & Smith, 1977; Frechtling & Hammond, 1978).

Some evidence of the importance of schoolwide coordination and climate

is available in evaluations of compensatory education programs. In the ETS

study of Title 1, the more successful programs in raising achievement were

found in schools with the following characteristics: effective educatidnal

leadershi0 and Attention to basic skills (esper:ially reading), a broad range

of instructional materials; professional interaction among teachers (Rossi,

McLaughlin, Campbell; and Everett, 1977).

A three-year evaluation of ESAA produced similar findings about school

characteristics. An in-depth study of the ESAA elementary schools that showed

the largest reading and math achievement garis compared to control-group
.

schools; identified the following elememts of success: administrative leader-

ship in instruction (including planntng 4=1 wvaluation), schoolwide teaditg and

Math instructional practices that emphaS4ied behavioral objectives and indivi-

dualized inscruction, and the use of remedial specialists in a variety of ways,

including consultation with regular teachers (Coulson; Hanes, Ozene;

Bradford; Doherty, Duck, and Hemenway, 1977). The study examined achieve-

tent gains of a random sample of all students; since ESAA does not require

targeting of eligible students as does Title I. Most of the ESAA schools

also had Title I programs and Large proportions of minority and low-

achieving students.

The Schoolwide Projects evaluation showed that although schools made

programmatic changes, school-level collaborative planning is not as easy to

induce from the federal level (Rubin & David, 1981). The state of California
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has inctituted a School Improvement Program (SIP) in which schools submit a

consolidated application form for Title I and state CE funds. Thy oiphasit

is on developing an integrated school program; Federal Title I officials are

critical of this approach because state and federal funds are combined.

Title I and state CE staff are not organizationally separate in the state

agencies. In school diStrietS; SChdtil CE positions are frequently "multi-

funded"--a single position is funded by a combination of programs (Kimbrough

Hill.; 1981; Coettel, 1978). Nevertheless; the Canfarrlia SIP represents one

approach to improvw local coordination efforts in SttPol4 where several cate-

gorical prgrams are operating. Such coordiantion is necessary to redUce the

x-e5tgr-4ative impact on multiply eligible children.

§pEiU Education

Civil rights concerns regarding the disproportionate placement of black

and Hispanic children in ERR classes were one of the major forces in the

mainstreaming movement; Dunn (1968) noted this racial disparity in his

influential article questioning the appropriateness of separate special

education classes for many mildly handicapped children. These contains have

affected public policy through both judicial and legislative decisions. In

P.L. 94-142, both the provisions requiring nondiscriminatory assessment and

throse governing placement in the "least restrictive environment" (LRE) that is

individually appropriate reflect an awareness of the racially segregative

record of special education;

The LRE doctrine does not Tequile mainstreaming (at least part-time

placement in a regular classroom with nonhandicapped peers) for all handi-

capped children, bait it is a likely alternative for the mildly handicapped- -

learning disabled (LD) and edl,cable mentally retarced (EMR). Thus it is

important to ask what the effects of the practice have been for mainstreamed
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minority children; This discussion will focus on the mainstreaming of am

children, since that is the category in which the minority placement rates

continue to be the highest.

Extent of=mainstreaming. The 1978 Office of Civil Rights survey indicat-

ed that 54% of EMR pupils are mainstreamed for part of the day; This

is considerably lower than the comparable figures for thildren with speech

handicaps (98 %) and learning asabilities (87%), and about the

same as for those with emotional disturbances (53%). Most EMR ChfiY:en

in the regular education p',gram only for a small portion of their time;

85 % remain in special classes 10 hours a week or more (National Center for Policy

Review, 1980). There are wide regional differences in the extent of mainstreamir,

EMR pupils that bear some correspondence to differences in the black placement

rate and disproportion in this category.

Percent DtR Black EMR Black:White EMR
Region Mainstreamed Placement Rate* P1a'7'efaent_Ratio**

South 67 4.45% 4.00:1
Border 56 3.21% 1.95:1
West 49 .95% 1.60:1

Midwest 47 3.49% 2.60:1
Northeast 3/ 1.91% 2.40:1

U.S. 54 3.45% 3.25:1
(Source: National Center for Policy Review, 1980)

*Percent of all black students placed in EMR.
**Percent of all black students placed in 5R.?ercent of all white students

placed in EMR.

Schools; in the South place a much greater percentage of their black students

in EKR than of white students, having the highest placement rate and also the

greatest racial imbalance of any region. However, there is also more mai;:-

streaming of EMR children in the South.

Effects of mainstreaming. The large number of studies comparing the effi-;

cacy of special and regular class placement for EMR pupils have been thoroughly

reviewed by several authors and need only be briefly summarized here (Abramson,

1980; Carman b Gottlieb, 1978; Semmel, Gottlieb, S Robinson, 1979). Most
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studies have failed to ahoy significant different-ea in acadznic achievement

between the two types of placement. When the comparison includes special

class, regular class, and regular class with resource room servicea, slight

gains have been foUnd for resource room participants over special class pupils,

bUt not over regular class EMR pupils without these services. In One large-

scale study, mainstreamed 91R pupils exhibited more academic engagement

(attention to academie tasks, cognitive interactions With teacher) when in

the resource room than in the regUlar classroom, but their achievement

levels remained Comparable to those of the special -class pupils (Ksamani

Agard;&Semmel, 1978).

In the area of social and personal adjustment; little evidence exists

that mainstreamed MR children have more positive telfconeepts or highei

rates of acceptance by their nonretarded peers (Forman a Gottlie, 197S;

SEmmel, Gottlieb, & Robinson, 1979) . Structured interventions have been

shown to improve Social acceptance of these children, but the improveTnz

may not be sustained beyond the duration of the treatment (Chennault, 1967;

Rucker & Vincenzo, 1970).

Much of this research has been plagued by methodological weaknesses,

especially selection bias. In addition, there is a lat.. of Specificity about

curricular and other differences between and within regular and special class-

rooms. One study that carefully examined differencet among classrooms found

that the social performance of mainstreamed EHR pupils did vary according to

classroom environment. Kaufman, Agard, and Semmel (1978) observed that EMIR

pupils had higher Social status and exhibited lett antisocial behavior in

socially cohesive and harmonioua classrooms.

In sum, at thi time no particular special education program, mainstream

or segregated, has a strong empirical basis in either the cognitive or the
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affective domain. Thus the strongest arguments in favor of mainstreaming

remain legal and moral ones: "The argument (is) not advanced that retarded

children will perform better in mainstreamed settings, only that they will not

perform worse. The data support the latter assertion" (SemmeI, Gottlieb,

Robinson, 1979, p. 269).

earning. There have only been a few studies in-

vestigating the ext,t to which mainstreaming has contributed to racial inte-

gration within classrooms. So far the evidence is not encouraging. A large

study in the state of Texas indicated that black and Hispanic EMR pupils were

likely to be mainstreamed into regular classes that were already disproportion-

ately composed of students of their race (Gottlieb, Agard, Kaufman, &

Semmel, 1976). In California, where court orders and legislation resulted in

the decategorization of large numbers of EMR children over a four-year period,

the overrepresentation of black and Hispanic children declined only slightly.

From 1969 to 1973, the EMR enrollment was redaced_by over 28,888 students;

However0 the proportion from minority groups (black and Hispanic) changed

from 55.37 to 48%, still significantly higher than their proportion

of total schoul enrollment (Yoshida, MacMillan, & Meyers, 1976); In another

study conducted in Texas, EMR children were apt to be mainstreamed into low-

track regular classes (Kaufman et al., 1978). In both of the Texas studies,

it appeared that the sample schools were disproportionately composed of

minority students, rather than reflecting within-school segregation.

In summary; little systematic evidence is available on the effectiveness

of various mainstreaming strategies. Most studies, with the exceptirn of

Pr, ,,A:t PRIME (Kaufman et al.j 1978)* have made gross comparisons between

special and regul.ie class placements. As an alternative tr resegregation;

mainsneamiag can only be effective if schools and regular classrooms are inte-

grated and organized to accommodate a diverse range of students.
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Bilingual Educaton

There arzt ways to avoid separation, either by teaching all children

in a given school both languages,_by emphasizing individualized

instruction; or by having the children together in non-verbal subject

areas such as physical education, music, alt and separating t !mm for

other subject matters where language comprehension is crucia_.

(Brisk, 1978, p. 69)

Models_ of bilingual education. The relationship of the continuum of

models of bilingual education to resegregation is primarily found in the

charactitittiet of the students participating in each of thete models. ESL

is by definition segregative, since the only participants in ESL programs are

LEP students. However, participation in ESL clatset is likely to be for only

a portion of the day and/or for only a relatively short term within the child's

educational career. Therefore, the segregative nature of the program by its

participants may De offset by the time in that segregated activity. All other

models (bilingual education, bilingual-bicultural education, bilingual=

bicultural-hicognitive education) may be segregative or integrative depending

on the goals (transition or maintenance), srudent-Participantt (6b6=Vay or

two-way), and organizational structure;

When considering resegregation, the choice of a transition or maintenance

progrAM must rely in great part on the expected participants in the program

(oneway or tWO=Way). Transition programs are generally associated with reme-

dial kor compensatory education; such programs will not attract white or black

ttudentt (Carter, 1979; Epstein, 1977; Fernandez & Cuskin, 1981; Vazquez, 1976).

Thus, participants in a transition program are likely to be HispanoS or other lin-

gristic minorities. The segregation by ethnicity may be offset by the temporary

nature of the program. Should a district choose to implement a transitional pro-

gram, emphasis must be placed on the orgilf-arional structure of the program if

resegregation is to be minimized.

One-way maintenance programs are segregative by participantt. However, if they

have an integrative organizational structure, they may not be segregative by time.
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LEP students nay join their English proficient peers for coursework and

activities that do not rely heavily on English proficiency. Maintenance

programs are often designed so that the amount of time spent in the bilingual

program decreaSes with the age of the child. It may be designed, for example, so

that an Hispaic child eventually is involved in the program for only Spanish

language class.

Two=way maintenance programs are by definition integrative. Such programs

are most appropriate for communities hiVing a relatively large proportion of

Itlspanos; The involvelt&nt of other-than-Hispanic students is most likely to

occur under local circumstances where Spanish proficiency has economical and

political relevance.

l'wo=way bilingual education programs have been imIlemented in Dade County,

Flp-ida (described by Cohen, 1975; Caarder, 1975; Mackey 6 Beebe, 1977). In

the spring of 1963, Coral Way Elementary School was designated to become bi=

lingual, As success was demonstrated at Coral Way, other schools in Dade

County became bilingual. The specific organization of the bilingual programs

varies among the schools, but all provide instruction in both English and

Spanish to all Students. Hispanic and non-Hispanic students are separated

for Spanish courses (Spanish for Spanish speakers or Spanish as a second

language) and for English courses (English language arts or English as a

second language). The degree to which students were grouped together for

curriculum instruction in Englith or Spanish varied among the schools. As

the first "graduates" of Coral Way entered junior high, the secondary schools

began reorganization to include bilingual programs. All students are enrolled

in required courses, such as English language arts, science, math, social

studies. Elective courses were designed specifically for Coral Way (bilingual)

graduates, such as Spanish for Spanish speakers and Spanish as a second language.
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Additionally, some courses in social science and science are taught

bilingually;

The two,=..ay bilingual programs in Dade County have been quite effective.

Mackey and Beebe (1977) noted that by completion of elementary school,

Spanish speakers were approaching equal proficiency in English and Spanish;

though native English speakers remained more proficient in English. Native

English speakers in bilingual programs did as well as controls in English

language arts. Consistent growth in English reading comprehension, but not as

much in vocabulary, was associated with participation in ESL. Reading compre=

hension in Spanish decreased as participation in ESL increased. Hispanos

enrolled in Spanish for Spanish-speakers showed consistent gains and high

achievement in Spanish; interestingly, their English reading skills improved

as a result of their participation in this component of the program. English-

speaking students enrolled in Spanish as a second language showed a well-defined

trend of improvement in Spanish reading comprehension and vocabulary as a

function of length of participation in the program. Furthermore, their parti-

cipation in the Spanish course did not interfere with the acquisition of

English language Skills, rather positive correlations between Spanish as a

second language and reading skillt in Englith were found. Thqs, regardless of

native language, learning a second language was associated with increased

reading achievement in the native language. Overall, Dade County bilingual

students (both Spanish and English speakers) performed as well as controls in

language arts and mat`; at the same time Spanish=speaking pupils were learning

to read and write their native language and English- speaking pupils were

learning a second language (Cohen, 1975).

Two-way bilingual programs tend to be "fragile," that is, their continued

existence depends upon the commitment of school personnel and the community to
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51

way bilingual program adopted by the United Consolidated Independent School

District in Laredc., Texas. The program was implemented in two phases: Phase I

was focused on remedial skill building, and Phase 2 was total bilingual instruc-

tion for all students, beginning in the first grade (in 1964) and gradually

implemented as these students progrfssed through the grades. After three years

of total bilingual instruction, the following effects were found: (1) Only

children who were bilinguals at school entrance retained any noticeable accent

in English; The other groups spoke unaccented English and Spanish. (2) In

reading achievement, Spanish monolinguals were slightly abov' average at

first grade, and slightly below at the second grade; English monolinguals and

bilinguals were substantially above grade level norms at both grades. How-

ever, this two-way maintenance program no longer exists: "Changes in

administration and a series of program revisions have redirected the effort.

Instead of the maintenance-enrichment program of the 1960s, there is now a

transition model that is not significantly different from any other mandated

bilingual program in Texas" (Carter & Segura, 1979, pp. 341-342).

Bilingual program organization. The organizational continuum described

here is a modification of Carter's (1979) organizational typology of bilingual

programs in balanced school settings. Table 3.1 summarizes the appropriateness

of each organization type for the various models of bilingual education. The

usual program duration is presented as noted by Carter (1979) and is not to

imply the ideal duration. By definition, transition programs would have

shorter durations than maintenance programs. Additionally, bilingual programs

should be available at all levels, K-12, due to the mobility of the Hispanic

population. The organization of secondary school bilingual programs should

focus on the individual linguistic needs of the student; Because segregation
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of HispaniC ttudentt is talt serious in the elementary grades, this orgafilia.=

tional continuum is oriented toward integration in the elementary school;

lh an Individual Learning Plan (ILP) organization, instruction may be

provided in the classroom in a quiet corner, like a reading group, or on a

pull out basis; it may be entirely individual or done With very small groups

Of children. The ILP organization is characterized by (1) emphasis on the

language arts, (2) early exit into the mainstream, (3) minimal reliance on

the first lafigLAge, and (4) emphasis on ESL techniques. This is the simplest,

but not necessarily the best, way to organize for very few students of a

given language group given few resources.

The resource room, also called a "language lab," depends on a pull rout

organization, requiring that the LEP student leave the regular classroom for

focus instruction with a bilingual teacher. The resource room organization

is characterized by (1) a focus on ESL, (2) some Spanish reading and language

arts, (3) some content areas in English, in the regular classroom, and (4) some

content areas in Spanish, in the resource room. The objective is the rapid

learning of English and return to the full-time regular class. Resource

rooms share the problems associated with pull out programs in general. Addi=,

tionaliy, the instruction pro-ided may be closer to tutoring rather than to

the development of a sequential curriculum (Carter, 1979). If the students

are very limitzi.d in English, they may be spending long periods of time in the

resource room because they are unable to understand English-only instruction

(Fernandez & Guskim, 1981). However, the resource room is a more complete

organizational model of bilingual education than the ILP, and provides for

greater integration than one-way classrooms; thus, it may be the best model

for a limited number of LEP students given limited resources.
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Bilingual classrooms may be one-way or two;;way. If one-way; LEP students

should be mainstreamed for part of the day. If two-way; bilingual classes can

be full-time; self-contained. Bilingual classrooms are characterized by

(1) some ESL for LEP students; (2) some Spanish reading and language arts for

LEP students, (3) some Spanish as a second language for English=tpeaking

students; if two-wayi (4) some content areas ifi Spanish; and (5) some content

_

areas in English in two-way programs, In one -way programs the LEP students

are mainstreamed for content areas in English. The bilingual clastroom aa

be the best way to achieve the dual goals of bilingual education and integra-

tion, especially if it is two-way, in schools with a sufficient number of

Hispanic students. There need not be a bilingual classroom at every grade

level; multi-age/grade groups may be developed. If the program is one-way, it

may be possible to have two bilingual classrooms taught by one teacher in-

structing one group of children in the morning and one group in the afternoon,

With mainstreaming for the other portion of the day.

Bilingual magnet programs have been included in several desegregation

plkr, across the Country, including Boston, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Cincinnati,

Houston, and HinveapoliS. Bilingual Magnets May be full magnets, a total school

program, by definition a two-way, full day program, or they mv take the form

of magnet strands, an alternative program imbedded within a school. Strands

Should be located in predominantly white schoolti in order to achieve integra-

tion (Carter, 1979), and may be one-way (partial day) or two -way (full day).

The characteristict of bilingual magnets are identical to those of bi=

lingual classrooms. The difference is in the magnitude of the programs.

Bilingual magnets are most useful when the dist-rict has a relatively large

proportion of Hispanic students. Magnet schools are the most popular organiza-

tional model in meeting the dual goals of bilingual education and integration.

17&
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When Carter (1979) reviewed bilingual programs in California and Arizona; he

touno that every school district studied had a bilingual magnet; Bilingual

magnetF iJ.ffer from the traditional use of magnets in desegregation plans.

Traditional magnets are designed to meet student interests; such as arts;

science math, or academic enrichment; Bilingual magnets must have the

goal of meeting student needs but simultaneously must be deSightd to Meet

student interests if they are to draw sufficient white and black e7:ro1_lment

(Carter; '9.79); Though bilingual magnets are very popular, Carter (1;79)

noted that "the majority of bilingual magnets or magnet strands are failing to

reach ethnic balance or even end in ethnic isolation" (p. 97). Those magnets

whigh have been successful at drawing non-Hispanic participation are tharAC=

tertzed by (1) high quality staff* program; and faeilitieS; (2) the nature

And enthusiasm of the staff; (3) good social climate in the school; and (4) a

history of academic success and a strong achievement record.

"Tht most integrated bilingual program in a ditegiegated school is a

program which involves everyone within the school to Sate extent" (Fernandez

& Guskin; 1981); In a total district organization the entire diatritt it a

fully implemented, organized, sequential bilingual education program. This

Organizational model would be limited to implementation in communities which

(1) have a substantial liisparvic population and (2) recognize the edUtatiOnal;

economical, and political advantages of bilingualism for all citizens.

Carter (1979) notes that; at the present; there are no total district bilifigua)

programs;

SUMM,IrV. The key to successful simultaneous implementation of bilingual

education and integration appears to be the organizational structure of the

program rather that the model of bilingual education endOrted. Eath model and

each organizational structure has advantages and disadvantages: a choice must

179
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made as to the best fit with the needs of the bilingual students and the

integration needs of the school community; A school district need not choose

one organization over the other, but may use several structures within the

district. With creativity and commitment; a school district with a substantial

Hispanic population could design a continuum of models; even with ditterent

goals--transition or maintenance, one -way rand two -way programs; with several

different organizational structures; Such a broad continuum would allow

Hispanic students and parents alternatives; yet accomplish the total district

goals of integration;

Alternatives in . 0- - onal Practices

Within the Regu:ar Education Program

If alternatives in the organization of categorical programs are itple=

Mented, the diversity of students in the regular eutation program is increased.

Schools have traditionally responded to diverSit!; in e regular education

program by creating homogeneous instructional grou; Given the evidence

presented in Chapter 2 on the racial and ethnic segregation in tracked and

abi it.-grouped classrooms; the implications of flexible and heterogeneous

grouping for avoiding resegregaulon are clear; A variety of instructional

practices have been developer !or use in classrooms that encompass a widie

range of individual differences in ability and achievement. These alternatives

differ in their approach to htmero6i.neity; Some ilt,,m0asize ii :aividual zed

instruction; while others use small gr.Aips. Classroom and ,gaff. org.'nization

may also :Increase flexibility and thus enhance capacity for handling student

diversity. This revIEw of instructional and orgauizaticnei alternatii.iee

examines available ovidente o; their effects on both interracial contact erJ

educationai attainmem,

Individualized Instruction

Numerous approaches to and def::nitiOns of inidivi&ualized instruction have

ISO
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been developed over the p:.st two decades, as well as a professional consensus

regarding its importance. The common elements of individualization usually

include: (1) clearly- wrizten and/or stated academic objectives, (2) attention

to individual needs, including individual diagnoses and prescription, and (3)

structured sequential instruction (Archanbau-t & Sit. Pierre, 1973. p. 16).

These characteristics hace been emphasized in compensatory education and in

special educe.lon in the LEP requirements in P.L. 94-142, for example) as

well as in instruction techniques intended for general use.

Some educators have cautioned that individualized education programs may

lead, irorically, to homogeneous grouping practices (Bailey, forthcoming).

Students who are working at similar levels may be grouped together, and because

the :self-paced nature of clasc:oom work, interaction among students may be

lialted. Thus well-intentioned efforts to deal with individual differences

may -ollicde with the goals of integrated et cation if they contribute to the

r4cia71 and) social stratification of sta.! nts. Perhaps as a result of these

B.5-7:EIRcit, proponents of various individualization techniques specify ways

that they u.n be used in combination with flexible grouping practices (Bailey,

forthcoming; War,g, 19.9a). Two examples are described briefly below.

Phasing, describes a set of charactv ..:tics usually found in non-graded

individualized programs, including the foltowing: (1) instructional groups are

temporary and student mobil-0/ ameIe them is high, (2) ,:roups are separate for

each subject Area, (3) group assignment standards and instructional objectives

are clearly spelifiel, and (..) evaluation is based on individual progress.

Bailey ;forthcoming) describes a high sc,,ocl science ciurse based on Me phasing

model in wl'ch students are randomly assigned sections of a large class with

a team of several teachers. Qithin this formal students attend volul.arily

selected lecture-discussions differentiated by level of cognitive difficulty.
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la"tor:ery sessions based on seciential mastery of specific tkillSi hetero-

geneous diszuszi6h groups and field trips, and independent srmdy and/or

tutorial sessirsm-; Thus students receive instruction, in a variety cf group

settings. organilati,-..n if This course is presented seh6EatiCally in

Fizzre 3.1.

An individualized instruction program impleMented in non - graced

age clatStt:O=S also itorporates a combination of instructional groupings.

One such program in a Wz:Shingten, D.C. elementary school is based on the con -

cent of 'learning statios" A classroom of first, second, and third graders

is diVided into ht.-OrOgeneous group:: c;ilo follow a color-coded "road map"

schedule froe one learning station Each station rtpresenes a core

sect o, stutietir choice fetiVitN. -Its use indiVidUalieed lt'4A-Oms for

review and work on 04vi&Itly taught skills; Students record their own pro=

gress at eacii station nut are fr:::t to coLsUlt with each other and engage in

peer tutoring. WY.le the heterogeneous groups are using the learning

tzazher Ie.rtS students with similar skill needs for smi.11 group inStriie=

tion; These gfoups are based on specific Skill tastery in an academic area.

After each group receives a lesson, those students retrain to their learning

station activities and a net-. group is called by the teaci7er; An evaluation a

this project reported achievement gins abeVe the hir40tial norms, with an

avraFe gain Of t.;,0 years in reading and 1.5 years in arithmeti-C in one school

year (District of Columbia Public Schools, 198C).

5olf,scheduling 1- 4P44ned to increase students` sense of responsibility

fe)t their own learning and usp of time and to a better "fit" between

sludpita' rte of learning and available learning. tim'4 The self-scLodule

system developed by Wang (1979a, 19790 differs from tither individuali;:ed

instruction systems in that students work on assignments 1 ; 6i'der theY

182
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choose itif thr AMount of titre they need and record their own schLdulinQ.

concomitant ef:ecs of self-saheduling is to increase the instructional time

to the teacher, both by reducing classroom management activities and

by insurng that fewer students will need attention at Lhe same time;

Ficure 3.2 provideS an exanpie of a student's shedUle sheet in a Self=tthe&Uled

classroom;

FICURE 3.2
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The Schedule Sheet is used to help the student plan and keep tree: of

the learning tasks he or she is to complete. The sheet includes all activity

areas se: up in the c3assroom. It is divided into two parts; the prescriptive

and the exploratory sections.

The prescriptive section is indicated on the top part of the sheet. The

teacher takes an entry of a half slash 71 to inform the student of the pre-

scriptive areas in which N.- or she has prescribed tasks for the student. The

attached schedule sheet shows that on Monday; November 17; Michelle prescrip-

tive assignments were in math; reading; and spelling;

The exploratory section is indicated on the bolt= !:1f of the sheet. The

student may clloose an7, of the 11 areas he or she would like to work in for the

day. Michelle chose the computer and the play deck as her exploratory

ties.

..Then the student is reaLy t work in a particular area; he or she punches

the sheet with the tine clock in the appropriate space; After the tasks have

been comtdeted and checker by the teacher, he or she completes the slasn

forming CBE to indicate that the student ilas correctly completed a task in

thnt ..rear The student punches the clock again in the same piece on the sheet,

indicating to the teacher how much, t:.,e was uted to perfor7 tasks. 1j;:i

students may choose whatever order trey would like to do thqr ,;!ork. For

exx-ple, on Wednesday Michelle chose to do her spelling fir t. She worked

frosl 8:45 to 9:55 AM. Her second choice was math; and she workvd from

9:56 to 11:04 AM; This timing procedure is follower! for each of the tasVs

performed Wang, 1.°1b).

Students usL self-scheduling have been found to complete more ttAs in

tat students usirg the s,:ire individualized program but with block

6-i1f.ng (V ng, 1279b). Study vas eonicted in an inner-city elementary
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school cor.pod largely of poor and blaCk children. Wang (1979a) suggests

that the seif-schediile System is cnititafly used with other classroom practices

such as multi-age grouping and teat teaching in order to increase

and oppOrtuniti6g for peer interactic71 In small groups.

Coonerative Learning Teehniee,

These techniques usualt the creation of teams of students. Eath

team of roughly four to six MuktEs represents the full range of ethnic groups,

ability; and gender in the classroom. Academic work is structured so that the

children on each team are dependent on each other but also so that disparity in

ach:t.cment levelt does not lead automatically to dispavity in contributions

to group goal attainment. For example, one team learning technique (Jigsaw)

is structured so that each child 15 giveriinformation whAch all group membert

need to cotTlete their wc,rk. Another technique, Student Teams-Achievemen-.

ision (STAD) gives re=.iaiJc for improvement in academic performance, so that

,.oldertK with C.V.t6 acader.ic bu,:kgrounds have the potential to contribute as

much to the stacei,.1 of the team as do the best students.

Descript_Com; of three of the most well-known cooperative learning

terhniquerk are :lit-cussed below (c.--t Hawley, et al., 1981);

Teams27-;amen-TOUrnatent.
Tv:am-Games-Tournament (TGT) is built around

two major coMentS: 4=5 member student teams, and it$tructional

tournaments. The teams are the cooperative element of Stu-

dents are assigned to teams accordir3 to_a procedury fat maximizes

;veteowe-ity of ability levels, sea, and_rate= The primary functibn

of the teat is to prepare its members to do well in_the tournament.

Following an initial class presentation by theteachers, the teams

are given warkthettS covering acatemir material similar to that to

be included in the toUrnalt4tt, Teammatessstudy together and quit

each other be sure that all tram memLers are prepared.

After the teat prictice session, team members most demonstiratO

their learning in the clumilment, which is w4t.:ally held once a week.

ror the_tbUrnatent, stutents are assignee to three person "tournament

tables." The ashioincht is_ done so that competition -it each table

will be fair--the highet three_studehrt in past performante

assItgned to Table i, the next three to Table 2i and so on At the

tables_, the students compete on simple- academic ramee cow ring Can;

cent that has ..tet presented in elaot by the tAscher snd on the

186
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%.orkseets. Students at the tournament tables are competing as
representatives of their teams, and the score each student earcE,
at his or her teurnament table is added inco an overall teen score.
Sec -aase students _are assigner: to ability--hompeeneous tournaz-ren:
tables, each student has an eval chance -of contributing a maximum
score to his or her team, as the first place scorer at every table
briigs the same number of points to his or her team. Folleving the

tournament, 'ch.' teacher prepares a newsletter which recognizes
successful tea s and first place scorers; UhiIe tea= assignments

always remain the same, tournament table assignments are changed
for every tournament according to a system that maintains equality
of pa:ic performance at eacal table. For a complete description of

Teats - Games - Tournament; see %Slavin (1980)-

StMdentTeams=Achievement Divisions. Student Teams-Achievement Divisions
(STAD) uses the same 4-5 member heterogeneousteams used in TGT,
but replaces the games and tournaments With simple, 1S inure

quizzes; which students take after studying in their teams. The_

quiz_scores are translated Into team scores using a system c-Iled
"achievement divisions." Thit quiz scores of the highest six students
in past performance are compared, and the top scorer In this group
(the achievement d.L'rision) earns eight points for his or her team,

the second scorer earns six points, etc. Then the quiz scores of

the next highest six students in past performance are compared,
ate so on In this way, student scores are compared only With thoSk
of an abilityhomogeneoms reference group instead of the entire
elass. A "bumping" procedure_calanges division assignments from

week to week to maintain equality. Students know only their -own

division assignmen!A; they do not interact in any way_with the
other members c: their division. The eehievement division feature

maintains_ the eq_a:: opportunity for contributions to the team

score At in TGT. :f..:tplete description of STAD appears in Slavin

(1978).

In ligsaw, students Are assigned to small heterogeneous teams,
as in TGT and STAP. Acadmic material is broken into many

Sections as there are team members. For example, s biography
might be broken into "anis, years," "schooling," "iirst accompLirhments,"
etc. The students study their sectioas with mem'.(tr.: of other teams

who have the same sections. Then they return to their- teams -and

teach their sections to tto other team members. all

team members are quizzed on the entire unit. The qaz scores
cmtribute to individual grades, :lot to a team score as in TGT
And STAD. In thds sense, the Jigsaw technique may be seen as
high in task interdependence but low in reward interdependence,
as individual performances do not contribute directly to a group
goal In the Jigsaw technique, individual performances contribute
to others' individual goals only; 6STIca :he group is not rewarded
as a group, there is no formal group goal. However; h.7.c-uta the

positive behavior of eats_ team umber C....ning the sect:ut5)
helps the other gr,sup members to be rewarded (beci.t.se they nrAd
each others' infoxmation), thJ essential dyniamIts .)f the coorr- 10.ve
reward structure are present,
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Slavin (1978) constructed a modificatiot_of Jigsaw called

Jigsaw II. In Jigsaw II, students all read the -same material but

focus on separate_ topics. The studentsfrom different teams who

have the same topics meet to discuss their topics, and then return

to teach them to their teammates. The team members then take a

quiz, and the quiz scores are used to form team scores as in STD.

Thus,- Jigsaw II involves less task interdependence and more reward

inttrdependence than Jigsaw

The research evidience showing positive effects of various str"ctured

cooperative learning team strate;ies is strong, although the impact of a few

techniques, such as STAP and Teams Games- Tournament (TCT), has been more fre=

quently studied than that of others. There is a considerable body of evidence

which suggests that these approaches lead to higher than usual academic

achievement gains for low-achieving students and almost always improve rPl:tions

between majority and minority group children (Slavin, 1980; Sharan, 1980).

An experimental study comparing the use of TC with an individualizeo instruc-

tion program found that the cooperitive learning method produced higher

achievement on a test of the materia'..s studie.: and slightly more positive

effect on students' self-concept, especially regarding peer relationships

(DeVries, Lecasse b Shackian, 1979). In a study of racial attitudes and

behavior in desegregated high schools, Genova and Walberg (1979) found that

fosterthg 'racial mixing" was tSe most important factor contributing to

successful schooL integration. They recommended interracial learning teams

AS the most effective racial mixing strategy within classrooms.

The work of Elizabeth Cohen and othprs on the Multi-Ability rlassroom

(MAC) has also shown promising results in fostering equal particir,,tion and

influence in cooperative learning groups. This approach is based on the

premise char students need speci.:1 preparation for participation, in cooperative

mixed,st,-iiiity groups in o-e'er to counter the effects of stafAss geoeralization

Oftkii fotz*::' in botc,.ugtr.2tito VaCi illy integrated clascroom. Roseuhnitz

188
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(1977), fOr eXample, found that children seen as h'gh in reading ability and

high in status in group reading tasks alSO have high status in task groups

that do not require reading;

M4*ed=bility assigned coopers ve learning casks which re-

.? number of abilities and do not exclusi rely on reading, writing,

:7o=putation sk7Lllsi :n addition, stuctfe:% e }prepared for the task by

diSeussing the range of abilities it requires instructed that while

croup member will possess all Of the iiotty every member will

be able to contribute at least °,.e; The multiple ability assignments =ay

be preceded by Expectation Training it which low-status students are prepared

ft_ special tasks which they then rLach to other stpdentS (Cohen, 198Q).

Several studies provide evidence that the multiple ability interventioc4

helps to equalize status and participation in cooperative learning groups of

both single-race aid nultiracial composition (Stuiac, 1975; Cohen, 1979;

RoSenholtz, 1980). In addition, lov-achieving mituority students have been

found to exhibit more active lei -ning behavi,,T in classrooms that Approximate

the MAC model (Cohen, 1980; AhmeA%-7,--Baer, --8!).

Evidence concerning the impa(t. interracial academic cooperetion

without erploying a specIfic team technique is less clear but s4ggestive of

a positive impact. The U.S. Commission on Civil Ri4htit (1976) found support

for this Strategy /le a means of reducing esegiegart4on. Slieen and Madden

(197e) found thar Issigning black nod white students to work together on

academic tasks was consittentI: related to positiv outcomes on sii different

indi ators of students' interracial attitudes and behavior.

Other researchers suggest that severs' factors may influence the effec-

tiveness of cooperative learning in ifprovirol rate relations- Blanchard and

his colleagues (1975) ;:monStrated that the positive impact of cooi2eration is
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greatest when the group succeeds: The research of Cohen and her associates

On status generalization is eSpecizlly indicative that careful attention

sl-.1:1d he to structuring cocperative learning so that the participation

and : differeht group members is relatively equal.

Peer Tutoring.

Cross-age tutoring, in which older low-achieving children teach younger

low-achieving children, is based on the rationale that the tutee will benefit

from additional individual help while the tutor will also learn thrOugh teach-

ing and preparing to teach; Numerous peer tutoring pr;sizrams were developed

in the 1960's in intier=city schools with large 'tack and Hispanic populations

and were seen as a way to Capitalize on classrofti heterogeneity and to improve

race relations (GArtter,Kohler, 6 RieiSMan, 197I,, English-speaking and

Spznish-speaking students, for example, can tutor Each other it language

skilla and alt', gain cultural exposure and unders.7:;:n::fng.

Considerable evidence exists of cognitive an4 affective gains for older,

low-a(nieving tutors. Evidtnce of :*omparable effeL., /k- tutees ts less con-

sistent. Some studies show positive academic and c:.:geS foT

both tutor and tutee, while others have found that the benefits for the former

do not also accrue to the Litter (Devin-Sheehgo, Feldnan, 6 Allen, 1976).

Vhil positive results have been found for both black r -hitt same-rate

tutoring pairr vcrY yew studies have examined milelerace pairs. One study

tnrJt did so :nand tzwt ctott-va:e tutoring Pro;tv,:e4 itriater interracial inter-

a;tion and accepteilce for ho .:h tutor tid tutet, 4lOwagh there were no sIgni-

ficant gains it aChievums;nt Or/in-Sheehan et al., 1976) .

Team Orgizxtion

Teamm-gsfAtord sthola group stud-cats in team!: or miri-schoS1S 4.1th an

interdisciplinary group of teachers. Students are randomly assigned to tc,ekls

;)0
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and typically stay in the same unit Lhrough several grade The te,-

org_anizatian is especially advocated for middle schools and is designed ro

increase classroom heterogeneity; reduce the focus on grade-level expectations,

and increase student-teacher interaction (Damico, Green, 5 Bell-Nathaniel,

1981). In a study comparing such schools with more traditilnally organized

ones; Damico and his colleap;es found that students in the team-organized schools

had sfgnificantIy more other-race friends and perceived their school's inter-

racial climate more favorably.

In summary, several alternatives tc homogeneous instruction aro, available

and have been implemented. Cooperative learning techniques are presently the

most well-researched of these; they represent the most direct attempt to

establish interracial contact within the heterogeneous classroom while at the

s:dme time prov2ding effwctive instruction.

Alters tines To Sus anion

Alternatives to out-ofi.schooI swspension encompass both specific programs

de.gned to reduce suspension and behavior proble7s, and school characteristics

and practices that have been asscciated with low suspension rates. In this

section, examples of the range of in-school-suspension (ISS) and '::ekIated pro-

grams will be described, and available evidence on their effectiveness In

reducing overAll suspension rates and minrricy suspension rates will be 5U1111*

merited. Empirical research on diffrences in suspension among schools will

bi survey0 in order to identify common characteristics :1 tcp.t-stuspensio- schools:

]n- School -Say, ensioft Programs

Garibaldi (1979) Wentifies three common models of in-school alternatives

to suspension: guidance and coemseling programs, time-out rooms, and in-school

suspension centers The latter category is a broad. one in which the length of

timc, degree of isolations; and comprehensiveness of services vanes a great

19j
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de-21. In fact; -ant. programs a h.t)rids that include elements of all three

types. In addition; there are al7rIative schools fdt stedenzs u.th severe

behavior proles and those vlio have already dropped out Or been expelled

from regular schoolt.

Counseling _programs. ThOtse pi-ograms provide i-Aividual; peer; or group

counseling sessions for studeriti usually on a referral batit. Typically the

objectives emphasize the improvement of self- concept; motivation, and attitude

toi-eard school; A variety of techniques such as Clatter's reality therapy;

VA-66S Clarification; conflict resolution, and decision making shills are

employed (Bader; 1976; NIE; 1979). Macnab (1970 described a program; in Which

daily behavioral and acadeMie Obj rives are set by the student and counselor;

with ?art- =tine :i-ployment in the community offered as an incentive. In some

cases; services are provided on a schoolwide basis as a prevention effort.

Sc'.7,-,1 districts have payed "desegregation aides" «he cond,!ct discussion

scssionS and conflict resolution activities (Higgins; 1974). A 'more compre-

hensive counseling pregt4t is Positive AittrnPtiVes to Suspension (PA63) in

PinellAS CiAty, Florida. That program includes regular Classro= Instruction

n human relations, basic encounter groups for students lane staff, parent

training; and sc17 11 and home "survival courses "' for students with belavlo

ProbtS iLliiey; 1978).

Time-out roots. Students are simply sent to a vacant rem to "cool off"

_`t4-:: a classroom disr4tion or conflict with a tetiChtr; No examples were

Utid of SOi001 programs that rely exclusively on thit device. Frelrently

it is cnk of a range of intervertiOns or a first step that is followed by

tounselinA or -schodl suspension (N1E; 1979; Bailey, 1978);

vvi!-Acin Center-S. 1Ss centers are special ciassrN)mi where

students are sent in lit of out..of-school suspension
Stiidents usually worm
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on regular claSSrovn assignments under the guidance of a supervising teacher;

frequently additional academic services are also provided (e.g.; tutoring,

study skills instruction)(NIE, 1979). Counseling sessions and parent con-

ferences are usually a part of the ISS program (NIE, 1979; Cotton, 1978).

Students spend an average of three days in ISS (Garibaldi, 1979) on referral

of teachers andior administrators; Students in ISS may be largely isolated

from the rest of the school, eating lunch at separate times and remaining in

one classroom all day. Some schoolS provide a continuum of ISS-type alter-

natives, ranging from only part-day and very short=term to totally self-

contained centers (e.g., school within a school) with separate instructional

programs (NIE, 1979; Cotton, 1978).

Effectiveness of-pragrams. Published evaluation data on suspension alter=

natives tend not to be very specific or complete. Most program descriptions

cite a few illustrative (and positive) figureS. In addition to qualitative

assessments of program content and processes, the primary numerical indicators

of program success include changes in overall suspension rate; changes in

minority disproportion in suspension; and recidiviSM in the ISS program it=

self. Many programs point to reduced use of out-of-school suspension as a

result of implementing an alternatiVe (NIE; 1979; Bader, 1978). There is also

evidence of low recidivism in some program; NIE (1979) describes a counseling

program in which fewer than 122 of participants have been subsequently

suspended; and an ISS celiter in Whi-ch 93% had neither been suspended nor

returned to ISS.

Indica:is:it of reduced minority disproportion in suspension rates are few;

even though this issue has been a major factor in recognition of "the suspen-

sion problem" that led to the establishment of many alternative programs (Caribaldi;

1979). The Dallas school district reports a black suspension rate of close to
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40%, the proportion of black enrollme6t OpaT tko it4titution of -ISS

programs under a court "rder in Hawkins_ i to (Cotton, 1978). In

Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, four of five 1:1614dle 6ctools in which an

"intervention room" was established reduc f:04140 v,Aimority suspensions by

282 while in the unserved schools, minority :Isi4o4 Increased by 292

(NIE, 1979). The PASS program teduCed suspentliaP,ft' bele them constant

,

while an increase was observed in control group Csollools Sive the pro-

gram was introduced in all Pinellas County high .,s1; 1Si the tOber of SUS=

pensions was cut by more than half. HOwever, tho-1478 bca surtS1 indicated

that the athOO1 district still ranked high in "exciaStiMatity gutpinsions"

(Killalea Associates, 1978).

ISS program administrators and observers continue tt Ailtz concern

about the degree of racial isolation and disproportion tO thealterraitive

programs themselves. Aril-ea (1978) cites the Louisville Oyetm a air exaiOle,

in which referrals to a separate school pro:tenni-Di:ere oVetWbelmingly black

while those to an in=isChOol program were mostly white. Armove and Strout

(1980) observed similar situations in other large cities; Participants in

the NIE conference (1979) observed that ISS centers could become just as dis-

proportionately minority in composition as was out-of-school suspension. These

programs can become identified as "Minority programs" especially when: they

involve a voluntary transfer to an alternatiVe school (Williams, in glE 1979;

p. 18). Particular attention to this issue, including careful data i..!)100etion

on racial composition of the programs and tee-cher/principal referrals of

minority students, ha: been recommended (Mizell, in NIE, 1979).

Scholl Differences in Suspension

Studies of schools with low ineidifiCei of discipline problems and use of

suspension have identified features of organization and tehodl Climate that
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appear to be related to the school's orderliness.

Leadership and administration. Most authors agree that the leadership of

the school principal is an important element in deaing 9Ith student behavior.

- differ, however, in the specific elements of lead#r-' y consider

important. Brodbelt (1980), after examining a large nrim,'*( Studies, con-

eludes that the best principals are thoSe who have administrative skills

(ability to plan, initiate, and mobilize resources and support) and who suppzrt

toacherS (leave them free to teach). Srodbelt found these characteristics

i successful schools regardless of racial or socioeconomic composition.

Reeser (1979a), in a study of successful schools in Ohio, observes that gen-

erally "strong" building leadership that "sets the tone" for the schlra is

an important factor. More specifically, these principals do a number of things

to foster superior teacher performance: set an example of and reward quality,

create mechanisms that break immolation in both teaching and planning and in

turn increase teachers' sense of responsibility, and professionalism, and

encourage informal activities to boost staff morale.

Duke and Heckel (1980) examined the efforts of MO junior high schools to

deal with attendance problems, their most prevalent discipline problem.

Using a theoretical framework borrowed from J. R. Galbraith, they looked at

five organizational variables, two of Which include elements of leadership

and administrative behavior. The first of these, "macro=livel decision-

making," refers to the pays in which disciplinary policy at the school level is

made. The authors concluded that the schools they studied failed to increase

daily attendance and reduce class cutting in part because school administrators

initiated policy changes arbitrarily and unilaterally--they did not examine

optiont in view of any clearly under-Stood objectives of attendance policy,

and they did not solicit teacher or student participation. The second factor
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is personnel background and training; Duke and Heckel argue that these sch of

Dfficials lacked training in analytic and decisim-making skills, had litt1

experience with collaborative decision4eaking, and lacked substantive expe tise

in issues related to poor school attendance and possibl- e remedies. While'

this study does not contain a positive example, by implication it would b

principal who seeks participation in decisions but manages it so that options

are considered systematically and, exerts influence over the choices made.

Bickel ane Qualls (1979) examined school climate differences between

samplet of Louisville high schools with relatively high and low suspensiol

rates. Several differences between the principals in the two groups of sfhools

I

were reported; ACCOtding to both feathers' perceptions And principals' self-

report ptincipals in high-suspension schools Plated pritary emphasis on

capable perrormance of theit Administrative functions and saw the principal

as at central figure in the school. Principals in low-suspension schools

gave hitter priority to fostering mutual tespeet between students and staff;

Principalo in the low-suspension schools were reported to be more visible

atibUind the Nhool, while those in the high suspension schools spent more time

in their offices The authors note that the litetatnte supports the inference

that principals' visibility in the school positively affects student morale

and behAViot. Low-suspension principals felt they had more discretion in

making discipline decisions than did high-suspensiOn principals. There was

no difference between the two groups of schools in student perceptions Of the

administration of disciOine policy; etUdebt r*tings of the consistency and

fairness Of enforcement were similar in high- and low-suspension Schools.

_2clacher_theracteriatict. The effectiveness of teachers in successful

schools is attributed to a number of personal qualities and Attitudes.

Brodbelt (1M) characterizes "strong teachers" as thoSe who establish and
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,enforce a clear set of classroom rules; they respond quickly to misbehavior

but with a variety of techniques; they spend more time on teaching, less on

discipline; regardless of the racial and socioeconomic composition of the

school. Kaeser (1979a) describes all Of the successful schools she studied

"child-tenteree rather than "subject-centered," as reflected, in the

attitudes of staff and administrators: A commitment to serving all children,

high expectations of teachers and of students, a "consistent and constructive"

approach to student behavior using a vide range of discipline efforts but all

with an emphasis on self-discipline and problem-solving rather than punishment.

Bitkel and QUall (1979) found that teathers in low-sucpension schools rated

their school more positively on all its related to school climate than did

teachers in high-suspension schools. These items included assessment of

students' respect for teachers, honesty and sincerity of people in the school,

students' enjoyment of school, students' feeling of acceptance in school, and

the school's learning environment. Teachers' respect for students is greater

in the low-suspension schools, according to principals' reports. Classroom

observers found no differences between the two groups of schools in the rela-

tionship of teacher-student interactions to students' race or sex. However.

students in low-suspension schools rated teachers' nonverbal communication

more positively than did students in high - suspension schools;

Curriculum and instruction. Brodbelt (1980) noted that in studies of

successful schools, the curriculum is characterized by structure and "firm

monagemcnt," continuous evaluation, remediation, and individualized instruction.

Kaeser (1979a) described the "child-centered" schools in her study as

those which paid attention to individual needs. Organizationally, most of

these schools made use of team teaching, flexible scheduling and grouping

(e.g. multi -age grouping), and individualized instruction (e.g., Individuall
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Guided Education-=ICE). Another aspect of these schools was that they were

structured to facilitate exposure and contact between students and faculty.

In the larger schools, this usually meant subdivisions into "houses" or mini=

schools, in order to reduce the anonymity and personal distance in the larger

etting. In addition, the ;ho* see system is thought to foster teachers sense

of professionalism, since it requires professional cooperation among teachert

and responsibility for a common group of, studentS (Walline, 1976).

Solomon and Kendall (1975) found that teachers engage in more critical

And disciplinary behavior in traditional classrooms than in open ones, while

students' Actual Miabehavior is not significantly different. While the authors

acknowledge that ehers is no control for teacher personality or interaction

between personality and type of classroom, they suggest that the setting itself

helps to set norms for behavior.

Descriptions of curricular and instructional features of alternative

SchoolS emphasize individualization, but there is considerable variety among

specific programt, In a survey of IS voluntary alternative schools in

California, Duke and Perry (1978) identified r.he following practices

(number in parentheses indicates number of Schools characterized by each

practice);

1. provisions for independent study (15)

2. off-campus learning opportunities (14)

3. flexible scheduling (14)

4. eaphaSis n curriculum,_ relevance (14)

54 reduced -class sites (12)

6; tiitotialt (9)____

7; mini-courses (8)

8. shortened school day (8)

9. outside resource people used in instruction (7). (p. 381)

Arnove and Strout (1980) found individualized instruction implemented in

several ways; including contracts, point systems, and programmed instruction.

In addition, the alternative schools they stud. ed Offered many support scrviceS.
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since many of their students has undiagnosed learning disabilities and related

medical problems.

Size has, also been associated with low discipline problems and suspensions.

Amoy& and Strout (1980) reported that the median student enrollment of U.S.

alternative schools is 200, with many having fewer than 100 students. The

typical student staff ratio is 15:1. (About one-third of ail alternative

school's are special programs for disruptive students chronic truants,

suspend:i; expelled, dropouts, or in juvenile court;) The average enroll-

ment of the schooli in Dace and petty's (1978) study was 111; Several posi-

tive consequences are attributed to the small size of alternative schools:

(1) flexibility in scheduling and instruction (Carlson, 1976; Mike b Perry,

1978); (2) access awl inforbility in student- teacher relationships (Kaeser,

1979a; Duke & Perry; 1978), (3) consistency among faculty; due to their smaller

number (Duke & petty, 1978), and (4) homogeneity of students (Mike 6 Perry,

1978); (Students in the schools in Duke and Petty's study were self-selected.)

Student perceptions of climate. Bickel and Qualls (1979) used school

climate items for students that were siMilat to the ones they used with

tetChett. They found some differences between low- and high-Suspension

schools; but school diffirenetS interacted with race and sex differencei.

White students in low-suspension schoo14 rated their school climate more

positively than did black txudents in both groups of schools and white students

in high-suspension schoolt.

Intertatiattlimate. While the LeuiiVille study identified climate and

leadership differences in schools with Iow overall suspension rates; the dispro-

portionate suspension Of blaCk students was not related to thiii Chatacteristics

(Bickel 6 Qualls; 1979). However; i case study Of two school districts that

examined iehotili with low minority disproportion, in suspension found that
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perceptions of a favorable interracial climate amd staff support for integra-

tion separated these schools from those with greatef racial disparity

(Bennett & Harris, 1981).

These studies suggeSt that alternative programs alone are probably not

sufficient to correct racial disparity in enforcement of school discipline.

Rather, the climate of the school must reflect an explicit concern with race

relations in general and with interracial fairness in administering diScipline.

School administrators can matifett this concern in at least two ways. First,

rules governing behavior and establishing disciplinary offenses should be

developed with broad participation, including staff, students and parents. The

common expectations for behavior in school that result from this process should

be widely communicated throughout the school. In Addition, tardiness and other

attendance-related offensea probably should not be punishable by suspension,

and vague prohibitions that allow a great deaI of discretion in enforcement,

such as "insubordination," should probably be eliMinated altogether% The second

action that administrators can take it to analyze carefully the reasons for

Minority suspensions and other discipline*, actionS.

Sehools should keep records on suspension the reasen for the

suspensioni the teacher or staff p,irsoo inoivet% and the race and se* of the

StUdent involved; This allows the school principal, parents and others to

analyze the reasons for suspension by race and ailiand to determine if parti-

cular teachers or staff members have problems needing attention. until the

ledd#fehip in a school understands the causes of disproportionate minority

gospenSIOn in that school at that time; solutiona ire iMpossiblti-

In-service training for teachers and administrators can facilitate the

implementation or these practIc'es; Teachers frf.quontly request in-servite train-

ing in classroom management immediately after desegregation begins and such programs.

have been found to reduce discipline problems in recently desegregated schoolS.
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Administrators can also benefit from in-service training in developing and

administering rules of conduct and in establishing a positive interracial

climate (Smylie 4 Hawley, 1981).

Chapter Summary

Alternative practices have been exP,nined in the areas of student assign-

ment to academic programs, organization of academic programs, and student

di cipline.

Student assignment relies heavily on the use of standardized testing.

Since mean performance differences among racial and ethnic groups are presently

well-established, resegregation is a frequent result of the use of tests. The

procedures of test development, however, could be altered to include more

minority group data in the development of items, norming procedures, and the

establishment of reliability and validity. In addition to these changes in

the psy-hometric bases of tests, test users need to be well-versed in the

psychometric properties and interpretation of tests, as well as in behavioral

science literature about is :use with minority group children.

In addition to testing itself, the assessment process includes the referral

of children for testing and the broad range of interactions between the child

and the school psychologist and other school personnel. Several alternatives

were identified that are aimed it changing the use of the referral by both

teachers and psychologists, including en increased emphasis on congultakOn

and help in the regular classroom rather than on automatic te*ting, Five

conceptual models Of nondiscriminatory assessment were introduced and evaluated:

mrchomotric, altp-narive, transactional, ecological, and interdiscip4inan.

It was concluded that none of these models can stand alne. Rather, elements

of all of them should be included in an integrated model.. The SOMPA is one

approach to an integrated model of non-discriminatory assessment, but not

necessarily the definitive one,

Alternative organizational practices for categorical programs have the
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common feature of attempting to provide greater integration of categorical

services into the regular school program. In compensatory education, alter-

nate ways of allocating funds and regulating their use have resulted in reduced

use of pull-out in schools with large numbers of eligible students. In addition, -

the use of consultant teachers should facilitate the provision of compensatory

services in the regular classroom.

In special education, recent emphatis has been on the placement of handi-

capped children the "least restrictive environment" that is appropriate, or

"mainstreaMing," defined here as at least part-time placement in a regular

classroom. Very few significant differencet in academic performance have

been found between mainstreamed EMR children and those in special classes. In

some cases, En children have been mainstreamed into low-track classes and

racially or ethnizally segregated classes. The potential for reducing resegre-

gation through mainstreaming, then, depends on the extent to which regular

classes are integrated and organized heterogeneously.

In bilingual education, a continuum of organizational strategies was pro-

posed, ranging from an individual learning plan to a total school district

organization. If programs are one-way, some segregation is probably inevitable

especially if snail numbers of LEP students are involved. Emphasis should

be placed on part-time integration. With larger numbers of LEP students, two-

way bilingual magnet programa are more tensible and more integrative, if

sufficient numbers of non-LEP student* participate.

The effectiveness of Change-A in student assignment practices and in the

organiZaticn of categorical programs is contingent upon the organization of

regular cleWoOM instruction for diverse groups of students. Several

approaches to classroom heterogeneity have been developed. Individualized

instruction techniques can be toffiLitted wIth flexible grouping in order to

tate interracial contact within clatareems. Cooperative iearning techniques
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make explicit use of small heterogeneous groups and have been found to improv_

both minority student achievement and race relations. Peer tutoring programs

have been siowr to be especially beneficial for low-achieving student tutors,

but there is very little evidence on mixed-race tutoring pairs. Team-organized

schools, in which heterogeneous groups of students are divided into "houses"

or mini-schools with a common group of teachers, have enhanced the development

of interracial friendships and positive interracial climate.

Alternative student discipline practices are aimed at reducing out-of-

school suspension through the use of in-school suspension programs that include

a variety of counseling and other intervention techniques, "time-out" or

"cooling-off" rooms, and in-school suspension centers where students continue

their academic work or receive special instruction. Reports on many of these

programs have indicated decreased out-of-school suspensions and low recidivism.

There is also evidencei however, that some alternative programt are just as

racially imbalanced as out -of- school suspension-has been; Experts therefore

recommend careful attention to this issue and thorough analysis of the reasons

for excess minortW group disciplinary Actions; Schools that have low suspen-

sion rates, but not necessarily comparable minority and majority group rates,

are rated more positively on school climate then those with higher suspension

rates. Schools with little or no disparity in minority group suspension rates

are characterized by positive interracial climate and staff support for

integration;
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CRAFTER FOUR

FEDERAL POLICY: ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

Introduction

The evidence presented in this report supports the conclusion that resegre-

gation within desegregated public schoolt it extent/ye. We have found evidence

of substantial resegregation in academic programs--abiIity grouping, tracking,

compensatory education, special education, and bilingual education--due to

methods of student assignment and program organization. We have also found

that school disciplinary practices, most notably suspension, contribute to

resegregation due t.1 the ways in which school rulet are made and applied.

School desegregation is a mechanism for educational change as well as a

way of achieving larger social goals. As an externally imposed change, however,

desegregation cannot fulfill its intent if it is incompatible with school cul-

ture and organization. Resegregation is a manifestation of such indOtpati-

bility; Its occurrence undermines the achievement of the educational and

social goals of school desegregation by reducing opportunities for equal

education of minority studentt and for positive interracial contacts among all

students.

While racial and ethnic bias of school personnel cannot be dittOUnted as

a factor, a more compelling reason for resegregation is that the sources Of this

phenomenon are found In the organizational routines of most'tCh6ols. Alter-

native methods of student assessment, instructional organization, and SCh661

discipline that recognize student diVertity and facilitate interracial contact

are available. These altematives however; require organizational change in

most schools for their implementation.

In order for schools to reduce or eliminate within=ach661 resegregation;

they must adopt new ways of assessing student performance, organizing instruc-

tion, and dealing with student behavior. Studeht assessment should incorporate
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a wide range of information from a variety of sources and should be interpreted

by well-informed "consumers" of testing information. Instruction should be

organized so that students have opportunities for educational interaction

with diverse groups of students. Special support services should be provided

with as much integration into the regular curriculum as possible. Student

discipline should emphasize keeping students in school and dealing with the

sources of student behavior problems, including the influence of school cli-

mate on behavior and the development and application of equitable school rules.

These practices, of course, require that knowladGe of specific techniques

be made available to school personnel. Equally important, however, is the

development of skills that allow such knowledge to be successfully put to use.

Many of the assessment and instructional techniques discussed in this report

rely heavily on consultation among professionals with different specializations.

Psychologists, special and regular teachers, and other school personnel

must establish consultative and collaborative relationships in order to plan

and provide programs for diverse groups of students. Professional consul-

tation is an especially important part of the role of specialists who should

provide support for regular teachers as well as services for individual stu-

dents.

Another requirement for implementation of practices to reduce resegrega-

tion is an enhanced capacity for planning and management at both the school

and classroom levels. Increasing the diversity of students and programs in

regular classrooms increases the complexity of instructional planning and

coordination for teachers. School administrators need to assure the coordi-

nation of special programs with each other and with the regular curriculum.

School -wide planning processes for the development of behavior standards and

discipline procedures should also be instituted. Planning for desegregation

should include consideration of resegregation and ways to avoid it. Because
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that considers these sources in relationShip to each other and to desegregation.

Tmplications for the Federal Role

The central purpose of this study has been to identify the zxtent and

causes of resegregation and to suggest some school level practices that can re-

duce the racial isolation of students within schools. This study has not sought

to develop detailed federal strategies that follow from our review and analyses

of the available evidence. Rather, this report identifies some general direc==

tiong for federal policy. Further analysis will be necessary to turn the sum-

mary prescriptions for federal action into specific programs and modifications

of status and regulations. Nonetheless* the step from the general statements

below to particular policy proposalS is not a long one and the research reviewed

above will facilitate further inquiry and action.

The directions for federal policy outlined here assume that the federal

governMent should not _dictate specifid instructional practices in order to play

a role in redUding tesegregation; Rather, the fedital government can facili-

tate state and local efforts to do so in several ways. First* categorical pro-

grams and regulations that inadvertently contribute to resegregation can be

amended. Second* research on existing alternatiVeS and development of additional

ones can be stimulated; Third* dissemination of research and technical assis-

tance for implementing specific alternatiVet and for developing planning and

coordination proceaSes can be provided; Fourth, professional development pro=

grant that include alternative practices and fostering consultation and plan-

ning skills can be supported; The remaihdet of this chapter is devoted to a

discussion of each of these federal strategies for reducing resegregation.

CategoricaI_Programs

These programs provide iunds for special educational services for

target groups and inadvertently contribute to resegregation due to a combina=

tion of factors. Separate programs for identifiable and often well-organized
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constituency groups are politically attractive to legislators. Program regula-

tions encourage the segregation of eligible students fOr instruction through

requirements for separate supplementary services and expenditures; When the

eligible populations for categorical programs are disrroportionately composed

of minority group students; as is the case for compensatory; bilingual, and

same special education services; resegregation occurs through pull-out programs

and Self=Contairted classes; The resegregative effects of these programs are

exacerbated when individual children are eligible for several programs and

receive the services of each through multiple pull outs or by being placed in

a separate track.

Categorical prograts can be re= structured in two ways that could reduce

resegregation. First; the regulations of individual programs can be amended.

Requirements such as the supplementation provision of Title l should be re-

interpreted so that state and local administrators do not understand pull out

to be the only way to satisfy it. While pull out has not been mandated; it

has been viewed as the om.ly alternative by many school adMinistratort. Alter-

natiVe ways of assuring fiscal accountability that do not encourage separate

services for accounting purposes should be explored. The new amendments to

Title l which authorize simplifying record keeping and reporting requirements

provide an opportunity to clarify this point.

A second strategy deals with the management of categorical programs and

the intergovernmental relations involved. Each program is administered

separately at all levels of government; the impact of multiple program opera-

tion and overlap among target groups in schools and students does not fall in

the domain of any Single agency. Schools have little incentive to consolidate

services for multiply eligible children or to integrate services into regular

instruction whets funding applications and reviews of expenditures are disaggre-

gated. Kimbrough and Hill (1981) recommend: "Federal advice and monitor-

ing should be reoriented tc encourage program consolidation; rather than
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forcing local administrators to deal separately with an autonomous fechiral

bureau for every program."

Application procedures can be altered to stimulate local planning and

coordination of categorical services in relation to desegregation and to thy

total school program. Such changes would probably involve some degree of

federal and state administrative reorganization and differential federal

administration among states. Goettel (1970 as suggested the development of

contractual arrangements in whiCh states and the federal government establish

a comprehensive plan including all funding sources. A model for this pro-

cedure is the California School Improvement Program, in which school districts

submit consolidated applications for all state education funds. Federal offi-

cials have been critical of this approach because state and federal funds are

combined and administered jointly. Title I and state compensatory education

funds, for example, are combined. Several other states have also instituted

processes for program and grant coordination, with varying degrees of success.

The centrifugal forces that mitigate against such efforts at the national level

can be just as strong at the state level (Berke 6 Demarest, 1978). Where

opportunities to do comprehensive planning involving multiple programs have

existed, many districts have chosen not to pursue t" approach (Rubin 6 David,

1981). Local management resources may not be adequate for the task. This

suggests that legislative consolidation of programs into block grants to the

states is probably not a panacea for the problems of categorical "grant adminis-

tration.

As Kimbrough *nd Rill noted in their conclusion to the Aggregate Effects of

Federal Education_Programs (1981), while:

. . . some form of reducing the barriers that separate categorical
programs is desirable, [n]ot all forms of consolidation are equally

constructive. In the interest of the nation's neediest students and
schools, the best form of consolidation would be one that increased
local educators' flexibility while continuing to ensure that federal
funds both increase and target the resources available for the education

of disadvantaged students. (p. 44)

If categorical programs for the disadvantaged are to be placed in block
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grants. careful attention should be given to the problem of targeting resources,

the need for mechanisms alld support for comprehenelve planning and coordination,

and the need to provide technical assistance to LEAs. A strategy which would

allow states to present and implement comprehensive coordination plans for

managing multiple programs might generate models that could be incorporated into

future regulations or federal officials might devise progra=ming approaches to

schools in which many students with special needs are concentrated.

The relationship of service delivery programs to the enforcement of civil

rights guarantees is another aspect of program administration that affects

resegregation. While the groups protected by civil rights regulations closely

parallel the recipient groups of categorical assistance; the NO activities Are

administered separately by the Office cif Civil Rights and the program bureaus

and offices in the Department of Education; respectively. Only in ESAA has there

been a formal linkage requiring that civil rights compliance be ettablithed

prior to receipt of grant ft.ticit and there was no formal linkage with categori=

col program personnel; Indeed ESAA regulations aimed at avoiding racial isola-

tion were apparently seen by school systems as conflicting with Other otogt&i

regulations which targeted aid to StUdenta in racially isolated settings; More

recently, a memorandum of understanding was adcipted betWeen OCR and the Office

of Special Education regarding etfotcement of P.E. 94-142, which combines

regulatory and service delivery proVitiOnt. These instances; however, are

exceptions and not the rule;

Closer cooperation between OCR officials and federal program administra-

tors valid reduce the likelihood of different arms Of the federal government

workimg at cross purposes. For example, tie lau guidelines on bilingual educa-

tion contain a number of proviSions regarding segregation of LEP students. yet

ESEA Title VII funds for bilingual education programs were not contingent upon

compliance with Such Safeguards. Clear links between program monitoring and

civil rights enforcement at the federal level could foster greater coherence
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in state and local policies regarding resegregation issues.

Clearly, resegregation is not the only effect of categorical aid that

could be ameliorated by changes in regulations and the organization of these

programs. Nor are these changes alone likely to eliminate resegregation; How-

ever, to the extent that schools keep children with special needs in separate

groups for administrative rather than educational reasons, changes in the

regulations concerning implementation could be designed to remove obstacles

to local planning and coordination and possibly provide incentives for such

efforts.

-Res-ear--0-and-DmeloPment

In the course of gathering and analyzing information for this report, we

have become acutely aware of specific research needs in several areas related

to resegregation; Almost every topic we investigated is characterized by gaps

in data and analysis on sources of the problem, or by a paucity of alternative

models to reduce the problem, or both. Frequently, the assertion that resegre-

gation occurs is built on fragmented pieces of collateral evidence, -ecause

much nf the research on educational practices is not conducted in a desegre-

gated setting or the racial context is not specified.

Research, when it involves the evaluation of specific practices, Can seldom

be translated directly into new policy or programmatic recommendations with

great confidence. Thus, the f4nding of research based models in local agencies

and the assessment of the effectiveness of these models, along with the identi-

fication and evaluation of extant programs of presumptive effectiveness is a

necessary adjunct of research.

The topics about which it seems research, development, evaluation and

dissidmination would be most important for making further progress in the

reduction of desegregation are:

1. Instructional teclmtaRstar;IEEEtinEjltSsEogene 111

Only cooperative learning techniques among the flexible and hetero-

geneous grouping practices are backed by empirical evidence that

provides considerable confidence of their utiveness.



2. Scheduling; iroupins and instructional practices to facilitate inter-

action mg hetero eneous hi :h school students. Resegregation is

particularly acute icy high schools where differentiation of the curri-

culum is most pronounced; there is almost no information about strategies

to mitigate the separation that occurs.

3. Discipline techniques, including alternative forms of in- drool suc-

Lttha-t-r-educee-theVis' 4rIng nr "rIu-

sionsofildrixt. The literature is replete with

examples of techniques, but there is an absence of comiparison among

programs that would allow identification of program characteristics

that are linked to desirable outcomes in different settings. There

is also little evaluation data that assesses impact on disproportionate

minority suspensions.

4; rmrthpr_deveIopment and evaluation of-psychological assessment techniques

for evaluating-im There is little evidence

to suggest how currently developed experimental techniques affect

assessment and placement of minatity group Children.

5. Development and assessment-of

of categorical services. Little sustained analysis of effects of

alternatives to pull out programs has been accomplished;

Meeting these needs in research and development requires an awareness of

the relationships between desegregation and school policies and practices that

result in resegregation. The establishment of these linkages is difficult

because of the disjoited nature of the conduct of education and other social

science research and its dissemination. Academic specializations tend to be

quite narrow. These are barriers between basic and applied research; even

within a single institution; and between research and model or product develop-

ment. The joining of different topics and types of research with a common

focus on resegregation can take place at many levels, from a single institute
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or university to the federal government; Such linkage efforts Tepresent the

ifstoblislz::ent of a "learning cycle" that is analogous to the individual learning

process, in which data (experience) analysis (reflection), ctncept and hypothe-

sis a:-..71 testing are related in a sequential but also cyclical pro-

cess. The etablishilent of a federal research and development system coordinated

perhaps by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement in the Department

of Education based on this mOdeI would encounter formidable problems of inter-

agency coordination and resistance from universities and research firms (Crzin

& Hawley, 1981).

The importance of the federal tole in research development and dissemina-

tion activities cannot be overstated. The limited resources and urgent demands

for funds to meet immediate programmatic needs at the local and state levels

make it unlikely that research will be supported; Where local districts

develop coordination strategiet or instructional, models to cope more effectively

with their own needs; there is little incentive to evaluate or disseminate

these results to other districts with similar needs.

Dissemination and Technical Assistance

The development of new knowledge through research, model building and

evaluation, in itself is not enough to effect changes in resegregation prac-

tices of federal, state and local education agencies. Policy makers and

practitioners need to be told about new knowledge in ways that they will find

meaningful to the solutions of problems they see as important. These instru-

ments of federal policy can serve this function: dissemination, technical

assistance and professional development. We discuss the third of these in the

next section of the report.

Just as resegregation cuts across the boundaries of service delivery pro-

grams, it also intersects many technical assistance activities, which are

usually organized categorically to parallel federal grant programs. Technical

assistance for implementing categorical programs typically has been concerned
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with neither desegregation nor resegregation. Rather, it is focused on

administrative and service delivery procedures for achieving compliance.

Conversely, race desegregation-reIated technical assistance programs

have not often addressed within-school segregation except, perhaps, with

respect to issues involving discipline. While this is one of the categories

of assistance that can be offered by the Race Desegregation Assistance Centers

(RDAC's), many of these centers apparently have not focused on resegregation

or on instructional planning and management (Hawley & Schapira, 1980). In

addition, the RDAC's Iack coordination with other types of technical assistance,

such as categorical program assistarte and sex and national origin minority

desegregation centers.

In order for technical assistance to be effective in eliminating resegre-

gation0 it needs to focus on linking the management of implementation of

desegregation and other service delivery:

Federal policymakers need to recognize that the sheer number of separate
programs is the source of many problems. A significant task,
then, is to help local_ districts devise programming strategies for
multiple program Ichools, and to help local officials coordinate_pro-
grams at the school level. . . . Most federal programs provide funds
for their own management, but there is no money or specific technical
assistance to help local districts devise an integrated strategy across
federal programs. Local districts_ should be given resources for coordi-
nation and be furnished with examples of successful program integration.
(KiMbrough & Hill, 1981, p. 43)

There are several ways in vhich the federal role in fostering a reorienta-

tion of desegregation technical assistance might be structured. Several options

were explored in a memorandum by Hawley (1981). They include: (1) the direct

funding of LEAs to purchase technical assistance, (2) coordination of existing

mechanisms for research and technical assistance, so that information related

to desegregation from different agemcies might be packaged and disseminated* (3)

the creation of a small technical assistance office, and (4) support of a research

and development center to assist state agencies. This memo is attached as

Appendix A.
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Professlonal__:DeveIopment

The content of federally supported programs for teacher educati.J6h and in-

service staff development has often paralleled the definition of target popu-

I tions for service delivery programs; Training programs for teachers of

handicapped and limited-Englith=Speaking children in schools and colleges of

education have been funded to provide personnel to implement categorical pro-

grams for these groups. In=service workshops to train remedial reading and

math specialists have produced teeehert fet Title I and other compensatory

programs. Some technical assistance efforts have used teacher training as a

key part of their efforts.

In addition to support for training of specialized teachers and other

school personnel; the ftderal government has provided funds for in-service and

teachers center programs on implementing instructional innovations, classroom

management; and other issues that have relevance to resegregation. What has

been lacking is an integration of these efforts_ within the context of desegre-

gation. Staff development programs for regular teachers in resegregation

issues and alternatives should go beyond the disciete sources of the problem.

The capacities of teachers and administrators to implement these changes are

enhanced by training in planning and management. This is an area that in-

service training programs have frequently ignored and one that is important to

Miteettful introduction of innovations in schoOli (Berman a McLaughlin, 1978).

The recent consolidation of many professional development prograis inclu-

ding Teacher Corps; Teacher Centers, ESAA and others into a block grant

greatly reduces the 'possibilities of influencing professional development through

federal regulation of programt. Thit trend coupled with the lack of effective

training models and instructional and management strategies for dealing with

the problems that give rise to resegregation suggests that greater attention

must be focused on research and development and technical assistance that will sup-

port efforts of state and local education agencies in the professional development of

their personnel. 214
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Sunman}

The central purpose of this study has been to identify the extent and

causes of resegregation and to suggest some school level practices that can

reduce racial isolation. within schools. This $tudy has not sought to develop

detailed federal strategies, but suggests some general directions for fedetal

policy.

To some extent federal programs through targeting and accountability

requirements have contributed to the development and maintenance of resegrega-

tive practices; This is most dramatically seen where students are pulled

out of regular classes to receive several compensatory services. These pro-

grams can be restructured to make it clear that pull out is not the only way

to meet targeting requirements, to allow coordination of multiple program

services and to provide states and localities with models frr program inte-

gration. If programs are consolidated, attention needs to be given to the

problem of seeing that resources continua to be targeted towards educationally

needy students and that school districts receive the necessary technical

assistance to manage the program.

The greatest source of resegregative practices appears to be the tradi-

tional organizational and academic practices of schools. Here the clear

need it for research, development, and dissemination of effective techniques

for working with heterogeneous groups of students, discipline strategies

that curb disproportionate suspensions of minority students, and development

of useful non-discriminatory assessment techniques. Thit is a critical need

unlikely to helmet at any other level of government.
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Context

In June, both the Senate and the House passed budgets which placed the

Emergency School Assistance Act program and the Title IV (Civil Rights Act)

program into the state block grant and eliminated funding for the programs.

Since this action follows the proposal of the Administration, this memo

assumes that these desegregation assistance programs will be the responsi-

bility of the states. The questions with respect to federal policy toward

desegregation are essentially two:

1) Will OCR continue to have a role in the enforcement of Title VI

as it relates to block grant monies distributed by states to

school districts?

2) Should the federal government seek to provide technical assistance

to state agencies concerned with desegregation?

This memo is addreated to the second of these two questions; This memo

provides an overview of five different ways the federal government might

respond to the needs of VEAs for technical assistance,to facilitita effective

desegregation.
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Do__Las Need _Technical Assistance to Facilitate Effective Dese re ation?

It seems reasonably certain that the answer to the question just posed

is affirmative. This conclusion follows from the following propositions:

1. Many school systems continue to face unresolved problems after

having been desegregated, including resegregation.

2. Even in the absence of any pressure from the executive branch of

the federal government, many school systems will be desegregated as

a result of new or continuing court action or the actions of state

agencies.

3. There is insufficient expertise in most LEA's to address the unique

issues posed by desegregation.

4. The normal sources of inservice training, such as schools of educa-

tion or teachers centers (should they continue to exist), do not

generally offer training related to desegregation and do not have

the resources to do so; .;

What type of technical assistance do school systems need? Needs range

from help in drawing plans to minimize public transportation and maximize

student continuity in a given school to the development and implementation of

systems for promoting academic achievement in heterogeneous classrooms and

for achieving discipline in an equitable and effective manner. These and

other needs usually confront schools more or less simultmousIy so that

incremental strategies for staff development are insufficient.

PolityOptions

1; Do nothing: allow states or private. industry to provide technical

assistance without federal support to states or LEA'S.

2. Provide funds directly to LEA's to purchase the technical assistance

they require;

3. Ctiordinate existing mechanisms for research and tedhhical assistance
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to provide information to state agencies.

4. Create a small office for technical assistance to states that would

serve one or both of toio runctions:

a. to provide transitional capacity building assistance,

b. to collect, synthesize and disseminate relevant information

over time.

5. Support a research and deveEopment center to assist state agencies.

Another hypothetical option is to provide technical assistance directly

to LEA'S frot a federal or federally funded agency. We assume that this

option is incongruent with AdtinistratiOn policies;

Analysis-olOptions

Withink

Under this option whatever needs schdel systems had for technical assistance

would be purehaiid from the private sector or provided by Ftr a agencies;

Advantages:

There would be no cost to the federal government.

The needs for technical assistance to promote desegregation would

be weighed against other needs in terms of local and state budgetary

allocations;

Disadvantages:

There is little money -to -be made privately so that consultants tend .

to be individuals with limited experience and almost no fatilitrity

with research or information about developments nationally.

Soto technical assistance capabilities now exist in SEA's but this

is true of only a handful of castes. HOst states that do have

capacity have been supported with federal funds.

If states were to try to develop expertise in the absence of federal

support, they would have to draw on the resources of other states and

no vehicle now exists for doing so. The Task Force on Desegregation

Strategies of the Education Commission of the Staces, Which was sup-

ported in part from federal funds, is no longer in full operation.
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i^ s to Purchase Technical Assistance

I

Advantages:

Would provide LEA's with resources thus creating a market for techni-
cal assistance to which private industry or the fitateS might respond.

Would put LEA's in a better position to define their needs and select
the type of assistance they want than would other options.

bieadvantages:

LEA's may be able to define their needs but may lack the expertise to
determine Who can best meet those needs.

The private "market" for technical- assistance would not be robust nor
would it be predictable so that private centers with institutional
stability and_expertise are unlikely to develop; Private sector
technical assistance would probably be -based on individual offerings
la individuals would lack the scope of expertise to be helpful across
the broad range of issues confronting desegregating school districts.

The present absence of state agency providers, which is the current
situation in many states, would not be remedied without direct sup-
port from states or the federal government because LEA funding of
state agencies would be unstable and inadequate. Some states would
probably have difficulty with the basic premise: there are few other
precedents for LEA discretionary "purchise" of state services.

tion Three: Coordinate Existin Mechanisms for Resewnth_and_Tethnical_kgssistanta

Several federal programs now develop information and provide technical

assistance that is relevant to desegregation. These include the Office for

Civil Rights, NIEi the National Diffusion Network, the Right to Read Program,

programs for handicapped children, bilingual programs, and others. Information

about effective practices and programs related to desegregation could be gleaned

from existing programs, could be synthesized and/or packaged, and disseminated

to state and local agencies. A small staff would be required but direct services

and much of the dissemination could be handled by other program offices serving

school districts and states in which desegregation is a continuing concern;

Advantages:

1. Very low cost.

2. Does not pose any threat to education agencies.

3. aphasizes the InterrelationsAips between desegregation and
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Other school-level policies.

Disadvantagei:

1. Information and assistance provided would not be very great.

2. De-Segregation would receive secondary priority and reaponsi=

bility for inthritig_that the information and assistance heeded

WAS provided would be diffuse.

3. Staff training would have to be extensive.

Option_scur: Create a Small DesegregationTechnical Assistance Office

A small office of technical assist-ince with outreach capacity could be

established. This office would as its first priority, assist states to develop

their own capabilities for technical assistance. Its second priority might be

to collect, synthesize and disseminate relevant information over time. The

office would rely as much as possible on other agencies (see Option Three

Jbove). Its functions would include information gathering, identifying research

needs of education agencies, model development, and training for civil rights

compliance, needs assessment and program development and implementation.

Advantages:

Would permit informationto bede4eloped that would be more helpful

to agenditt responsible for desegregation.

Would be unintrusive.

Wbuld create strengths in state education agencies that do not

exist in most states.

Would be responsive tc the probability that states are unlikely to

develop their own technical assistance capacity without financial

incentives and external technical expertise.

Would retain a priority on desegregation that would facilitate the

dissemination of information and successful practices.

Disadvantages:

Would teaUlt_in desegregation being treated as .a problem discreet

from-other education issues;

Would be more costly thin Options One and:Three.

The expertise does not now exist, at least in any one organiiatienal
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unit, to staff such a federal_office._ (Though Title_IV_offices
that presumably -will be phased out, along with some Washington based
personnel, could provide the necessary staff.)

Agencies

This alternative could supplement Options Three or Four. This activity

would be pursued so as to provide a mechanism better suited for knowledge

development and evaluation than are (line) operating programs. Its funding

could go through NIE or it could be directly funded by the federal operating

unit responsible for providing technical assistance (if there is one). It

might be based in a unit like the Education Commission of the States (ECS)

or a university, or it could be a private organization.

Advantages:

Would provide a more positive role for the federal government in
developing new knowledge about effective desegregation strategies.

States lack the mechanism to -develop knowledge from other political
jurisdictions.

Would foster the concentration of technical expertise in ways not
usually possible in an operating unit of the federal bureaucracy.

Assistance from such a center might be more readily accepted by state
and local agencies.

Disadvantages:

Mechanisms to focus such a center on the needs of state, local and
private education agencies would have to be developed;

Would addcosts to other options.

May lead to confusion over responsibility for meeting state and local
technical assistance needs.

Unless_care was taken to assure otherwise, desegregation might not be
treated as a problem that is inextricabl_part of almost all education
service provision racially tidied sChool districts.

There seems little doubt that some form of federally supported technical

assistance related to desegregation WOUld be welcomed by state and local agencies;
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At the same tite, it seems clear that states and private organizations will

not develop adequate technical assistance capacity without federal aid.

It seems important that efforts be made to treat desegregation as an issue 44

that shoul4 be dealt with as part of the overall effort by education agencies

to foster equity and provide quality learning opportunitiet. This suggests

that a new approach to technical assistance may be required that seeks to

assist states and school systems to ital, in a coherent and interrelated wayi

with the range of program development and impronement needs most systems should

be addressing as part of an overall plan for the delivery of edUaation and

related services. Perhaps an Office fOt TeChnital Assistance with expertise

that cuts across program areas should be considered. SuCh an office would assist

states and. through etateS, districts to develop comprehensive programs for

meeting educational needs and would thin fadilitate the linking of expertise

and resources from the different program areas so as to be of greater assistance. 1

Such an office would also serve to help identify sources of interprogram

inconsistencies and opportunities for program reforms aimed at making federal

programs more responsive to the needs of different populations as these needs

are addressed by state and local agencies.
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